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CHAPTER I. OVERVIEW OF URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
According to Bureau of the Census (5) reports, close to 75 percent
of the United States population can be classified as urban in 1970. Fur-
thermore, the 1970 census found that the greatest percentage change as
to where people live was in the urban fringes of central cities of popul-
ation range of 25,000 to 100,000. Along with increased population growth
and such dispersion comes greater transportation demands.
Urban transportation or circulation is itself highly complex, but
considered in its proper perspective as an integral part of the total
function of the urban body, the ramifications of intracity movement are
nearly beyond conceivable complexity. Problems exist in almost every
urban transportation scene. The solution of existing problems and pre-
vention of their recurrance are the objectives of what is called urban
transportation planning. Properly implemented as a concordant phase of
an overall comprehensive urban planning program, the resultant planned
transportation systems can be a major ingredient in the realization of
broader social, economical and environmental objectives of urban areas.
Urban transportation planning activity in the United States has
increased significantly in the past two decades since the Detroit and
Chicago studies undertaken during the mid-50's. People realize the need
to solve current and future problems of person and goods movements in
the ever-growing urban areas. The immediate need for planning recommend-
Number in bracket refers to number in reference list.
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ations to guide Impending development and at the same time to satisfy
legislative requirements has become the prime concern of transportation
planning organizations. The result of this expediency has often been a
failure to indulge in sufficient introspective examination of various
practices, methodologies and techniques currently employed in transport-
ation planning.
Work was begun in the late 1940's to develop a more valid forecast-
ing approach than the traditional technique of factoring existing traffic
volumes. This work recognized the inability of such projections to cope
with the problem of forecasting urban traffic volumes. The new approach
considered travel rather than traffic. It looked at traffic volume as
a part of the universe of all trips between an origin and a destination
for a specific purpose. Such travel between areas could be much more
reliably predicted for a future time than could traffic volumes on the
streets connecting them because there was a sound basis for growth pro-
jection.
It was the development of this approach that led to the planning
requirements of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1962 (50). This legisla-
tion requires that all new roads and streets for any urban area with
population of 50,000 or more must be developed as part of a comprehensive
planning program. Such a program must account for land use and economic
activities and their trip generation functions. It must predict future
land use and thereby develop travel patterns for location of transport-
ation facilities to cope with predicted traffic volumes.
This apporach, usually termed Urban Transportation Planning (UTP),
examines transportation systems in their proper perspective as an integral
part of urban activity. It considers non-highway modes in orderto attain
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balanced transportation system. It provides more than a mere projection
of current traffic patterns; it permits modification of historic trends
due to variations in development policies.
UTP is based on surveys of current and historic patterns of popul-
ation, land use, economy and travel within the study area. These elements
are isolated by thorough analysis of pertinent survey data. The growth
and development characteristics of those elements which influence travel
in that community are then established. These somewhat predictable ele-
ments, or urban activity parameters, are then projected or predicted for
some future target date. Based on the future levels of the chosen ele-
ments, future travel patterns are developed which are then used in the
design phase. This procedure takes advantage of the usually reliable
prediction characteristics of basic elements for which growth patterns
are known and stable. The relation between these basic elements and
travel patterns in the survey year is used to determine travel patterns
in the target year.
The execution of the UTP process is quite intricate. Figure 1 shows
a general flow diagram of the process. There are five kinds of surveys;
namely, population, economic activity, land use, travel and transportation
system. The latter two are surveyed in depth to establish travel char-
acteristics.
In travel forecasting activity, the procedure may be further elabor-
ated into several phases. Urban travel patterns in the base and design
years are a function of: (1) the pattern of land use, (2) the various
social and economic characteristics of the population, (3) the travel
behavior characteristics of the population and (4) the type and extent
of the present and planned transportation system facilities. These
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FIGURE I - THE URBAN TRANSPORTION PLANNING PROCESS
Source: Ref. (13)'




































































Figure 2. Urban Travel Forecasting Process (Source: Ref. (13))
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attributes are used to provide quantitative information on the travel
demands generated by alternatives of land use and transportation system
plans.
The planning process may be broken down into four technical phases :
(1) inventories, (2) analysis of existing conditions and calibration of
forecasting models, (3) the forecasting of future conditions, and (4)
system analysis of future transportation systems. Figure 2 gives an
overall picture of these four phases of the urban travel forecasting
process.
CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW ON JOURNEY TO WORK
There have been numerous studies pertaining to the journey to work
and its relationship with other socio-economic factors and urban travel
characteristics. The review here only describes those closely related
to travel pattern development techniques in the urban transportation
planning process.
Parsonson (36) has been developing a peak hour traffic model for
the Georgia Highway Department. The tentative model developed utilized
the primary work trip reported in the 1970 census and peak hour ground
counts obtained at the time of the census. An interim report shows a
regression approach to utilize the data available for certain urban areas
in Georgia.
Shunk (43) has used analysis of variance techniques to show that
work trips are Indeed representative of all purpose, 24-hour trips. He
extracted the work trips from the trip report file of the Indianapolis
Regional Transportation Study (IRTADS). As a result of a series of
analysis of variance models, Shunk concludes that: (1) the travel patt-
erns of home-based work trips represent an excellent approximation to
the travel patterns of trips of all purposes for peak hour or total daily
travel, (2) new survey procedures emphasizing work trip utilization
should be tested in various-sized urban areas, (3) future research should
be undertaken to reaffirm his findings and develop procedures in utilizing
work trip data from various data sources.
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Ambrister (2) did a research entitled "Use of Primary Work Trips to
Derive Travel Patterns". He also used the 1970 census data for some
Texas urban areas and come up with several regression equations showing
relationship between work and total trips.
Prigagine (39) investigated the mode of transport used in journeys
to work, the reasons behind the selection of transport modes, and the
satisfaction given by the mode selected. A public opinion poll was
conducted.
Talvitie (47) built an econometric model for the downtown work trip
in the Chicago area. The models are designed to directly predict zone
to zone trips by mode, and to provide estimates on the elasticity of
travel demand with respect to several transportation system variables.
Bus and rail travel demand models were estimated; demand models for auto
trips could not be estimated due to lack of auto trip data. The number
of interzonal trips to and from work was postulated to be dependent on
three sets of variables: (1) travel time and travel cost, or their com-
ponents on each mode; (2) size and socio-economic characteristics of
the labor force in each traffic origin zone, and (3) the number of jobs
in the destination traffic zone. The forecasting accuracy of the models
was also studied.
Desimore (11) studied the impact of the four-day work week on total
travel, peak period travel and safety. He shows that the greatest eff-
ect is on peak period travel. A freeway bottleneck and a major activity
center were examined as case studies.
A Highway Research Board Special Report (17) was devoted to the
utilzation of census data in urban transportation planning. Daly (10)
described how the work trip information was collected and reported in
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the 1970 Census of Housing and Population.
Robertson (40) showed that the cost for data collection, analysis
and model development was about one dollar per resident of the area under
consideration. He also described the Federal Highway Administration pro-
gram package for obtaining a summary tape of several tabulations that
will provide less expensive zonal data needed by urban studies.
Shunk (44) discussed an approach using work trip data. Based on
his previous study findings, he developed a theory - and tested it with
good results - that if a good basic major street system is provided, it
will provide travel service for trips of all purposes. The use of census
work trip data for small area travel forecasting, including mode select-
ion is described briefly.
Wickstrom (54) described an approach for using census data in urban
transit planning. He showed that data from the 1970 census can be used
to identify areas where transit service is needed to serve captive tran-
sit users.
Mouchahoir (30) investigated the social, economic, and travel var-
iables connected with employees of twenty large Atlanta work centers.
A mathematical model was attempted having causal and functional charact-
eristics providing an analysis of existing conditions and calibration of
forecasting techniques. The study concluded that factor analysis, a
multivariate statistical technique, can be used to determine the inter-
relationship and degree of association between variables related to empl-
oyees and their place of work. After a component statistical analysis,
a model was derived showing the number of work trips attracted to the
work centers depends on the floor space of the center, the average occup-
ational level and the average distance of travel of the employees.
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Kassoff (20) conducted a study using the 1963 New York Metropolitan
Transportation Study data to quantify certain aspects of the people-job-
transportation relationships. The journey to work characteristics acc-
ording to income classification is described.
Voorhees (53) found that urban travel as measured by the length of
work trip to be highly related to the structure of a city, as reflected
by the time distribution of job opportunities within a metropolitan area.
Kassoff (21 ) developed an empirical model for the evaluation of the
main socioeconomic determinants of modal choice for the journey to work,
with particular reference to medium-sized cities.
Hutchinson (18) proposed a simplified and cheaper travel prediction
technique for medium and smaller-sized urban areas. It is suggested
that a knowledge of the spatial pattern of the peak hour work trips is
adequate for transport network planning. Information is provided which
allows the gravity model to be calibrated synthetically. He claimed
that the adoption of the procedures could lead to savings of upto 50
percent in a typical transportation study.
Manarolla (27) built a general operational simulation model for a
regional area. A trip to work submodule seeks to find, for every popul-
ation unit, a route selection pattern that is based on realistic criteria.
Model costs to the user are employed in a game theory setting that empl-
oys travel time and convenience as additional criteria for decision
making.
There are, of course, a whole lot of studies pertaining to the
journey to work. A classic example is thesis by Liepmann (26), a social
scientist, who detailed the descriptive characteristics of the work trip
in British cities.
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It is clear that most of the studies in this area do not provide a
quantitative comparison of the travel patterns as developed from various
work trip data sources; neither is a systematic procedure to utilize
work trip information in transportation planning provided. This research
reported here was aimed to accomplish these objectives.
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CHAPTER III. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COLLECTION TECHNIQUES FOR
URBAN TRANSPORTATION STUDIES
Urban transportation studies have collected substantial data on
land use, travel, transportation facilities and socioeconomic character-
istics. It has been alleged that the collection of these data is excess-
ively costly and time consuming. In view of the evolving nature of the
transportation planning process, a reexamination of data requirements
and collection techniques is needed.
Transportation studies do in fact need extensive sets of primary
and secondary data. Typically, eight major primary surveys are taken,
but some studies may take as many as twenty plus.
The eight typical primary surveys are:
(1) socioeconomic and origin-destination survey by home-interview;
(2) truck - taxi origin-destination survey;
(3) roadside (external) origin-destination survey;
(4) arterial link (highways and streets) inventory;
(5) transit link inventory;
(6) speed on arterial network;
(7) traffic volumes; and
(8) land use measurements.
In general, primary data files have been well used by transportation
studies. According to a study performed by Creighton, Hamburg and Assoc-
iates (9), the costs of data collection of five representative transport-
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ation studies averaged 52 cents per capita (mid-60 money) or approximately
31 percent of total study costs. The time required to collect and pro-
cess data is long, averaging at least two years. New methods to speed
up data collection, especially data processing, are badly needed. Exp-
erience also indicates that a great deal of time and money have been
spent by many study agencies recollecting the same data. For example,
vehicle operating costs, travel time by different urban street types,
socioeconomic data etc. already often existed in secondary sources.
The prime objective of this research was to find statistically-
sound alternative ways to supplement or replace the traditional travel
survey methods. The main concern of this study was the conventional
home-interview origin-destination survey, since in most cases, it is the
most costly and time-consuming part of the overall data collection
process.
There is a variety of techniques for collecting origin-destination
data, most of which are effective only for a particular type of travel.
Consequently, most transportation studies have to employ a combination
of techniques to sample the universe of travel. The established tech-
niques include:
(1) the home-interview survey;
(2) the truck-taxi or commercial vehicle survey;
(3) the roadside survey;
(4) the telephone internal area survey;
(5) the mail -back internal area survey;
(6) the employee survey; and
(7) the license-plate survey for central business districts or
major trip generation centers.
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Variations on the foregoing include the parking-lot or curb-parking
interview and the panel survey. The parking lot interview is especially
useful in CBD planning, while the panel survey is designed especially
for time-series studies.
Techniques of data collection, some of which have not been broadly
used, on which attention was concentrated in this research, included the
1970 census work trip data, the mail-back survey, the licence-plate
traffic survey, the employee survey, the city directory survey, the on-
board transit survey, and the automatic vehicle monitoring systems.
(1) Census Work Trip Data
The 1970 census obtained origin-destination data on the work trips
of 15 percent of the households in urbanized areas. Such data, if obt-
ained regularly every ten years, would be of substantial benefit to
transportation planners. The 1970 census features a questionnaire that
was handled by a mail-out, mail-back procedure in most urban areas. The
same questions were asked, regardless of whether the census was conducted
by mail or by house-to-house canvass.
Eighty percent of the questionnaires were of a short form obtaining
only population characteristics (such as age, family composition, sex and
race) and basic data on housing. Of those answering the long form, 75
percent responded to questions on work trips; the remaining 25 percent
answered a different set of questions not covering work trips. The
following information was obtained from those receiving the work trip
form:





d. three or more automobiles.
2. Address of place of employment.
3. Mode of travel to work, in nine categories:
a. driver, private auto,
b. passenger, private auto,
c. bus or street car,




h. worked at home,
i. other means (specify).
The foregoing data were obtained for all persons in a household who
were 15 years of age and older and were making work trips. When residence
addresses of work trips are paired with employment addresses, a 15 percent
sample of all work trip origins and destinations is available, by mode
of travel. These data are valuable because they can be correlated with
population characteristics, car ownership, income and housing data.
Many advantages result from having such data. First, the data can
generally be coded to an extremely fine geographic detail, using the
DIME system which is available for most urban areas. Second, the data
are at a relatively high sampling rate (15 percent of all households)
which will be helpful when dealing with transit, especially in populous
cities. Third, the census will be obtained on a continuing basis, thus
providing time-series data which will be invaluable in the continuing
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planning process. Fourth, the data are uniform on a nationwide basis.
There are a few disadvantages to the 1970 census work trip survey.
Because only work trips were obtained, only about 40 percent of all trips
and about 60 percent of peak-hour trips were recorded. Second, the time
of day when these trips were made is not known, and hence the proportion
of trips made in the peak hour is uncertain. Third, the year of data
collection may not coincide with the needs of transportation planners.
Nevertheless, the census work trip files will inevitably become a
major source of data for transportation studies. How these data might
be used in the transportation planning process is one of the main concerns
of this study.
(2) The Mail -back Survey
Mail surveys to collect origin-destination data have been used in
the past. A recent test in New Haven, Connecticut with Census Use Study
sent 2,400 mail -out, mail -back origin-destination survey forms. These
were controlled by 400 home interviews. Of the first mailing, 36 percent
were returned. On the second mailing the total returns reached 49 per-
cent. A follow-up telephone survey to the non-responses gave an addit-
ional 37 percent in returns. The remaining 14 percent were contacted
through home interviews.
(3) License-plate Traffic Survey
The license-plate traffic survey is designed to replace the tradit-
ional roadside 0-D survey. A movie camera may be used to photograph
license plates of passing vehicles. Questionnaires are then mailed to
the vehicle owners requesting 0-D data. This survey appears to be use-
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ful for determining trips between zones. However, much care in the sur-
vey questions is needed if dependable trip purpose data is to be obtained,
(4) The Employee Survey
In this technique, interviews are made with the personnel manager
or whoever is in charge of employee records at an employer's office.
This kind of survey has the advantage of obtaining more information of
individual trips from one visit by an interviewer. The major disadvant-
age is that some major employers keep a tight confidentiality policy on
their employee records which could result in great deficiency in the
data needed.
(5) The City Directory Survey
Some publishers, notably R. L. Polk Co., publish city directories
for major urban areas periodically. They send field survey teams to
collect changed data and merge them into their basic city files. The
directories give employment status of city individuals and their home
addresses. Therefore, it is a convenient way to obtain work-travel pat-
terns by coding the home and work places into traffic zones. Unfortun-
ately, these directories contain a lot of errors.
(6) The On-board Transit Survey
This is a special survey to investigate the transit rider's travel
patterns. It must be integrated into some other survey in order to
obtain overall travel patterns by all modes.
(7) Automatic Vehicle Monitors
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A new group of data collection systems being developed are auto-
matic vehicle monitors (AVM). These systems are designed to locate a set
of moving vehicles within a given area on a real-time basis. Most such
systems have not yet reached the prototype stage.
In this study, three of the fore-mentioned techniques were used,
namely, census, employee survey, and city directory. These three sources
of work trip data were expected to be more economical than the convent-
ional home- interview or other complex surveys.
As work travel patterns are good indicators of overall travel patt-
erns, these less time-consuming and less expensive data collection tech-
niques should have a promising future in small urban area transportation
planning if they provide sound travel data. The argument is especially
valid in the continuing planning process> since most urban areas, big
or small, lack the money and personnel to collect updated data by trad-
itional methods. Work trip data, obtained by an easier process, would
be a better buy in terms of collection and analysis cost and efficiency.
The following chapters present a comparative analysis of the resultant
travel patterns from work trip data collected in the Lafayette SMSA.
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CHAPTER IV. USES OF CENSUS AND OTHER WORK TRAVEL SURVEY DATA
According to research finding from Shunk (45) and others, the
travel patterns of home-based work trips represent an excellent approx-
imation to the travel patterns of trips of all purposes for both peak
hour and total daily travel. Moreover, the importance of the work and
peak hour portions of total urban travel has been underscored in many
transportation studies. In recent years, therefore, more emphasis has
been placed on work travel patterns by transportation researchers. In
response to requests from many urban transportation researchers and
organizations, the Bureau of the Census decided to collect sample place-
of-work data for all urbanized areas during the 1970 Census of Population
and Housing.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) submitted data tabulation
specifications to the Census Bureau for the compilation of both socio-
economic and journey to work data from 15- and 20-percent sample data for
traffic zones in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's). These
standardized tabulations are referred to as the 1970 Census Urban Trans-
portation Package, or more commonly referred to as the Census Package.
It was designed to provide a more common data base for transportation
studies in the country and reduce data collection and processing costs.
The Census Package consists of four parts, as follows:
1. Part One - basic socioeconomic characteristics of the popul-
ation by traffic zone of residence;
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2. Part Two - urbanized areawlde characteristics of population
and work trips;
3. Part Three - employment characteristics by traffic zone of
work;
4. Part Four - a table of work trips by zone of residence,
zone of work, and mode of travel.
According to special report from the Institute of Traffic Engineers
(19), the following were suggested when using the Census data in trans-
portation planning.
(1) Model Validation
All projection forecasts should be based upon travel models which
are calibrated to the base year data using appropriate independent var-
iables which are then estimated for some future year and inserted in the
travel model. In order to establish the validity of such models, one
should be able to reproduce the travel demand for an intermediate year,
for which data are available, between the base and forecast years. For
many areas which had a base year in the 1960's, use of the 1970 census
data provides an Intermediate year by which such validation may be carried
out.
For Instance, the 1970 census can be used to verify the distribution
of work trips. The census Included for a 15 percent sample of households,
questions on the journdy to work of all members residing in those quar-
ters. The Information Included both the location of the work site and
the mode of travel. For those planning agencies which use a trip purpose
distribution model, the 1970 journey to work Information can be used to
estimate a new distribution function (for instance, F-factors 1n the
gravity model) and this result can be compared with the base year function
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for home-based work trips. Note that journey-to-work trips from the
1970 census may be considered representative of journeys-from-work. Thus,
doubling the journey-to-work file will yield a file which is representa-
tive of home-based work travel. Similarly, the model can be used to pro-
ject 1970 work trip interchanges and these results compared with the
census journey to work interchanges.
Since the 1970 census recorded the travel mode on these same trips,
the modal split portion of the travel model can also be validated.
(2) Surveillance Information
Since the census furnishes the only legal and reliable population
estimate, it is a common practice for planning agencies to update their
population forecasts based upon some surveillance function of the census,
for example, birth rate, cohort distribution, household size, etc.
(3) Inputs for Updating Data
Since transportation planning is an on-going process, it must be
emphasized that, once the initial functional plans have been prepared,
maintenance of a current data base is a very important task of a plan-
ning agency. The 1970 census is one of the most economical and readily
available sources of information for use in maintaining a current data
base for the continuing planning process.
The ITE report also gives two case study reports on use of the
Package. The Wilmington (Delaware) Study was one of the first urban
areas to obtain and use the Package. Like most early transportation
studies, Wilmington developed its models to predict only impacts that
were highway related. A reevaluation of planning priorities is making
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the Wilmington planning agency more aware of the need to predict the
people-oriented variables. They used the Package to:
(1) develop new person trip generation equations different from
original 1964 0-D study;
(2) update 1964 base year data to 1970;
(3) evaluate models by comparing 1970 predictions with 1970
observations;
(4) develop modal split models using 1970 socioeconomic data.
They reported many shortcomings of the Package, the major ones are:
(1) Employment data for those working outside the SMSA is not
provided but might be obtained through a special request
of the census;
(2) For population and dwelling units, the data is sample data
and is therefore subject to expansion error. Thus, these
data and other sampled household characteristics may differ
from results of home-interview with different sample size;
(3) The area geographic accuracy for employment coding is in-
adequate. In other words - too much emphasis was given to
codinq by ZIP code;
(4) Part 4 of the Package, the work trip table is virtually
useless for planning because the attraction end of the
trip is denoted as being in a location other than actuality
in approximately 45 percent of the cases.
These comments sound pessimistic; however, the Package did provide
useful data for the Wilmington Study. It provided a wealth of checkpoint
data at a reasonable price.
Another case study was located in Erie (Pennsylvania). The Erie
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Area Transportation Study used the Package to validate previously devel-
oped travel forecasting models to determine if these models could be used
to forecast future travel. They developed zonal regression equations to
forecast vehicle trip generation for five trip purposes. The home-based
work trip generation was used in evaluating the ability of travel fore-
casting. Part 1 and Part 3 of the Census Package were used for this
purpose.
The Erie Study reached almost the same conclusions about the census
data as did Wilmington, that there were difficulties in appling census
work travel information.
Armbrister (2) proposed the use of primary work trips as estimators
of urban travel patterns. The Abilene (Texas) urban area was examined
to determine the correlation existing between primary work trips and
trips for all purposes. Each of these trip types was assigned to the
existing network on an all-or-nothing basis. Regression models for
Abilene were developed for the morning and afternoon peak-hours and for
the 24-hour period to relate all-purpose volumes on a link to the number
of work trips assigned to that link.
Parsonson (37) did a similar research study for the Columbia (South
Carolina) area. He concluded that many urban areas should be able to
relate the peak-hour, directional link volume counts with the census
work trip table in calibrating a 1970 base year regression equation.
These equations can then be used in forecasting future travel patterns.
He also considered the potential of using census work trip data in con-
junction with a small 0-D sample survey.
Grecco (14) proposed other alternate work travel surveys directed
at eliminating or supplementing the conventional home-interview survey.
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If an all-purpose, peak hour analysis has been selected, the only revis-
ion to the home- interview survey will be elimination of all data but peak
hour trips. Use of a work trip oriented approach probably would imply
complete elimination of the home-interview. Further decisions on pro-
cedure rest on the extent of analysis desired. A home-based work oriented
analysis requires only examination of employer records. The basic inform-
ation to be obtained is the address of the employee's residence. Addit-
ional information regarding salary and family characteristics might also
be obtained to refine the analysis and do special studies, providing
necessary permission can be obtained.
If the analysis is to consider work trips during the entire day, all
employees would be tabulated. A peak-hour orientation would require de-
finition of the shift or reporting (or leaving) time of the workers,
selecting only those which would necessarily be traveling during the
peak hour chosen. Use of vehicle trips only, or a need to determine mode
for all travelers might employ a procedure such as having employees place
their time cards in different bins, according to their travel mode. An
alternative approach would involve mode tabulation for each worker by
either supervisors or survey personnel.
Decision to include all work trips in the analysis would require a
more involved survey. In essence, each worker would have to be inter-
viewed in some manner. The interviews could be conducted one at a time
by either supervisors or study personnel. Alternatively the workers
could be surveyed by use of a questionnaire. Direction in completion of
the questionnaire could be given either locally by monitors or to the
entire work force simultaneously by means of a public address system.
The basic data sought would be the address of the origin and destination
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of all trips made to or from the employment place. A contact survey
could also obtain such information as mode, time and routing of the work
trip as well as attitudes regarding work travel. Use of a questionnaire
is less satisfactory than an interview, but it is also less expensive and
time consuming. The balance in difficulty and cost would have to be
weighed against utility.
Further extension of the proposed procedures might involve tabula-
tion of arrivals at major shopping areas. Use of only home-based shop-
ping trips by vehicles would merely require tabulation of license plates.
This would include the usual parking study as an adjunct. Including all
home-based shopping person trips would require tabulation of the number
of persons arriving in each vehicle.
Depending on the survey procedure and approach selected, expansion
of the survey results might be necessary in order to obtain true traffic
volumes. Alternatively the expansion could be based on figures from
micro-sample home-interviews or questionnaires sent home with workers
interviewed in the principle survey. The results of the survey or the
expansion, as applicable, would be assigned to the street network in the
same manner as usual, followed by the appropriate capacity restraint
iterations. Development of the distribution model would use work and
residential trip ends developed from the survey in the same manner as
usually employed. The model results would be expanded by the traffic
volume factors.
Development of future travel potential would, of course, be based
on economic base and population studies. These would be combined with
the existing land use information to determine the future pattern of
employment generating activities. After allocating employment and resid-
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ential activities, the work trips would be distributed as before. The
traffic expansion factors, modified to account for changes over time,
would be used to obtain total volumes. Care would have to be given to
incorporating, where necessary, changes in ratios implicitly assumed
constant in this analysis, such as work travel as a proportion of total
area travel
,
Mouchahoir (33) studied the relationship of work trips to employment
connected social and economic factors. Twenty work centers, having a
large number of employees, were selected from the Atlanta (Georgia) met-
ropolitan area. These employees were surveyed by mail. The following
information was obtained: age, number of children, occupation, education
level, number of years at work, home value or rent, lot size, distance
from home to work, travel time and distance, personal and family incomes,
and car ownership. Similarly, the following was obtained from the empl-
oyers: number of trip attractions, floor areas, distance from central
business district, and the assessed value of the work centers. Factor
analysis and component analysis were then applied to identify employee
and employer indicators. A trip attraction model was built by component
regression analysis. The trips attracted were expressed as a function of
average occupation level, average distance of travel between home and
place of work, and floor space of work center. This is essentially a
trip generation model at the other end with emphasis on work travel.
The research reported herein investigated three alternates of ac-
quiring work travel information. In addition to an employee survey and
the use of the 1970 Census Package, the city directory was also utilized
for encoding home to work trip data.
The procedures of obtaining and preparing these data will be the
subject of next chapter.
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CHAPTER V. DATA PREPARATION PROCEDURES
The study area chosen for this study was the Lafayette - West Lafa-
yette SMSA (Indiana). The decision to choose this area was due to con-
venience and availability of data from several sources for approximately
the same period. This is essential to give meaningful comparisons of
travel patterns later developed. Another important factor is that Lafa-
yette, a small urban area, should be satisfactory for work trip oriented
studies. It was believed that the work travel pattern survey procedures
outlined in the previous chapter are more feasible to apply in small
cities than in large metropolitan areas because of higher work to total
trip ratio and better stability. Furthermore, it is more difficult for
small urban areas to develop a comprehensive transportation plan than
the larger cities, because of lack of personnel and funds. Moreover,
most of the larger metropolitan areas had already completed their initial
studies. Therefore, more emphasis should be given to small cities.
The Lafayette - West Lafayette SMSA (Tippecanoe County), located
between Chicage and Indianapolis, covers 501 square miles with a popula-
tion (1970) of 109,378. Purdue University, the largest employer, employed
more than 10,000 people on the West Lafayette campus. Nearly 13,000
people were employed in manufacturing, with ALCOA (Aluminum Company of
America) leading in employing 1,800 persons. Retail, commercial and
service firms, including Purdue, employed more than 39,000 people. An-
other 3,000 people were employed in other non-farm and non-manufacturing
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jobs. The agricultural industry employed 1,550 people.
Other major employers in 1970 were National Homes Corporation, 1,350;
Eli Lilly Company, 1,000; St. Elizabeth Hospital, 950; Fairfield Manufac-
turing Company, 900; Duncan Electric Company, 800; Home Hospital, 800;
Ross Gear of TRW, 800; Essex Wire, 700; Rostone Corporation, 500 and
State Farm Insurance, 500.
The general characteristics of the population are shown in Appendix A.
The Greater Lafayette Area Transportation and Development Study (GLATDS)
was organized and staffed by the County Area Plan Commission. It conducted
a home-interview origin-destination survey in late 1970. The raw internal
trip data tape was obtained to extract work trip information. A work
trip table (home-to-work only) was built and was expanded by the expan-
sion factors determined earlier for each residence traffic zone (see
Appendix K). This trip table was used as the base for comparisons with
other work trip tables prepared from other data sources. The home-inter-
view data was based on a 12.5 percent sample. Thus, an average expansion
factor of 8 was applied if a completely random sample was drawn from the
area with no other expansion information.
The 1971 edition of the Lafayette city directory published by R. L.
Polk and Company (38) was also used to compile home-to-work trip table.
The Polk directory lists "every" adult in the Lafayette - West Lafayette
area alphabetically with their occupation, place of employment, address
of residence, etc. A completely random sample of 12.5 percent was drawn
from the directory. The addresses of residence and work were then coded
into traffic zone numbers with the aid of a set of address manuals pre-
pared by GLATDS. A typical page of the city directory is shown in
Appendix B.
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During the summer of 1973, a simple employee survey was carried out.
An employer list (Appendix C) in Tippecanoe County for the fourth quarter
of 1970 was obtained from the Area Plan Commission. This list was sub-
divided into five classes of employers, that is:
Class Employee Size
E 1 ,000 or over
D 500 to 999
C 100 to 499
B 20 to 99
A under 20
There were 3 E-Firms, 4 D-Firms, 45 C-Firms, 186 B-Firms, and 619
A-Firms. A letter from the Executive Director of the Area Plan Commiss-
ion (Appendix D) was sent to each firm with over twenty employees request-
ing an interview with the personnel manager or the person in charge of
the employee records. A stamped return postcard was also enclosed with
the letter. The non-responses were followed up by telephone calls. A
personal interview was arranged with each of the responsive firms, and
the addresses of employees were collected. No other information was
collected except shift times for large firm employees.
The initial survey response was good, except that a few stubborn
firms refused to give "any" information. Most of the personnel managers
were cooperative, some of them even asked about details of the study.
Every effort was made to obtain 1970 addresses and 1970 employees. In
many cases, this was unobtainable, and current addresses and employees
were used. The Purdue employee information was taken from the 1970-71
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Student-Staff Directory. The addresses were then coded into traffic
zone numbers.
A computer program (PTT) was written (Appendix E) to build and tape
trip tables. The SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) programs
were also used in building cross tabulation tables.
The Census Package was ordered during the employee survey at an
estimated cost of $1,700. The Census Bureau sent a detailed census
tract-block equivalency printout with blanks to be filled in with traffic
zone numbers. The filled printout (Appendix F) was then processed by the
Bureau and checked by the researcher for accuracy. The final processing
took about two months. A tape and three formatted printed outputs contain-
ing the four parts mentioned earlier were obtained. After checking
Parts 3 and 4, a major disappointment occurred; the zones of work were
coded no finer than the census tract level. A call to the Census Bureau
revealed that Lafayette was one of the 17 SMSAs which did not have work
zone reported to block level, hence work trips could not be coded into
traffic zones. Since nothing could be done to change it, tract compar-
isons of the work destination were necessary.
A program (TRACT) was then written to combine traffic zonal trips
into census tract level trips for comparisons (Appendix G). Since the
census tract boundaries did not coincide with traffic zones, an assump-
tion was made to allocate zonal trips to census tracts. For example,
Tract 001 is formed by Zones 18, 22 and 23, plus three-fourths of Zone
24 and one-fourth of Zone 21; thus, all trips to Zones 18, 22 and 23
were assigned to Tract 001, plus three-fourths of the trips to Zone 24
and one-fourth of the trips to Zone 21. This, of course, is not absol-
utely accurate, but it appears to be the most reasonable way to get trip
interchanges (see Appendix J).
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CHAPTER VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TRAVEL PATTERNS OF WORK TRIPS
The Chi -square test was used to test for differences between two
origin-destination tables, each developed from a different survey. If
it could be assumed that one of these was representative of the "true"
origin-destination population, it might be labelled "theorectical " fre-
quencies, and the other "observed" frequencies. Since no population was
available, it was necessary then to use a 2 by k contingency table,
making a test of the hypothesis that "the two tables were compiled from
samples coming from the same population".
Suppose that the comparison was being made between the origin-dest-
ination tables obtained from the home-interview survey and from one of
the three other surveys. There are k cells in each table, P. trips in
the i cell of the "other" survey, H. trips in the corresponding home-
interview cell, and S. trips in both cells, i. e.,
S. = P. H.
"Cell"
Method i = 1 , 2, , i, , k Total
"Other" Pr P2 , , Pr P k P =IP.
Home-interview H, , Hp, , H. , , H. H = 2 H
.
Total S-j, S~ , S., , S. S =IS.
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If the null hypothesis were true, the same proportion of the total
number of trips in each cell would be expected in the P cells as in the
H cells. These proportions were compared by computing the expected fre-
quencies
P. 4s. and H.=^S.
for the i cell, then, this test examined the square of the ratio of the
discrepancies of these numbers from the expected cell size under the null




S i S i
Throughout the entire table, the following variable has the Chi-
square distribution with (k - 1)(2 - 1) degrees of freedom,
2
k (P. -£s.) 2 (H. -£s.) 2
y/ = £ [ \
S 1




2 S 1 r h - SP/H
which is the formula used for computational purposes.
One further step had to be taken before the tests were made. When
there are more than 30 degrees of freedom (as there was in this study),
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the variable
t„ = Jzy? - Jl v - 1
(where v = degrees of freedom) has to be a close approximation of the
normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one. Thus
values of t of more than the corresponding critical t-value would
indicate that there is a significant difference among these proportions
at the chosen level of significance. The policy was adopted that the
hypothesis, the two tables came from the same population, would be re-
jected when t was greater than the corresponding critical t-value.
Before various tests could be made, one major question about com-
parative cell selection had to be decided. It is impractical to compare
all of the cells in these origin-destination tables because large dis-
crepancies, not of "practical" importance, are expected in low volume
cells. It was therefore, necessary to devise some method of selecting
cells that would provide an adequate comparison of the tables.
Since there was no "theoretical" basis in selecting the minimum
cell frequency, three "practical" values were selected, i. e., 25, 50,
and 100 trips. In order for a cell to be selected in any of the tables,
it had to have had a volume equal to or greater that the specifications
set forth above, in either the home-interview survey or the other survey.
In other words, it was necessary for only one survey to report a cell
volume which met the requirements in order to have that particular cell
selected for comparison.
Since the Census Package reported destination zones only no finer
than the census tract level, the home-interview trip table had to be
transformed to the census format before they could be compared. This
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raised a question of how to combine the zonal trips into 'tractal' trips.
There were twenty six (26) tracts in the study area; not one of them
had a perfect match with any combination of traffic zones (see Appendix J).
An approximation was made by constucting an equivalency table. Appendix L
shows the best that could be done to match tracts with traffic zones
using the proportionary technique described in the last chapter.
There are 111 internal traffic zones in the Lafayette study area.
Therefore, each trip table consisted of 111 x 111 = 12,321 cells. The
maximum possible value of k is then 12,321 in the 2 x k contingency
table. Since there are a lot of empty cells in all tables, k is far
less than the maximum value. A program (KSQ) was written to pick out
those pairs of cells with frequency greater than 25, 50 or 100 trips in
either one of the two tables and calculate "expected" contingency table
frequencies and raw chi-square statistics (Appendix H). Since k was
often greater than 30, a t approximation was also calculated for com-
parison with critical t rather than critical chi-squares.
Two zone-to-zone trip table and three zone-to-tract table comparisons
were made. The calculated statistics and corresponding critical values
are listed in Tables 1 through 5.
The hypothesis tested was that two frequency distributions (one from
GLATDS, the other from one of the three work travel data sources) came
from the same population which was unknown. The hypothesis was rejected
if the calculated statistic was greater than the critical value at the
given significance level. Two levels were choosen, that is, o<= 0.01
and ct= 0.05 for the one-tailed tests.
The detailed comparison outputs showing the expected cell frequencies
are shown in Appendix I, where the first column corresponds to GLATDS cell
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Table 1
Comparison of Zone-to-Zone Trip Table Cell Frequencies




Chi -square DF ^alc t .01 t .05
*
Rl R2
100 1183.55 98 34.69 2.36 2.63 25646 26432
50 1487.82 232 33.03 2.34 2.59 33820 34611
25 1936.04 513 30.21 2.33 2.58 42663 43151
Rl = Row total for GLATDS
R2 = Row total for other source
Table 2










100 2815.07 104 60.65 2.36 2.63 26086 27461
50 3548.40 252 61.82 2.34 2.59 34524 36062
25 4630.31 547 63.17 2.33 2.58 43235 44292
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Table 3
Comparison of Zone-to-Tract Trip Table Cell Frequencies
GLATDS vs. Census Package
Cut-off Raw
t t t
Value Chi-square DF calc .01 .05 Rl R2
100 274.56 100 9.33
50 375.27 253 4.92
25 467.50 533 -2.06
2.36 2.63 26803 25847
2.34 2.59 36827 35927
2.33 2.58 45935 45094
Table 4
Comparison of Zone-to-Tract Trip Table Cell Frequencies









100 739.31 101 24.28 2.36 2.63 26858 27146
50 966.44 254 21.45 2.34 2.59 36853 36939
25 1229.22 542 16.67 2.33 2.58 46105 45794
Table 5










44.57 2.36 2.63 27306 27923
44.42 2.34 2.59 37341 37675
42.71 2.33 2.58 46458 46183
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values, and second column corresponds to cell values from the other
source.
The first two comparisons were made between the zone-to-zone trip
tables of GLATDS versus those from the employee survey and directory.
It is obvious that the calculated t-values are much larger than the
critical t-values; therefore, obvious conclusions must be drawn that
the two tables from other sources are (statistically at least) signifi-
cantly different from the GLATDS' table. In other words, the hypothesis
must be rejected in each case. The high t-values that are developed in
the above comparisons cannot lead to any other conclusions.
The last three comparisons were made between the zone-to-tract trip
tables of GLATDS versus those from the Census Package, employee survey and
directory, respectively. Again, the calculated t-values developed in
the three comparisons are still larger than the critical t-values. A
quick check of these comparison results shows that the Census Package
comparison shows the least t-values (in fact, in one case the calculated
t is less than the critical t-value) compared with the other two compar-
isons. This fact might indicate that the travel pattern developed from
the census data would be the closest to the "true" pattern (assuming the
GLATDS survey as true) compared with those developed from the employee
survey and from directory coding.
The result tables also reveal that for both comparisons the travel
pattern developed from the employee survey is a better one than that
from directory coding.
Although there are statistical differences in all (except one) cases
of comparison, there are really two kinds of differences, namely, statis-
tical and practical differences. Two statistics (computed from the data)
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may differ by amounts much larger than their variances (a statistical
difference), but may not be far enough apart to have any effect on the
practical application of the data. The statistical differences have
been evaluated, now it is necessary to evaluate the practical differences.
It is very difficult to determine whether two large sets of data
have a practical difference. A quick check at the set of zone-to-tract
comparisons with the set of zone-to-zone comparisons shows that the former
set holds "better" results. This is because of the fact that the census
tracts are aggregations of several zones which reduces variances between
cells. It also reduces the amount of empty cells which contributed
greatly to the calculated raw chi-square values. A point to be made here
is that if we are satisfied with a larger zone definition for initial or
continuing planning purposes, there might not be much practical difference
between travel patterns developed by the various data sources. The last
two columns of Tables 3 through 5 show that the estimates of total pro-
duction of trips from the four data sources are very similar. The total
trip results in Tables 1 and 2 show greater difference due to reasons
mentioned before.
One way of checking practical difference is to look at the percent-
age differences of individual cell frequencies in the several trip tables
(see Appendix I). Pairwise comparisons of the absolute and percentage
differences in observed frequencies were run during the chi-square pro-
gram runs. Details are shown in the last two columns of the comparison
tables in Appendix I. Results are summarized in Table 6.
The average percentage difference between observed frequencies of
GLATDS and the Census Package is about 12 percent; the respective figures
for the employee survey are 19 percent (zone-to-tract) and 26 percent
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Table 6
Pairwise Comparisons of Observed Frequencies


























































































fl = observed frequency from GLATDS
f2 = observed frequency from other source
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(zone-to-zone); for directory coding, 29 percent (zone-to-tract) and
40 percent (zone-to-zone).
One might safely conclude that the trip table cell frequencies from
directory coding are too far off the mark compared with those from GLATDS,
therefore, there probably is some "practical difference" between the two
travel patterns developed. As for the employee survey and the Census
Package, the conclusion about whether there is practical difference can-
not be made at first glance.
If the transportation planner considered that the 12 to 26 percent
differences in cell frequencies make no big difference in major street/
highway system design or alternative systems evaluation, the conclusion
might well be that the travel patterns developed from the Census Package
or the employee survey have no significant practical difference with
those developed from the home-interview survey. One must also remember
that the results from the home-interview surveyare also an estimate of
the true travel pattern.
In order to give a quantitative account of the work trip volumes
developed from the home-interview and from the other data sources, another
statistical analysis was performed on the 2 by k tables. The question
investigated was: "Is there any difference among 'means' of different
survey methods?" In the 2 by k table, the row variable now is survey
method (home-interview and another method) while the column variable is
the zone-to-zone or zone-to-tract combinations. The nature of the ques-
tion was appropriate for investigation by the analysis of variance tech-
nique (ANOVA). Since there are two "factors", it was called two-way
ANOVA. The hypothesis tested was that there is no difference among
"means" of travel volume developed by the two methods. It is obvious
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that this is a less restrictive test, since we are now only dealing with
the means of trip tables, rather than the proportional distribution of
the trip tables.
In the two-way classification investigated, there was only one
"observation" per cell; in other words, each survey obtained only one
travel volume figure for each zone pair. Therefore, a big assumption
had to be made before the ANOVA could be carried out; that is, there
were no "interactions" between the survey method and the zone-pair com-
bination. This assumption would provided the necessary estimate of the
"error" term in the ANOVA model
.
Since it was doubtful that the above assumption was true, a "pretest"
for the interaction significance was taken. Tukey (49) suggested a method
of "pulling out" part of the "residual" sum of squares as the sum of
square for "interaction" with one degree of freedom. The theoretical
reasoning was described in detail in Tukey's classic paper appeared in
Biometrics in 1949. The model has the form:
where
T.. A+ M. + Z. + MZ.. + £/..x
1.. = travel volume in (ij)th cell;
/<• = overall mean;
M. = effect of the i survey method,
i = 1 for home-interview method, and
i = 2 for other survey method;
Z. = effect of the j zone-pair combination,
J = 1, 2 , k





£/..x = error term.
Note that if two or more home- interviews and other surveys had been
made, the "real" interaction sum of squares would be estimated correctly,
which undoubtly would make it more realistic.
In general, the assumptions underlying ANOVA are the same as those
usually associated with regression analysis. These are additivity, lin-
earity, normality, independence and homogeneous variances. That is, the
model assumed is a linear model to which has been appended certain res-
trictions about independent observations from normal distributions. Ex-
cept for additivity, the present ANOVA investigation does not test these
assumptions, presumably all assumptions will hold under all survey pro-
cedures.
The expected mean squares (EMS) for this model, shown as a sum of «r
and an unknown function of the fixed effects, can be shown as follows:
Source of Variation DF EMS
Survey Method (M) 1 (T
2
+ k 4>(M)
Zone Combination (Z) k-1 cr
2
+ 2 4>(Z)
Interaction (MZ) 1 a 2 + 4>(MZ)
Residual (E) k-2 c 2
Total 2k-l
Therefore, the F-statistic for the interaction term can be calculated
as MS(MZ)/MS(E) . The MZ term could be considered not significant if the
calculated F is less than the critical F with 1 and (k-2) degrees of
freedom at 0.01 level of significance. It has been stressed that the
ANOVA was a supplemental analysis testing the hypothesis that there is
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no significant difference among "means" of two survey methods. Thus, it
was not as critical as those tests by chi -square method. Therefore, the
0.01 level seems to be adequate for testing the significance of inter-
action as well as the main effects.
A series of two-way ANOVA programs were run and the results are
shown in Tables 7 through 11.
Of the 15 F-values for interaction, seven of them were smaller than
their corresponding critical F's, eight of them were greater than the
critical F's. Table 9 (GLATDS versus Census Package) shows some large
F-values for interactions.
It seems safe to conclude that there were probably no significant
interaction effects in the ANOVA for employee survey and directory coding.
However, it is obvious that there must be interaction effect between
survey method and zone combination in the ANOVA for census package.
The next question to be investigated was: "Can the interaction
effect be ignored?" In strictly statistical sense, it is not recommended
for the following reasons:
(1) In general, results expressed in terms in which effects are
additive apply in a broader region and are practically more
useful ; and
(2) If the error is not normally distributed, then it is not
known whether or not the use of the balance mean square
unduly inflates the apparent significance of other mean
squares.
However, since the objective of the ANOVA (to investigate difference
among means of methods) was not the major concern of this study (compared
to the chi-square analysis of difference among proportional distributions),
Table 7
Two-way ANOVA Tables









Survey Method 1 3120 3120 .55 6.90
Zone Combination 98 16163359 164932 28.88 1.60
Interaction 1 1560 1560 .27 6.90
Residual 97 553992 5711
Total 197 16722032
Cutoff at 50:
Source of Variation DF Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
F
.oi
Survey Method 1 1343 1343 .54 6.75
Zone Combination 232 20856001 89897 36.32 1.30
Interaction 1 3052 3052 1.23 6.75
Residual 231 571751 2475
Total 465 21432146
Cutoff at 25:





Survey Method 1 232 232 .20 6.63
Zone Combination 513 24303846 47376 41.44 1.00
Interaction 1 4195 4195 3.67 6.63















Survey Method 1 9003 9003 .76 6.90
Zone Combination 104 16804728 161584 13.57 1.60
Interaction 1 23698 23698 1.99 6.90
Residual 103 1226728 11910
Total 209 18064157
Cutoff at 50:





Survey Method 1 4675 4675 .93 6.75
Zone Combination 252 21644275 85890 17.04 1.30
Interaction 1 28308 28308 5.62 6.75
Residual 251 1265226 5041
Total 505 22942484
Cutoff at 25:
Source of Variation DF_ Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
F
.01
Survey Method 1 1019 1019 .43 6.63
Zone Combination 547 25012869 45727 19.30 1.00
Interaction 1 32552 32552 13,74 6.63















Survey Method 1 4524 4524 3.85 6.90
Zone Combination 100 28276832 282768 240.57 1.60
Interaction 1 80048 80048 68.10 6.90
Residual 99 116364 1175
Total 201 28477768
Cutoff at 50:
Source of Variation DF Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
F
.oi
Survey Method 1 1594 1594 3.19 6.75
Zone Combination 253 32959707 130276 260.95 1.30
Interaction 1 79737 79737 159.72 6.75
Residual 252 125806 499
Total 507 33166844
Cutoff at 25:
Source of Variation DF Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
F
.oi
Survey Method 1 662 662 2.67 6.63
Zone Combination 533 36240813 67994 274.26 1.00
Interaction 1 77487 77487 312.55 6.63





GLATDS vs Employee Survey (Zone-to-Tract)
Cutoff at 100:





Survey Method 1 407 407 .10 6.90
Zone Combination 101 32403272 320825 75.12 1.60
Interaction 1 12532 12532 2.93 6.90
Residual 100 427063 4271
Total 203 32843273
B, Cutoff at 50:
Source of Variation DF Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
h
.01
Survey Method 1 15 15 .01 6.75
Zone Combination 254 37355196 147068 84.15 1.30
Interaction 1 12648 12648 7.24 6.75
Residual 253 442178 1748
Total 509 37810037
C. Cutoff at 25:





Survey Method 1 89 89 .11 6.63
Zone Combination 542 40848796 75367 90.53 1.00
Interaction 1 12159 12159 15.04 6.63










Source of Variation DF Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
F
,01
Survey Method 1 1762 1762 .20 6.90
Zone Combination 107 33484332 312938 35.22 1.60
Interaction 1 46693 46693 5,26 6.90
Residual 106 941717 8884
Total 215 34474504
Cutoff at 50:





Survey Method 1 208 208 .06 6.75
Zone Combination 267 38386481 143770 39.24 1.30
Interaction 1 47093 47093 12.85 6.75
Residual 266 974504 3664
Total 535 39408287
Cutoff at 25:
Source of Variation DF Sum of Squares Mean Square calc
F
.01
Survey Method 1 67 67 ,04 6.63
Zone Combination 562 41815197 74404 42.06 1.00
Interaction 1 46814 46814 26.46 6.63
Residual 561 992370 1769
Total 1125 42854448
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it seems not warranted to try a transformation of the observed cell values
and a new analysis of the transformed variable as suggested by Tukey (49).
Hence, the mean square for the balance with (k-2) degrees of freedom was
used in considering the significance of the "method" effects.
The calculated F-values were \/ery small (less than unity except those
for the census comparison which were in the range of 2.67 to 3.85. How-
ever, based on the calculated F-values, we cannot reject the hypothesis
that the means of the home- interview survey are significantly different
from those of other surveys.
Caution must be observed for those cases where the calculated F-
value is less than one. We can simply say that F was not significant and
thus the hypothesis cannot be rejected. Such an "easy" dismissal of the
question, however, is not wise, for it could cause us to ignore a valuable
warning sign. Suppose that F with v, and v~ degrees of freedom is so
small that F' = 1/F, with v
2
and v, degrees of freedom, is significant.
What should our conclusion be in this case? In this situation, it seems
reasonable to reject the postulated statistical model.
Fortunately, the F" values are not significant in all cases except
one (Table 10. B). We may, therefore, safely conclude that there is no
difference between means from the home-interview and the other procedures.
Another kind of test procedure was undertaken in order to confirm
the ANOVA conclusions. It was the Student paired t-test. The hypothesis
tested was that the mean difference between two survey procedures is zero.
The test results are shown in Table 12.
The t-test is virtually the same as the F-test in ANOVA. We again
have two levels of the first factor (survey method) and the degree of
freedom for the numerator is one. While it can be shown that
Table 12
Result of t-tests for Paired Observations
Null Hypothesis: An =
50
Case Cutoff at Calculated t Criti.al ,01 DF
GLATDS v Empl
.
100 -0.74 *2.63 98
(Zone-to-Zone) 50 -0.74 *2.60 232
25 -0.45 *2.59 513
GLATDS v Dir. 100 -0.87 t2.63 104
(Zone-to-Zone) 50 -0.95 *2.60 252
25 -0.65 *2.59 547
GLATDS v Census 100 +1.52 *2.63 100
(Zone-to-Tract) 50 +1.40 *2.60 253
25 +1.30 *2.59 533
GLATDS v Empl
.
100 -0.31 £2.63 101
(Zone-to-Tract) 50 -0.09 ^2.60 254
25 +0.32 ^2.59 542
GLATDS v Dir. 100 -0.44 *2.63 103
(zone-to-Tract) 50 -0.23 *2.60 267
25 +0.19 *2.59 562
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t = F, theoretically, the numerical result of the t-tests supports
this fact. The conclusion reached is the same as that from the ANOVA
analysis, there is no significant difference between means of the two
survey procedures.
It must be emphasized that the ANOVA and the paired t-test results
did not contradict results from the chi -square tests. The latter is the
appropriate test procedure for the objective of comparing two "frequency"
distributions developed by two survey precedures. The F- and t-tests
tested only the "means" from two procedures, under many assumptions pre-
viously mentioned. Furthermore, the F- and t-tests only "proved" that
the two survey procedures developed pretty much the same means (or, in
other words, the same totals) of trip volumes but tells nothing about
the distribution of cell volumes. However, it does indicate some possible
merits for the alternate survey procedures.
Conclusions
Conclusions should now be made, in as objective a manner as possible,
from results of the comparative analysis of travel patterns developed from
the four work trip data sources analyzed. The conclusions of this analysis
are the results of careful consideration of the various tests and compar-
isons previously described. It must be remembered that these conclusions
are based on data obtained from one city; in other words, it is a case
study for a rather small city from which concluding remarks are drawn.
These remarks might or might not be applicable in other urban areas, even
for cities of similar size and characteristics.
From the zone-to-zone travel pattern analysis, both the employee
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survey (with employee address reported only) and the city directory cod-
ing produced travel patterns significantly different in a statistical
sense from the GLATDS home-interview survey. However, the employee sur-
vey produced better results than the city directory source and might not
be practically different with respect to major street/highway system
planning.
In traffic zone to census tract analysis, the Census Package produced
the closest travel pattern compared with the GLATDS data. Therefore, it
is concluded that the census data should be seriously considered as a
satisfactory work trip data base for transportation planning in small
cities, especially for those cities where traffic zone to traffic zone
trip analysis is possible, as it is for most SMSA's.
Caution must be used in drawing conclusions relative to the inade-
quacy of the employee survey. Since the survey taken in this study was
in its simplest form (only the employee address was asked), and those
firms with less than 20 employees were not included, the travel patterns
developed gave emphasis to trips to large employment centers. Such a
survey might serve very well in those urban areas where there are dis-
tinctive zonal separations between residence and work places. Moreover,
if more elaborate survey procedures were employed, such as the trip-card
method mentioned in Chapter IV, results may be significantly better than
those reported here.
One positive conclusion which must be made is that the means or total
work trip volumes developed from the four survey procedures utilized were
quite close to that developed from the home-interviews. This fact indicates
some possible use for the alternate procedures studied, perhaps for check
purposes.
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However, there is no concrete evidence to prove the hypothesis that
travel patterns developed from the other three sources simulate close
enough for planning purposes to the "true" pattern. It is possible that
the alternate data collection procedures studied are more suitable to be
used in the continuing planning process, or that they can be used as a
supplemental data source in the initial planning phase, rather than as
the primary data base for comprehensive planning.
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CHAPTER VII. PROPOSED APPLICATIONS USING WORK TRIP DATA IN
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING FOR SMALL URBAN AREAS
There is a great need for a simplified transportation planning pro-
cess for small urban areas because of: (1) the relatively high cost of
the home-interview origin-destination survey, and (2) the difficulty of
obtaining qualified personnel in sufficient numbers to perform the con-
ventional transportation study.
The origin-destination survey as originally devised was needed to
obtain the travel patterns into and within the study area. However,
this may not be necessary in small urban areas.
Small cities have few major traffic generators. By thoroughly ex-
amining these generators, the street system, and the residential areas,
one may be able to identify where, or if, travel patterns differ from
traffic volumes. In typical small urban areas, the major concern of a
transportation planner is how to obtain reasonably reliable design hourly
volumes for developing transportation system plans.
Therefore, the development of a peak-hour work-trip oriented fore-
casting procedure would be desirable. This is because work trips are
the majority of peak hour traffic, and peak hour traffic forecasting
could be the major step in determing design hour volumes. This point
has been stressed by Alonso (1) in his paper presented at the 1967 Con-
ference on Urban Development Models, jointly sponsored by the Highway
Research Board, the Bureau of Public Roads, and the Department of Housing
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and Urban Development. Alonso, in effect, says that in conventional
urban transportation planning, the model chains are too long. We string
together a series of models for generation, distribution, and assignment,
not to mention land use, each with its own contribution to the variance
of the final volumes. The designer then takes the transportation planner's
ADT (average daily traffic) and applies directional and peak hour factors
to determine what he really wants - the design hourly volume.
It appears feasible to use data collected at the place of work and
at special shopping surveys to develop travel patterns for small urban
areas. This type of survey will be increasing more important as author-
ities begin updating transportation plans where comprehensive 0-D surveys
have already been conducted, and it should provide sufficient data to
make a validity check of forecasting models for trends and travel patterns.
Unfortunately, travel patterns developed in this study from three
alternate data sources did not clearly match with that from a dwelling
unit survey. Therefore, specific recommendations pertaining to replacing
the home-interview 0-D survey procedure in the initial planning phase
are not possible. However, the Census Package and the employee survey
may still be utilized in small cities since they may not produce practical
differences in travel patterns from a home- interview survey. The follow-
ing paragraphs are devoted to discussions pertaining to some applications
using work trip data from various sources, with emphasis on using the
Census Package, especially in the continuing planning phase.
Figure 3 shows a flow diagram for proposed simplified planning pro-
cess with applications of work travel data. The bracketed numbers appear-
ing in the upper left corners will be referenced during the following
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base year" in the continuing planning phase.
Block No. 4 was the major concern of the present study. The base
year (or any updating year) data would be work travel data (if greater
accuracy is wanted, shopping travel information also) from the Census
UTP Package or from a work place survey. Block No. 30 is for the contin-
uing planning phase only. If, according to selected criteria, the trip
tables developed by using the updating year data did not reasonably agree
with those forecasted in the earlier base year, the generation model or
the F-factor should be revised to account for travel or urban area char-
acteristics changes.
Block No. 8 could be fulfilled using the regression analysis tech-
nique. The dependent variables would be:
(1) home-based work person-trip productions,
(2) home-based shop person-trip productions (optional),
(3) home-based school person-trip productions (optional),
(4) home-based work person-trip attractions,
(5) home-based shop person-trip attractions (optional),
(6) home-based school person-trip attractions (optional).
The shopping and school trips can be surveyed in a manner that the peak
hour portions can be added to work trip productions (attractions) to
give a more accurate estimate of peak-hour volumes.
If all-purpose all -day trip volumes are wanted, network volume counts
can be entered as a dependent variable, and the assigned peak-hour volume
as an independent variable in the regression analysis.
The independent variables for the trip generation model could consist
of all or a selection of:








(8) educational floor area, and
(9) others.
The output of Block No. 11 and the direct trip table developed from
Block No. 4 could be used to calibrate the gravity model.
The "simplification" proposed is mostly in data collection activities
and in the ease of forecasting independent variables; as for the total
logic flow, there is not much difference compared with the traditional
process. This can be observed by comparing Figures 2 and 3.
Pertaining to the continuing planning phase, the Federal Highway
Administration (12) issued an Instructional Memorandum which states:
"A continuing transportation planning process must be responsive to the
needs of the local area and to the changes occuring in the area. Current,
valid data concerning land use, travel, and transportation facilities
should be maintained to allow revision and reevaluation of the transport-
ation plan as conditions change from those initially analyzed and fore-
casted".
The Memorandum was accompanied by Guidelines identifying the essen-
tial elements for continuing planning. They are surveillance, reapprai-
sal, service, procedural development and annual report. A three-level
approach to reappraisal was recommended. These levels and the correspond-




Level One - Routine Review
The routine review is concerned primarily with determining the
difference between actual land usage from the forecasted land usage, and
the impact of this difference on traffic patterns. Revised trip ends in
the area should be estimated to provide a better measure of the impact
of the changes on the planned transportation system. Employment sur-
veys may be conducted at major traffic generators that differ significantly
from their projected land use. This will provide the basic input data
for use in a work trip oriented model developed for the urban area. If
the change in land use is in process, a projection of employment data can
be obtained for use in the model. The survey should provide data for a
peak-hour work-trip oriented model for estimating total peak-hour volumes.
The estimated volumes may then provide a basis of design changes in the
transportation system to accomodate unanticipated changes in land uses.
(2) Level Two - Major Review
The annual level one review forms a basis for determining when a
level two review is needed. The FHWA recommended it should be made at
least every five years. In this level two review, an evaluation should
be made to determine if the travel forecasting process still satisfactorily
simulates actual travel. Synthetic trips developed from current trip
estimates should be assigned to a current network. The assigned link
volumes can be compared with actual ground count volumes so that incon-
sistencies in the forecasting process can be detected.
If significant differences occur, new travel data will be required
for recalibration or revision of the forecasting models. Assignment of
the revised trip desires to the previously adopted network may indicate
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that a new network analysis is needed. Current practice would call for
a new home-interview 0-D survey to provide the travel data for recal iter-
ation and/or revision of the forecasting models. This may be too expen-
sive and time consuming for any-size urban areas. A better approach
might be to utilize work trip information, obtained either from the
Census Bureau or an employment survey to forecast link volumes. These
link volumes could form the basic data needed to revise and update the
travel patterns used in developing transportation plans.
If the census is taken e^/sry five years, as some legislators have
proposed, current census data would be available at a suitable interval
for such major reviews. If the census is taken esiery ten years, the
census data still will provide current data for one-half of the major
reviews. An employment survey could be used between each census to pro-
vide equivalent data on work travel for use in the model.
(3) Level Three - Plan Reevaluation
A comprehensive reexamination of the transportation and land use
plans should be made whenever there are significant changes in planning
technology, revenues, or assumed growth rates. The FHWA recommended this
plan reevaluation should be made at least once ewery ten years.
The plan reevaluation consists of virtually redoing the transporta-
tion study from start to finish. As in the major review process, a more
satisfactory approach might be the use of census data as input to a work
trip oriented model. Link total volumes could then be obtained for use
in the reevaluation process. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that
the schedule for plan reevaluation for any urban area should coincide with
that of the 10-year national census of population and housing.
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The above paragraphs present a concise and potentially reasonable
application of the census or employee survey in the comprehensive plan-
ning process. For many small urban areas, this approach appears to be
desirable because of economies and inadequate professional personnel.
Although the less than absolute positive results of this study prevent
strong recommendations for major revisions in the planning process, it
is believed that the value of the work-trip oriented approach has been
indicated as worthy of further study and consideration.
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CHAPTER VIII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This research investigated the feasibility of using work trip in-
formation for simulating urban travel patterns either as a replacement
or as a supplement to the conventional home-interview origin-destina-
tion survey. Work travel information was acquired from an employee
survey, the city directory and the Census Bureau for the Lafayette -
West Lafayette (Indiana) area.
Chi-square test and two-way analysis of variance techniques were
used in statistical analyses for comparisons of travel patterns developed
from the home-interview survey and the three other procedures. It was
found that there were statistically significant differences in trip table
cell frequencies in all comparisons. The Census Package comparison pro-
duced the best result. Percentage difference comparisons and ANOVA re-
sults indicate, however, that the statistical differences found in trip
table cell frequencies for the Census Package and employee survey may
not be practical differences in the travel patterns for planning of
major street systems in small urban areas.
A proposed simplified transportation planning process for small
urban areas is proposed. The peak-hour work-trip oriented approach is
suggested as worthy of further consideration and use even though the
findings of this research did not provide absolute evidence that it will
develop as good a transportation plan as those developed by traditional
procedures.
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Based on the results of this study, it is suggested that additional
comprehensive projects be conducted using peak-hour work-trip oriented
models in other small urban areas. Such projects should include a more
comprehensive employee survey and should be accompanied by a shopping
trip survey to supplement the work trip data. The Census Package should
also be used in small cities selected where zone to zone work trips are
reported.
The proposed comprehensive study should especially evaluate relative
trade-off in cost saving versus loss in model accuracy and should utilize
both the work trip oriented and conventional approaches concurrently to
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Table PI. General Characteristics of the Population: 1970 -Continued
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n bote tor derived Injure* (percent. medrc
1970-Continued






3 ond 4 irton .
J 10 9 y*On
10 to U yeorc..
15 to 19yeon..
30 to 7'reori
25 lo 34 yeoo
35 to 44 yeorn
45 lo 54 yMn
55loS9ye<]ri
60 to 64 yeor»
45 to 74 v«wt




15 10 19 yf©r»..
30io 24 yeor>..
25 to 34 yeors..
3S lo 44 years..
45 to 54 yeon..
55 io 59 yeors..
60 «0 64 rears..
65 lo 74 ,ta'\
75 years ond owl





Number of children ',,[,
Knb«»4->rl« feadwi
Willi own children under 18 yean...
Number of children
Percent of toiol under 18 yeors.
ftialUol wr* .liter malt b«e4
W.lh ownch.ldren under 18 yean...
Number of children
,
ItmiLti vfth Im.k Wed . . .
With own children under 18 yeors..
.
Number of ch.ldren
Percent of lofol under 18 yew*.











Balance of r^peconot County -Con
Trtct Tract Trod Tract Tract
0106 0107 0108 0109 0110
1 90S X ISO
Totcdi for tptrt froctt
i 'is j osr
4 781 l M ) SOI 4 402 3 J90 2 947 1 964 2 m 1 460
4 280 3 840 3 805 4 402 3 556 2 967 3 84.8 2 2*5 3 452 4 167 4 336
1 254 1 120 1 137 1 274 1 089 1 016 1 452 734 1 195 1 102
1 104 1 024 1 037 1 I4S 936 832 1 122 604 862 1 045 1 141
ISO 96 100 128 153 184 330 130 333 57 99
1 03? 970 984 1 074 863 733 978 519 738 961
i m 1 240 1 833 2 024 1 569 1 185 1 367 996 1 476 2 063 1 960 2 445
I 037 1 14* i s«
1 007
2 104
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Toble P-2. Social Characteristics of the Population:
IDoto boird on iomple.
1970






















































Totol LofOY*<te lofoyett* Uta.
Irocl


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P*rt*nl •wofltd «i Khool by og*.
rVcrnt 16 to 31 yW» "Of ""f h school groduatn
TEARS Of SCHOOL COMPETED
8 rta't _
CHILDREN EVER OORN
«••*. JS H « f»w» M ..« mwrttti
RESIDENCE IN 196$
Difftrtnt houu
MEANS Of TRANSPORTATION ANO PUCE Of WORK
Swb*a». tooted Irein. or ro,Irmd
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Table P-2. Social Characteristics of the Population: T 970 -Continued
IDoto boted c* wmpta. >BtMd Formww bote for dern*«d fiQvrn (pcfcrnl m«,«n. tc end meorune oi fymboJt 14* t««M
L0fOY*t1«-COA. Wett lofoyrtte
Census Tracts
Tract Trod Troct Troct Trod Troct
0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0107 « 0'06 0051 0057 0053 0054 0055 0102 S 0103
NATIVITT. PARtNTA&t. i COUNTRY OF (HttCIN
1 404 4 064 8 S74 S 351 3 est J» 1 4« I 163 4 499 1 411 J 7»l 1 )* 14 >t
3 743 3 794 3 345 4 BSA 3 625 469 1 61V 2 964 4 102 3 951 3 406 2 417 '10 36
Notrrt 0* for»igri of mard porentoot 121 2?9 194 744 103 41 26 243 561 . 746 176 123 4?
40 4? 37 152 34 10 33 156 736 214 216 776 35 .
HI tri 131 ros m si 4* 1*4 797 BH 191 m 104
20 6 1? 34 57 54 15 S 3? 38
lr»londtt«) e 16 7? 6
17 13 3 6 19 30 5 12
59 no 5S 56 57 36 70 144 41 !0O 51 25
Polottd ., 17 14 19 31 5 13 27 16
22 7 14 72 16
7 7 5 15 14 5
14 7
4 * 10 23 76 72 33
14 16 35 6 7 10 15
35 10 125 2a 43 50 100 2? 10 17
6
9 6 7 7 7
79 7 50 37 73 11





1716 18 53 79 _ 30 52 25 55
Other per»ni of SponaA lurnomc' . .............
rV»om of Sponnh moN* Tongue "t "i 40 15 74 21 "» 'ii 55 36 i
PwTioni ol Puerto Rcon bjrth or parvntogo ........... - - - - 31 19 -
SCHOOl ENROLLMENT *
tm 1 47* Ml i |74 1 607 2*6
1621 17 79 60 ?)
621 _ T z IS 5 26 78 10
43 60 47 131 113 6 76 90 31 17 10 9
43 46 47 131 M3 6 76 83 71 17 10 9
400 sx 467 i oe? 838 144 230 541 B26 373 109 89 91
360 431 417 VHU 810 132 197 536 e?6 373 105 79 91
181 ?66 222 47.1 781 11 106 154 415 174 41 16 38
Pubfe 162 175 200 446 256 M 90 154 393 174 45 16 36
Cefleo* - —
-
147 303 151 158 115 17 66 705 136
r«f[fni enrolled m KhceJ by 09*.
16ond 1? yeori 56 2 91 7 903 999 7ed 99 999 81 2 999
IB ond 19 yean 463 35 8 607 75 3 19 7 56.0 74 5 962 86.7 94 e 77J 7
Mono1 31 yeori 38.8 640 W6 679 35 8 943 69.1 73 3 9? 8 V9 9 72.7
208 20 3 19 1 89 4 7 662 55 2
25 to 34 yeori 61 10 7 148 8.3 10 3 123 157 204 78 7 35 9 47.5
Ptrceni 16 to ?l yeo-i not h>gh Ktiool j'oduoir*
end no" enrolled m K^oof 315 10.5 11 9 32 113 11.4 0.8 36 2.7 7
YEARS OF SCHOOl COMPLETED
Pen*>«. 31 even *U eed tree 1 161 I Ji» * 151 3 JS9 i ;s* Uf 71S 1 3S4 I M3 1 771 HI 71* «J
No twhool yeori eompwrfl 34 13 72 7 5
40 10 43 3 10 6 14
Sle 7 r«'» 175 63 136 60 18 J4 27 34 IB 10 7
a«*o't. 737 IW 267 117 35 32 15 56 38 16
H>o> whool 1 to 3 y«eri 365 307 403 320 234 4? 73 24 6' 63 73 -3
* y*«"> - 488 1 086 901 1 767 no 300 318 48? 354 135 79
CoBeoc 1 to 3 ycon 352 370 184 352 266 46 170 179 394 365 is? 87 60
435 ?6fl ?i **0 24 7 146 815 1 583 1 013 iR9 4£7 252
175 12S 122 126 12 6 12 4 17 6 164 165 16.3 16 4 14 9 16-5
Percent h,,h uKool gr«JvOt« 63 1 73,1 59.7 80S 800 67.5 8J8 94 8 93.1 914 87 1 91 2 918 -
CHILDREN EVER BORN




















1 293 :Per 1 000 womenw morned ,
RESIDENCE IN 1965
Partem. 1 ft** .k!«< mr, it'O' 1 114 1 S01 1 J01 4 tU 1 Ml 458 1 37) 1 007 « 144 ) 177 1 571 1 71* 711 ]4
Same houie oi m 1970 1 603 3 I6S I 68? 2 535 1 645 no 235 409 1 875 983 490 381 235 •
lit central cil* el iKi 5*>SA 783 MM 875 93! 742 151 35? 508 805 SflO 233 187 213




































































































4 12 48 12 5 5 38
54 65 94 60 41 5 11 127 381 733 876 23
"





















i»i«J* SMSA 1 003 1 57Q 1 387 1 634 1 418 155 557 1 239 1 716 1 761 383 I 329 316
638 1 205 1 037 1 481 i or? 134 J!v 415 451 358 165 253 77
33 4 173 135 1)4 220 83 76) 1 707 186 1 007 707
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Toble P-2. Scxic! Chcrac:
[two bescd on tomp#9. i
Census Trocte
HATJVTTT. PAMKTACE, & COUHTRT 0? ©flKSIM
Motive of newt porwte*-; ._......_....
Norn* of fort>gn or mixed porantoge .........
fwelga «t**





Other Amemo . . _-_......_.
AS other and no) reported _.
Perjoni of Spcnsh tongueo?' .. —_____..
Other prwil of Spcnih. lurnoma' ___„_____.
Pcnons of Sponnh mother icngu? ._.-._._..
Petsoni ol Pverto R-con btrtJt Of porentoy! —.._._.
SCHOOL ENKOUME?>r;
: J 970— Continued






Percent enrolled m i
16ond 17 ycor* .
18 ond 19 yeon .
20 ond 31 yeori .
73 to 7* r
25 f.
r high school gniduolei
VEAtS OF SCHOOL COAVP'.~:3
Poo«et. ]S fKn^Hmi
High tchooJ: I to 3 y«rj
« yeort —
College 1 to 3 yrors
Medion tchool yeori completed
CHItOSEN EVER BOfiN
»•. 31 to CA t»ot t'4 tvs o=rr:-! .
ChWren ever born
fK 1.000 women ever worried
BESIOENCE IN 196S
Perteai, S yeen oU a.«J over, 1975*
Some houteoi * 1970 _
Drfferent hou«
tncentrott.ty of th.j SMSA





MIANS OF TRANSP0BTATI0H AN9 PLACE OF WOES
Al iwttn
SubwOy. elevo'ed from, or ro.lrood
Worked to work _





Bemomder of Tippecanoe County
Outi.de SMSA
Ptoce of work not reported _.
£•3lone* of Tippeoonot Courtly
t for definite Includes "Moved. 196S reiidence r.ot reported."
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Table P-2. Socio! Characteristics o? the Population: 1970— Continued
i bote foe devrvcd fifum (pctwt, mwtlon. etc.) ond m«fiiii) of iymboH. i
Census Tracts
HATIVITY, PARENTAL G COUHTftl
Noirve of noirve porentoge .. .





f Sponnh longuogc* ..
f Sponuh mother tongue
f Puerto R«con binh or porentoot .
SCHOOl ENROLLMENT
[•relit i pmeaii. 3 fi
Nurwry school
PuW*
woRed in Khoot by 0$?
Percent 16 io ?> yw'* io' fc-S'i sche^l
ond not enrolled m whool




Per 1.000 women e.w momed .
RESIDENCE IN 1965




e lent fof definition
Boloncv of Tippscotv:) Covrriy — Con.
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Toble P-3. Labor Fore© Characteristics off fthe PopuSafion: 1970
Census Tract*
tMPiOVMENT STATES
ia. »4 ". J rj :
lobor force .
Percent of lotol
Chrihon lobor force ._
Imploved
Unemployed
Perceni of civiton tobor forte .
Not in tabor fore* ........
Inmote of wttMurioA
Enroled in ithool
Other under 65 year*
Other 65 yeor» ond over
«ek, u » 31
7
I enrofWd in tcnool - . -




Percent of ctviuon lobor force .
Hot in lobor force
rrerd women, huibcnd preienl .
In lobor force
Vrfh own children under 6 yton
la tobor force— —
OCCUPATION
apl*r*d, 14 yeort •'•! a
CLASS Of WORKER
[Dale uitj-J on lomplo, i n bo*e for derived fujuroi (percent, i i, etc.) ond meaning of vmbolt, I
























2 701 I <J9
11 3^6 : 469











44 354"' IS 803 3 441 17 4)0
29 771 14 684 3 966 11 121
17 316 3 764 4 048 S 006
7 487 1 171 5*8 768
2 43S 821 376 1 738
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Table P-3. Labor Force Characteristics of the Population: 1970 -Continued
;E>aio boirf on «W -*"' -'• mm-rnur-. bow for dertvwd fiovre* (percent, medio", etc.) ond meaning at jymbor. tNtUl)
Census Tracts
















Percent ol totol —



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ui-W"plov*J or not ut lobor forat ; .
fMMto. HrmtK «i«r
labor force _______ .
—
Unemployed _
















CommufticouoiM. utilities, and tonitory serv-cei
f
CLASS Of WOBKEI
-lnck«J«» onocotrO caui not ihown i«ponjt«h/.
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Toble P-3. Labor Force Characteristics of the Population: 1970 -Continued







Not enrolled in sch
Not high school
Unemployed o
CMGan lobor force .
Cmployf*1
Unemployed.
Married women, hoibond present .
In lobor force




• » ,' no«'oph* fl on
SmZZVT**




Boionce of Ttopeconoe County
1 .','.-. I Mt 1 KM
1 308 1 916 1 017
O^i 73; 3? 1
i ?oe 1 680 ! 006
i 170 1 BS6 ?5<S
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Toble P-3. Labor Force Characteristics of the Population: 1970 -Continued





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pvrccnr of total _..
Ptrctnt olcviton labor fore* ... ........
OCCUPATION
ltttl »mtlmy*4, Umn *H md Ma
Lobortrt Mfpl form














UU*''"' ^ Mn"0rT "n"CK
Prno"ol i*rv*ft
CLASS OF WOIKCI
T«M •rhr*'. >• T*«n *U •* t.tr
. 1» lAFiYFTTf-WfU IAFAYFTTE CENSUS TRACTS
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Table P 4. Income Characteristics of the Population: 1970




















TTPE OF INCOME IN 1969 OF FAMILIES
Will. »i
fli t..








or pubi-c »etfof• mcom*
ncr or p*jt*c mti'atc tncorn*
UTI0 OF FAMltT INCOME 10 P0VCITT UVU'





riJd'er. amJp 18 yWV
h.kJr»n U"dM A yrori
t6Sy*c
*f«t .




































15 947 10 896
$8 577 J2 992























IfOd Trad Irod Trod Trod Troci
DCW3 0004 CW5 0006 00O7 0000







$9 221 $11 148
120 66
S3 550 |S 986














$2 855 $5 323
$t 467 $1 953
$1 718 $1 972
$1 685 $1 443
$11 400 $4 600
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Table P-4. Income Characteristics of the Population: 1970— Continued
IDolo boied on wmple, ut text. For minimum bow fof derived ftou'ei (percent, medi fon.no of tymboU. Mt text|
Census Tracts
M 'oBOtt* .
Lets Ihon $ 1.000....
St ,000 io $1.999....
$2,000 10 S3 999 . . .
.
S3.000 to $3 999....
$4,000 to $4 999....











(omJ«i and unrelated ^vd'udwoS .
TTPE Of INCOME IN l»69 Of FAMILIES
JUTImZm
KATlO OF FAMILY INCOME TO POVERTY LEVEL'
Percent o( .omdws Mifh «om«
leu ihon SO ol po«*i ¥ level _ _
SO io 74
75 to 99
I 00 io 1.24
1 2Sio 1 49
1 JO io 1 99
200to299
300ormor«
INCOMt BELOW POVE8T7 LEVEL 1
re>K«i
Pvrcrnl ol Oil 'om>lm .-
Mean .«( oi"( delicti
Perce.. t receding pub"« oivnonce <rw:ome
With -«ioird th.i r,r under is'yeori ...
"'.
..
Mean number ol rented ch.lrtren under 18 yeo-
Meon number cl related children under 18 y<
With r«ioi*d children undrr 6 r«fi
.V.egn number or moled children under 6 yet
l«>a, k«.ei
Percrnl 65 yeo'i Ond over
C.vJ«n mole heodi under 65 yeor*
Umbted MhMuh
Pc-ceni 65 yeor j ond over ...
Percent rrce.v.na. Socoi S«ur,t r .ncome. ... ..
Perreni 65 yeors ond o-er
Percent >ece>v-ng Socoi Setur.iy .ncome
Reloird ch.ldren under 16 yeon.
Percent l,..ng *.th both porenli
0*neroC( Up*d . '.'.'.'.'.
'.'.'.'
Renter occupied... . . . \. . . . . .\ .. .[
Vton o-oii rem
$12 424 $12 693
1 255 1 536
$8 724 $9 247




t 494 1 046
$11 246 $10 696
Sit 276 $11 041
t J29 on
1 259 933
St I 903 $10 996
$15 019 $10 294 $6 689 $3 023 $4 616
S2 149 $1 957 $2 035 $2 209 $1 692
$953 $1 027
25fi 572 447 198 284 33 100
S2 018 SI 733 St 6C9 $1 124 $995 $1 527 $2 240
50.0 44.1





$1 884 $7 423
$3 080 $12 101
2 030 214
$1 647 $2 857
$2 150 $6 462
$12 936 $15 877 $12 785 SB 837 $8 522 $14 408
70 231 113 75 6 45
56 978 $5 911 $4 752 $4 358 ... $13 310
14 83 38 7 - 9
S3 577 $1 004
34 174 131 40 31 33
SI 282 St 766 $t 784 $2 123 $t 798 $2 589
SI 496 $2 504 $2 889 $2 023 $1 197
$1 980 52 180
$34 800 $18 100
ond unrelaicd w
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Toble P-4. Income Characteristics off the Population: 1970— Continued




$2,000 to $2 999
$3,000 to 13.999 _
$4,000 to $4 999





$10,000 lo $11.999 ,
SI2.000 to $14.999. ,
$15,000 to $24.999
$75,000 to $49.999
$50000 or mor* _
TYPE OF INCOME IN 1969 OF FAMILIES
Al fa.B.1
M«n wage or iolo<> **txv*
mptoyw
Meon Socol Sw u <
With p<,hi< cii.vc
»ATl0 OF FAMILY INCOME TO P0VEETT LTVR'





3 00 or mor.
INCOME BEIOW POVERTY IEVSV
i under 18 ywri.
i* under 6 years
err-'r
(Otiflrr.
Bo torn;* ol TippKonor Cm
ilfocl.no yaw c oil
'Eickrdci moio'ria
CENSUS TRACTS
$11 659 $16 933 $9 640 $10 132
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Table P-4. Income Characteristics of the Population: 1970 -Continued





$2,000 lo $2 999...
$3,000 10 13.999...





$8,000 to $8 999...
$9,000 lo t!W...,
$10.000io $I1.9W.
$12,000 to 514 999..
$15.00010 $2*999.
$35 000 to $49,999.
$50,000 or more....
Med.0" income
Fomihei ond unretotrd wJrvwfueJi .
Umtated md.v-jucli
TYPE Or INCOME IN 1969 OP FAMILIES
BAT10 OF f&MUT INCOME TO POVUTY L£VR'
Percent of forml*i „,tn meome*
Leu Ihon 50 of poverty level
SO to 7*
,75io 99 „
1.00 lo 1.24 >.
I25ia 1*9
1 50 to 1 99
2 00 10 2 99
3 00 or more . .
INCOME BELOW POVERTY UVH'
iNbi
Percent of oil tornAn
Mean mtome 0>f<'i
Percent rece.v.n, BuW«: oimtonce ,r*ome
Meon i.ie of iom,^
Mean number of rfc'ed chafer, wndrf 6 year* ..
f-omd-ei w.rn feme* t-eod
W.th relied ch.'cren under IS ynn
Meon number of related cMdren under 18 yean
W.th reloted ch.Ureo unCer 6 yean
Percent in labor force
Meon number of related ch.ldre* under 6 y*Of*
r»»r >.-«<•
Percent 65 yeor* ond over
Crvitan molt neodi under Si year* .....
Percent tn lobor (wee
V»>elet*4 hAilfMH
Percent ol oil unrekited .ndrvduflU
Meon income "dVfiV " ""'.'." Y"/".~.~~."l~'.
Percent 65 yean ond over
'.'.'.','.'.'.'.'.
Ponen
Percent of ofl per»on»
Percent recti..ng Soto) iecurrty .ncome
Percent 65 yeori on* over
Percent of otl houien©ld»
Owner occupied
Henter e-:Cup*d ""I™"~"""""""
Meon Q r „ r,n.










I 157 I 310
$9 798 $9 960
510 327 $10 059
$10 910 510 078
95 168
57 888 56 669
$4 763 53 527
115 172
52 044 51 675
$1 921 5962























































































I Ml 1 117
55 323 $4 633 $15 019 55 436 $8 049
51 692 51 533
$1 972 51 319 $2 018
$11 400 $4 600 $25 300
'Eaclwdei nmotet of mii.tut.oni membrrt of the Armed force* Irving in tot
P-16 LAFAYETTE-WEST LAFAYETTE, IND., SMSA
ond unreloted individual! u
$14 400 $18 700
CENSUS TRACTS
APPENDIX B
City Directory Sample Page



















































," Mareia A with Purdue Univ r32 Prairie Ct
" Marshall ctudt rDelta Tau Delta Frat
" Mary E rcld r707 Owen St
" Patricia A prntr Mir Finance r2651
Newman Rri (WL)
" Philena F reld r707 Owen St
" Philip C (Marion \V) slsrnn Jones Bro9
h624 S 10th St
" Susie studt h422 Harrison St (WL)
" Wayne A (Marcy) pricing elk Biggs Pump
& Sup h32 Prairie Cc
" Wm J (Maryann) instr Purdue Univ h340
S Grant St (WL) .
Palmiero Anthony J (Mary J) studt hl404
Potomac Av
" Mary J with Purdue Univ rl404 Potomac
Palmore Eva Mrs mgr Kentucky Fried
Chicken h400 N River Rd (WL) Apt 908
" Joyce L ofc wkr Tippecanoe Fum & Uphol
hl425'A Kossuth St
" Julia M (Wid Geo L) retd 1,911 N 10th St
" Pamela L with Purdue Univ r614 N 6th St
" Ruth E (Wid Royce J) h705 N Salisbury St
(WL)
Paloncy Henry F (Glenola E> tchr W L High
Sch hl317 N Salisbury St (WL)
" Robt studt rl317 N Salisbury St (WL)
Paltridge Raymond (Betty L) bartndr Bob &
Bill's Place h2317 N 18th St
Pampel Bessie M (Wid E Ward) retd r3142
Elmwood Av
Pamper Parlor (Waunita Patterson) 417 S 4th
St
Pan Jaming prof Purdue Univ rHomewood 111
Pancake Elsie J with Purdue Univ r710 N
5th St
" J Hcrschel (Elsie J) jan Purdue Univ h710
N 5th St
" Kathy J studt r710 N 5th St
Pancini Geraldine studt r333 S Grant St
(WL)
" Jerry studt r224 S Grant St (WL)
Pang Ching-Ying with Purdue Univ rl20-14
Marshall Dr
" ChokKhon with Purdue Univ rl20-14
MarshaU Dr (WL)
Pangene Steven studt M310 Palmer Dr (WL)
Apt 314
Panick Dragoslav archt Walter Schooler h644
N 7th St
" Slavoljub G chem eng Eli Lilly r655 N 7th
St
Panken II B (Nam) prof Purdue Univ hl33
Rockland Dr (WL)
Panlener Edith M (Wid Robt A) retd hl845
Shoshone Dr Apt 21
Pantina James studt rl24 W Wood St (WL)
Paolantonio Jamei R with Purdue Univ
Paolino Ronald M (Eileen F) prof Purdue
Univ h2812 Harlow St (WL)
Papailiov Aphrodili D prof Purdue Univ
r226-7 Awold Dr
Papas Geo N with Purdue Univ iCnry
Quadrangle Box 728 (WL)
Papatheodorou 'i'l.eo (Vasiliki) with Purdue
Univ h400 N River Rd (WL) Apt 912
Pape Wm I (I'uth P) dist nip- Northwestern
Mutual Life Ins h2S25 Whitehall Dr
Pnpkr> J.-ries A nrof Piir<'u- I'.-.iv rRt 10 Bx
57 (WL)
PAPLAWSKI
Paplaweki Lola Mrs maid Purdue Univ r€l8
N 6th St
Pappns Nova S (Wid Nick) retd h519
Madison St
Paprocki Douglas W (Gretchen N) tchr
Jefferson High Sch hl240 Sunset Dr
" Judith L nurse Lafayette Sch Corp
rBrockston Ind
" Vera M Mrs nurse Lafayette Home Hosp
h202 S 9th St Apt 5
Paquette Armand h711 S 9th St
Paradiw) Marian Mrs tchr W L High Sch
rl700 Ravinia Rd
" Saml M (Marian B) mgr Eli Lilly hl700
Ravinia Rd (WL)
Pardek Joe studt h2450 Sycamore La (WL)
Papt 16a
Purdue Harry L (Ruby A) prof Purdue Univ
hlll4 Hillciest Rd (WL)
Parejkle Kenn S (Judy K) hl517 South St
Parent Pierre P (Judith M) prof Purdue Univ
h2S01 Linda La (WL)
Parents John R (Betty L) prin Cumberland
Elem Sch hl06 W Sunset La (WL)
Paris Arth H (Ethel) meat ctr Justrite Food
Serv hi 13 S 30th St
" Gene (Deannn) ship & rec elk Kirby Risk
Distr & Serv rBox 114 Clarkshill Ind
Pariseau Janice C with Purdue Univ rRt 2
PariEh Barbara P h2550 Yeager Rd (WL) Apt
14 4
" Charles R with Purdue Univ rl805
Eoslway Dr
" Connie r2601 Soldiers Home Rd (WL) Apt
58
" Jacqueline Mrs tchr Tecumseh Jr High Sch
rlR05 Eastway Dr
" Jimmie L elk Eisner Food Stores rRt 1
Battle Ground
" Noble hl006 Teal Rd
Park See Also Parke And Parks
" Don L (Ruth A) state installer Genl Tel
h2002 Thompson St
" Dorothy H with Purdue Univ r2250 Yeager
Rd Apt 13-2 (WL)
" Ear) L (Mildred I) stat Purdue Univ h2800
Ashland St (WL)
" Edgar R (Dorothv) purch agt Purdue Univ
h2550 Yeager Rd (WL) Apt 13 2
" Elmer B retd hl916 Congress St
" Karen Mrs aide St Elizabeth Hosp r2550
Yeager Rd (WL) Apt 13-2
" Ranson D (Edith L) computer programmer
Burroughs Corp hi 121 Rochelle Dr
Pnrke See Also Park And Parks
" Dennis D studl h415 S Chauncey Av (WLI
Apt 3
" Donna elk Lafayette Life Ins r34 Lori Lee
Dr
" Mildred pre opr Brown Rubber hl018 N
18th St
Parker Alan D studt rl015 Lindberg Rd (WL'
" Albert J (Donna R) prof Purdue Univ
hl015 Lindberg Rd (WL)
" Audrey J Mrs physical therapist Cerebral
Palsy Clinic Of Purdue Univ rl74 Sumac
Dr (WL)
" Bernard E (Eliz) with Purdue Univ h625
Russeii St (WL)
" Birncice Mrs lide St Elizabeth Hoap r6 N
PARKER
Betty Mrs ofc sec Y M C A rRt 5
- Brian studt rl74 Sumac Dr (WL)
- Bryce G (Minta J) installer Genl Tel Co
h2G04 Summerfield Dr
- D Verdelle (Mary L) prof Purdue Univ
hl20 Seneca La (WL)
- Danl L (Debra L) emp Ind Waste Serv
h2120 Charles St
" Dennis L rPhi Kappa Psi
- Donald O (Florence I) pres Star Lanes Corp
h2810 Kossuth St
* Earl (Betty) driver Verplank Concrete &
Sup r910 Elston Rd
" Evelyn A with Purdue Univ rRt 5
" Francis A emp TRW Ross Gear
rBrookston Ind
" Francis B sec Central Acceptance Corp
hl36 Andrew PI (WL)
* Francis H (Audrey J) prof Purdue Univ
1)174 Sumac Dr (WL)
Geo R with Purdue Univ rRt 9
" Geo V (Kath L) retd hl222 N 15th St
' Harold L (Mary L) driver IWA h917 N 8th
St
" Herbert E prof Purdue Univ rRt 9
" Homer L (Joanne L) (Mar-Jean Arco)
h2222 Union St
" Horace (Orbella K) lab Purdue Univ hl24
S 7th St Apt 3
" James L (Gladys) slsmn Genl Refgr Sup
rDanville Ind
* Jeanette Mrs hsekpr St Elizabeth Hosp
" John E (Cynthia L) eng Birdseye Genl
Foods h3273 S 9th St
" John G (Sharon M) driver Com! Mtr Frt
hl206 Brown St
" John R studt h2501 Soldiers Home Rd
(WL) Apt 59
'Josephine E Mrs salad wn Purdue Univ
hl22G N 15th St Apt 4
* Juanita (Fashion Coiffeurs Of Lafayette)
rl718 Congress
" Karen K with Purdue Univ r2527
Derbyshire Ct (WL)
" Karl L (Cladudne) mech Davis Constn h250
Green St
" Kath prsr Hudlow Clns rl222 N 15th St
" Kenneth L (Sandra) lab Greater L TV
Cable hl413 Salem St
* Larry E (Beverly G) studt hll5 E Oak St
(WL)
* Larry G studt h415 S Chauncey Av (WL)
Apt 5
Larry W (Pam J) security guard Essex
International hl3 N 22d St
" Lois H Mrs instr Purdue Univ hlOl
>
Andrew PI (WL) Apt 313
Lucille G Mrs with Purdue Univ rAttica
Ind
Marion P (Jeanette) dispr County Hwy
.
Dept & Garage h912 N 10th St Apt 1
Mary C (Wid Paul E) ofc wkr Sunnyside Jr
. High Sch h2705 Union St
Mary L Mrs with Purdue Univ rl20
. Seneca La (WL)
M»ry N Mrs elk Eisner Food Stores rRt 12
. Box 374
Max W (Bernice C) color matcher Egyptian
,
Lncquer Mfg h6 N 23d St
.
M«lvin A fcty wkr T R W Ross Gear rRt 4
.
**h! L etudt r917 N 8th St
.
*;-ke studt r325 Pearl St (WL)
. £«n<y A studt r2705 Union St
"*>-mond E (Mary M) tool mkr TRW
. "'•a Gear hl207 S 17th St
L™1 A (Aldora L) formn ALCOA
. p-;
1 '105 Shenandoah Dr~
! M Jr (Charlotte E) emp F.-.i: field Mfs
" luM Alder Dr
431
PARKL
" Roy (Phyllis) extractor Crown Lndry & Qn
h251 Green St
" Roy studt r333 W Stadium Av (WL)
" Russell (Shirley) studt 1)808'.'; Ferry St '
" Sharon M Mrs nurse St Elizabeth Hosp
r6i6 Romig St
" Thelma C (Wid Goo B) typ Steamco Inc
hl725 Whitcomh Av
" Thos E with Purdue Univ r2527 Derbyshire
Cl (WL)
" Thomas E (Ellen E) slsmn Wabash
Automotive Sup hl313 Grcenbush St
" Von E (Jane H) supt Consolidated
Industries h2401 Shasta Dr
" Wm L (Juanita J) formn Gen! Tel hl718
Congress St
Parkes Jane E studt rl02 W Wood St (WL)
Parkhurst Nelson M registrar Purdue Univ
r2100 Fairway La (WL)
Parkinson Wm L (Maria T) (Elsalyn Shop)
h209 E Navajo St (WL)
Parkison Clara E with Purdue Univ rRt 12
Bx 215
" Robt S (Tammy) studt h217H Perrin Av
Parks See Also Pnik And Parke
" Clyde C (Edith C) carp Natl Homes h801V4
S 30th St
" Dennis H with Purdue Univ M13'/4 S 9th
St
" Dorothy E (Wid Luther E) with Purdue
Univ hll02 N 10th St Apt 4
" Duane R studt r42 Vernon La
" E Janet with Purdue Univ rRt 6 Box 138
" Eliz tech St Elizabeth Hosp r529
Westchester Dr
" Helen with Purdue Univ rHammond Ind
" Janet L studt rtGO N River Rd (WL) Apt
20S
" Max L (Marilyn L) lab A L C O A hS US
52 By-Pass Lot 63
" Melvin 1 Jr pntr Purdue Univ h2408
Yuma Dr
" Nancy waitress The Depot hl49 S 3d St
" Pamela kitchen hlpr Lafayette Care M218
Columbia St Apt 6
" Robt C (Fern I) asst tech Purdue Univ
h2581 Lafayette Dr
" Robt P (Barbara) with Purdue Univ hl200
Happy Hollow Rd (WL) Apt 402
" Ruby M (Wid Morris R) retd h491 Maple
St (WL)
" Sherry Mrs tchr Cumberland Elem Sch
h260) Soldiers Home Rd (WL) Apt 48
" Tommy emp TRW Ross Gear rFrankfort
Ind
" Veronica I with Purdue Univ rRt 11 Box
253B
Parkside Pharmacy John D Gerhart Mgr
2500 South St
Parkway Hotel (Mrs Florence T Brown) 525
N 7th St
Parlon Eliza G (Wid Caleb C) retd h332 W
Stadium Av (WL)
" John C (Marjon'e R) slsmn Yount Realty
hi 109 Kossuth St
" John R tchr Tippecanoe Jr High Sch h2117
S 9t), St
" Richd T (Bes'e P) farm mgr hS08 Central
Av
Parman Allen studt M28V4 E Oak St (WI^
" Donald L (Nadyno J) prof Purdue Univ
h4G8 N Salisbury St (WL)
Parmelee Carlton E instr Purdue Univ r541
Dexter La (WL)
" Dan) E with Purdue Univ r541 Dexter La
(WL)
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Appendix C. Lafayette Area Firm List




FIRM NAMF COnF FTPS IDFNT ADnRFSS
E purdus uwrveitsiTy
F ALUH lNU rt CO QF A M: RICA
E NATIONAL HOMES D'0*P
1571 3352 kMS.




LILLY ELI + COM'AJY 1571 2831.
FAIRFIELO MANUFAC URING C1571 1566








KETTELHUT KARL H 1572 1510
FAUBER :ONSTRUCM)N CO IN1571 1610












RALSTON RURINA ZO 1571 2 092 21.925
LAFAYETTE JOURNVL C0URI1571 2711 «»0910
PORTER H K - BR3WJ RUBBER1571 3069 1<»79<»A
ROSTONE COR> 1571 3 079 9807
REA MAGNET WIRE 1571 3357 1216A
ESS EX I N T ERMATI3NtL INC 1571 3 357 8757
BERGER STEEL CO U
PEERLESS WIRE GOOD












C CTS HI £3 0£ L E CTR3NC
C ESSEX INTERN AT ION.
C WARREN PAPER PR3 OJ



















C GENL TELEPHONE 70 1570 <»810 3175A
c SEARS ROE8U3K MO CO 1572 5310 382i»
c PENNEY, J C CO 1571 5310 1.136
c KRESGE S S SO 1571 5310 1.361
c AYRES OEPT STORES INC 1571 5310 27127
c LOESS INC 1571 5310 78803
c JEWEL TEA CO 1571 51.10 11.71A
c PAY LESS SUPER MAI KET . 1571 «tl0 i.li.7«.
c F G LAFAYETTE IMC 1571 5530 • 61.18
c LUCKY STEER STE* K HOUSES 1572 5810 1111.7
c SOUTHWORTHS PUR3.U- BOOK +1572 591.0 1<»3088
c LAFAYETTE N4TIONA. BANK 1571 6020 13390
c PURDUE NATIONAL B\ NK OF L1571 6 020 13901.
c NATIONAL HOMES A C; EPTANCE15 71 6150 30021
c LAFAYETTE LIFE INSURANCE 1571 6310 1915
c STATE FARM FIRE CIS CO 1571 6330 12621
c STATE FARM MUTUA. AUTO 1571 6330 12623
HOWARD JOHNSON .MO" OR L0DG1571 7010 72908
c CORPORATE CLEANINi SYS IN1571 731.0 21.86A
c ARNETT CLINIC AND H0SPITA1571 3060 2336
c LAFAYETTE CARE IN: 1572 3090 10716
C INTERNATIONAL B^Of HERH0001571 8630 16339
89
C LAFAYETTE MUNICIPAL UTILI1571 9 349
C P LAFAYETTE 1571 9190
63553
120053
B KOEHLER BROS IN3' 1571 1730 61137
ESTFRN T NDIANA A", GKFC ATF1571 1440 4 881) A
B FAIRFIELO 8UIL0ERJ SUPPLY1571 1 440 20273
B ELLISON C W BUILDrRS INC 1571 1510 9708
B HFNRY CONST?UCrrCN CO INC1571 1510 13f81
B GENERAL BUILOERS )F LAFAY1571 1510 20309
B KEMMER CONSTRUCTION CO IN1571 1510 42587










B ALTON 30X BOARD
B HAYWOOD PUBLISHIN;
B LAEAYFTTF PR INU
6 LAFAYETTE TYPESET ING CO 1571 2791
B LAFAYETTE PHARMAClL INC 1571 2634










B GREAT LAKES CHEiT. AL CORP1572 2911 71599
B LAFAYETTE PEPE >0?P 1571 3 272 5864
B CONSTRUCTI ON PR3 D; CORP 1571 327? 25 01?
B CONSOLIDATED IN)Ui TRIES C1571 3 433 21882A
B AR-KAY-TEXIRAL ME;' AL FABR1571 3446 10424
B RUSH HFTAL PROIJCTS INC 1571 3461 38369
B INDUSTRIAL PLATCN; INC 1571 3471
B EVEN-FLO SILAGE D: STRI BUT1571 3 522
B LEAHAN 1AC HINE S R) P 1571 3 54 4
B ALLOY CRAFTS CO 1570 3 559
B METALMASTERS IN3 1571 3599
B DYNA M IC COR° IN3 1570 3 622







B TI°PECANOE HEAT + FISH IN1571 5040 26295A
B JUSTRITE FOOD SER/ICE INC1571 501.0 60636
8 GARDEN 3ITY FQQ3 S INC 1571 5040 63442




SCHARE^ DON MASONiY CONTR1571 1740
CAGLE ORYWALL ISC 1571 1790







CHAMBERLIN ICE CRi AM COMP1571 2024
BORDEN CO 1571 2026






GENERAL FOODS COR3 1571 2037
GRAVES QUALITY 3 AC ERY INC1572 2051







MARY LOU DONUTS O r IN0IAN1571 2051
COCA COLA BOTTLIN; CO 1571 2086




B BRADA MILLED FRE E HT 1571 4210 5316A
B I *• S MCDANIEL INI 1571 4210 6864
B QUALITY CARRIERS C NC OF 11571 4 210 32436
8 HIGGIN3 ERE3TORS f HAULER1571 4210 55546
B REID AIRWAY5 IN3 1572 4580 25341
B RAOIO STATION WA S< 1571 4830 17250A
B W L F I TV 1571 4830 19133
B PUBLIC SERVICE 3'0 OF INDI1571 4910 16128 .._
B IND GAS CO 1571 4920 22274
B LAFAYETTE WHITE A) TO CAR 1571 5 010 137
B CSHNAIBLE D*UG G'CIPANY 1571 5 020 50 66
90
B KIRBY RISK SUPPLY
B BIGGS PUMP ANO 5 U 5
_B_V_I E
R
K SUPPLY CO U
B INTERNATIONAL BUS."
B THIN CITY NEWS A'GI
B WORRAL PROPA NE : 04
B BETTER BRANDS INC
B VON T03EL VHOLSSA.
B POOR HENRY LUH3ER
B LAFAYETTE RELIA3LI
B VERPLANK COMCRETE
B LAFAYETTE GLASS C)
B INTERNATIONAL HA Rf
B TOPPS OF lafayett:














































B S F STORE OF LA? A'










B WOOLWORTH, F M 10 1570 5330 <t626
B GRANT W T CO DEL A 1572 5330 15523
B CONSOLIDATED FO) 05 CORP 1571 5350 1612*.
B NEUWELT FABRIC 2\Ei TER 1571 5390 52365
B NATIONAL TEA CO 1570 51.10 <»<t90
B R K INC OPR K-MVRf FOODS 1571 51.10 5519
B KROGER CO 1570 5«»10 17660
B SMITTYS F003LIM£R 1572 5<.10 36699A
B marsh supermarket; INC 1571 5«.10 381.98
B MARSH SUPERMARKET*
B HIGHLANDER F 000 M'.
B PRO DUCERS DA IRY Sf
B MISTER MONUT
B OREARS PASTRY SH 0>
B FIREPROOF GA RAGE )
B PITMAN GLEW R IN)
B ANDREWS, BILL OLD;




























B FOXWORTHY, H IN) 1571 5510 «.li»07
B UNIVERSITY MOTORS INC 1571 5510 61.1.90
B DEF OUW CHEVROLET [ NC 1571 5 510 69321
B UNIT PARTS INC 1571 5530 25199
B GORES TIRE SOMPA'N' INC 1571 5530 1.2979
B GORES TIRE COMPAQ INC 1571 5 530 1.2979
B SKY RIDE PETROLEUI












B FRISCH3 BIG BOY
B WEST LAF AYETTE BUi
B MARKET SQUARE
B PURDUE BURGER CHE r



















B PIZZA HUT OF LAFAC
B FLAME INC
_B_P__S __C_ 3JRGER C
H
£_
B BURGER <ING RESTAJ
B THIRTY ONE FLAVOR!
B BUR GER K IN G RESTAJ
B M C L WEST LAFAf E"





























B TIJUANA TACD IN> 1571 5810 33910
91









B B * M RANCH HOUSE
B B K ROOT BEER
B PATIQ ORIVF TN
E SARGENT3 FINE F0O)S 1571 5810 51<»<»7
B MORRIS BRYANT F003 SERVIC1571 5810 52(t57B




B MCDONALDS HAMBURG: RS 1572 5810 61209A
B PIZZA KING FRANCHISES INC1571 5810 62<»56A
JR GFRC1 EF INC 1571 5810 6 (.91 5
B FRISCH3 BIG BOY Or LAFAYE1571 5810 71<»30
8 PAULS FINE FOODS INC 1572 5818 72032
B HOWARD JBHNSON RB TAURANT1571 5810 72907
B HOOK DRUGS INC 1571 5910 3312
B GOODNIGHTS SUPE* DRUG ST01571 5910 185928
E QSCO 0RU6 INC 1572 5919 31953
B ARTH DR41GS INC 1571 5 910 M175
B ARTH STATE STREfT DRUGS 11572 5910 M176
P G030NTGHTS W L SU'FR DRUG1572 5910 6tt (18«t
B UNIVERSITY BOOK sr ORE INC1572 591.0 250278
B IMPERIAL EQUIPS NT CORPOR1571 59<»0 722<»9
B CLARK FLOBAL COSPt NY 1571 5C90 ?23tt?B
B LAFAYETTE BANK AN) TRUST 1571 6 020 5921
B FIRST FEDERAL SVV LOAN 1571 6120 39237
B LAF AYETTE PRODUCT: ON CRF01571 5130 3<.87?
B WESTERN AND SOUT H-I RN INS 1571 6310 3596
B PRUOENTIAL INS CO OF AMER1571 6310 3836
B METR0P3LITAS LIFF INS CO 1571 ^ 31
B INDIANA FLORIDA RI ALTY TR1571 7010 16585A
B STARKEY CRAIN CO R> 1571 7 010 35060
B GRE EN ACRES HOTEL + RESTA1571 7Q1Q 43337A
B UNITED FARM BUR MJ T INS C1571 6330 920
B RETAIL IREOIT CO 1571 6<»10 5<»35
B FQ'JTTY FUNDING ^ 0! P 157? 6«.10 16156
B SMITH JOHN 3 + C!0 INC 1571 6510 20351*
8 KEVINCREST REALTY CORP 1572 6 530 9785
B HOLIDAY INN OF LA- AYETTE 1571 7 010 283
B FOWLER HOTEL INC 1571 T Pio
B CAMPUS INN 1572 7 010




B HUDLOWS INC 1572 7 210 19062A
B LAFAYETTE LINEN SJ PPLY C01571 7210 3879<»
B SPARKLET ONE INC 1572 721Q 58950
B MARINELLO BE
B ARANEIOA IN3
B CUL L I G 4 N WAT
B MIDWEST APPL
8 KIRBY RISK D
B FOU RTH AVE
AUTr > ARLOR 15
15
ER ;0J0ITI0NI 15

















B LAF A Y€T_TF.__CO
8 W01ANS CLINI
B LAFAYETTE DE




































B BENEVOLENT ft PRJTiCTIVE 01571 86«»0 7 330
B AMERICAN LEGION P) ST 11 1571 86<«0 23<«0<»
_B_JS.CH L
E
R HALTER * ISS0CI AT1571 S910 22079A
P WEST LAFAYETTE SEfAGE DIS1572 93<»9 6<»105
B FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY 1571 9190 13100d
_B_A.G5I_R£S£^RCH SER/ 15 71 9190 159006
B STATISTICAL REPT G SERVICE1572 9190 31501«»
DEKALB AG RESEARCH INC 1571 U190 11171
WABASH VALLEY NJR5ERIES 11571 1190 57363
[PPECM OE ANIMVL HOSPI RA1571 3720 30362
LAFAYETTE VETERI Ni RY H0SP1571 0720 67550
OENNYS LAWN SER; K E 1571 T730 26028
LAFAYETTE GRAVEL C NC 1571 jJtUfi 18700
W J 3UILOiRS 1571 1510 6535
SCHROYER CONSTRJCriON CO 1572 1510 6<»16A
EXECU TIVE HOMES H C 1572 1510 785«»
EBERLE AND MORTIL.' INC 1571 1510 8155
COMMUNITY HOMES UC 1572 1510 10<»66
RUTA N DON BLOR 1571 1510 106918
A OVERMAN CONSTRUCTION CO 11571
A LAWSON CONSTRUCT!) N COMPA1571
A H t H CONSTRUCTION I NC 1571
A B B SCHWARTZ








'04 STRUCTI1571 1510 12821A
lONSTRJJTION C1571 1510 13102
lONSTRUCTION CO IN1571 1510 15265
KOERNE* CONSTRUCTION CO 1571 1510 15273





I SER C) NTRACT01571 1510 21<«56A
TOSCANO HOM£S IMC 1572 1510 21969
COMMUNITY CONST?U:TION IN1572 1510 2M67
INABNITT RUPEL INC 1571 1510 27<»85
CLARKS HOUSE REM01ELERS 11571 1510 27885
BUCKLEY ROBERT f : NC 1571 1510 30779
UNITED INS UL_A TE3_5_T RUCTUR1571 1510 315U9
RAUSCH, LOUIS C3NJ TRUCTI01571 1510 326«»7A
DALLAS t SOMS GEN1RAL CON1571 1510 3<»068
RUPRIGHT, O f! S 3U:L D ERS 11571 1510 U2795B
DONALD D MARTIN BJILDER 1572 1510 <»3272A
RAUSCH CASPER 1571 1510 «f6855
TORRE NGAjl_LEROY J 15 72 1510 kTThS
GENERAL HOM£S OF .AFAYETT1571 1510 50787C
CHAPPELL, GENE COJ T RAC T0R1571 1510 51999
BA'JMGARTNER. LES :ONSTRUC1571 1510 52665
KLINKER RAYMOND 1572 1510 55270
RICHARD, EUGENE 1571 1510 56889
PAYNE t CO BJJJLLEJS 1572 1510 56980
AGRI BUILDERS IMC 1571 1510 70 370
KLOOZ PLUMBING 1571 1710 1088<»
BAUGHER REFRIGERAf ION INC1571 1710 18756A
A WILLIAMS H + S 0< PLBG -1571 1710
A SPEAKER F H AND SIN INC 1572 1710
_A_ SYR PLUMBINS + HE>TING IN1571 1710
A LARSON PLUMBING AID HEATI1571 1710
NELSON MILES A »• : O INC 1571 1710




GODOAROS PLUMBING + HEATI1571 1710
HOOGES HEATING 30 1571 1710
8 OW S HE R SH El T ME J\ L CO 1571 17 1
BAUGHER BROTHERS' 1571 1720 13267
93
A PARTICULAR PAINTU
A TWIN CITY PAINTINi
fl WFLL
A BRUM MET, RON ELi Cf
A GARRETT AND WILDS


















A J * W MASONRY CONf












A BROWN , F RQ3FRT
A SHEPPARDS CARPET i
A TRAPP ROGER E ROO-"



















A BALKEMA, JOHN TI M
A SULLIVAN FORTNE?








































A CASSIOY L C SON
A HILT CONSTRUCTION










A GIBSON, L H WRECKC
A HARRIS, C A POP3 0'.
A LAEAX
A LAFAYETTE LUMBER ^
A NATIONAL STRUCTJR:























A COMMERCIAL PRINr IJ



















A CLEAR O'JT EMGRAVIM
A MCCONNAUGHAY K z. I










A WEST LAFAYETTE C 01
A CONCRETE READY-IK










A VAUGHAN MONJMENT. )
A CHEMROCK CORP
A LAFA Y£11 E OU AL1T-Y
A LAFAYETTE M^TAL Pt
A U S METALITE CORPJ



















A PEERLESS PATTERN f
A P H ELECTRONICS
A I NV A LIO TRAN S FE_RLI
A SHIPLEYS AMSULA^Ci
A YEt-LOW-REO CAB JiOt
A CLIFFS VETERAN CAI
MACHIN1571
1571


















A SCHURMAN-LANGE 3 01
A COM M ERC IAL MOTOR! •

















GRENAT, IVAN C TRUCKING 11571
QUALITY CARRIERS- I NC 1571










AROAPPIE STORAGE I NO MOVI1571
SMITH, HAROLO E 1571










SIGNAL DELIVERY Si RVICE 11571
ROYS TRANSFER INC 1571











CADLE, MELVIN HVT4EH 1571










CONTINENTAL FREEZIRS OF 11571
LAFAYETTE REFRI3 E> ATEO SE1571










ARETZ FLYING SERVICE INC 1570
IRVINES TRAVEL SERVICE 1572









HEST POINT TELE'HJNE CCMP1570











HAZY R4DIO INC 1571
GREATER LAFAYETTE TV CABL1571






















PORTER H K CO ISC 1571
LEWIS GMC TRUCK CENTER 1570










BERK POULTRY CO 1571
SEVEB U? BOTTLING CO OF 11571










DEHAHN3 PRODUCE C) 1571
KISSELL POULTRY 1571










BEST DISTRIBUTING CO INC 1571
GARROTT GRAIN CO [ NC 1570










BUCK CREEK ELEVVT) R 1570
CRANE STATION Ei.EfATOR C01571










LAFAYETTE P.ADIO SJ PPLY IN1571











SPERRY RAND COR3 . 1571
BURROUGHS CORP 1571






















DATA ACTION COR? 1572











LAFAYETTE OFFICE i UPPLY 11571
BOYLAND HOSPITAL IUFPLY 11571










PHILLIPS PETROLEU1 CO 1570
ATLANTIC RI3HFIELI CO 1571







A JONES BROTHERS 310 1571 5090 13500
95
AMERICAN OIL CO TIE 1571 5090 14861
HORNER FUELS INS 1571 5090 15174
_EEB-LMftM Rgf)THFR=: NC 1571 5 90 153 22
A
ANDERSON 8 L CO INC 1572 5090 25384
LAFAYETTE BEVERVGI 0ISTRI1571 509C 30372A
SHELL O IL CO 1570 5090 3.20 55
A QUALITY BEERS INC 1571 5090 35678
A LAFAYETTE BDTTLEO GAS CO 1571 5 090 46324A
A GFHTRY H G 1571 5 090 49911
A LEFFERT OIL CO VtC 1571 5 090 56783A
A DYE C T AND SONS .UMBER C1571 5 210 6843
A MTDWFST R OflFT NG Ain INSUL1571 5?10 11832
A DESSENER HENRY J' .BR CO 11571 5 210 23303
A TOWN + COUNTRY LU1BER CO 1571 5210 28387
A FAfil F I UHRR DFALF'S SUPPL1571 5210 36135
A SPEER 3UILDING 1 A" £ RIALS 1571
A STOCKHELL LUMBER 3 OMPANY 1570
AHS.DN_L_UH B-R COM J A NY 1571
A CONCRETE PRODUCT'S CO OF L1571
A ECONOMY LUMBER INI 1571













A PPG INDUSTRIES IN;' 1571 5230 1693
A SHERHIN WILLIAMS 3 1571 5 230 4556
A S C M CORP 1571 523C 11829
A THIRION GLASS OF .AFAYETT1571 5230 485068
A BOWERS RALPH ELI C* RIC SH01571 5240 37302




A CASE J I CO
A YOUNGS PAINT <
_A_LA£AYETTE TRAC
A ACE HARDWARE OF Ll FA YETTE1571
A FIELDS, ROBERT r ;0 1571
A DILLON HA ROW ARE 1572
A BAUGH * RESER HA'R) WARE IN1571
A DANNER BROTHERS C) INC 1571
A BERGHAN V ENDING C) INC 1572
A HOME JUICE CO 1571
A LAFAYETTE IND SROCERAGE C1571

























A SITES FOOD MARKET
A L IN NWOOD M IN IT-MA; T
1571
1571
A BUTCHER BOY INC HE 1571
A MARSH SUPERMARKETS INC 1571












A FEASTERS FO0O *n.R<ETS 1571 5410 47432
A WEST SIDE FOOD MAJEKT 1572 5410 48715A
A RHODES FO O D_fl AS < E,' 1571 5410 66561
A BAZLEY + JUNEDALE MARKETS1571 5420 24853
A MCCONKEY MEAT SJP'LY 1571 5420 59582
A M CCORO CANOIES VK 15 71 5440 39997
OEXTERS OAIRY STO^E
BRICK OVEN BAKERIES














GRAY WALTER L INC 5510
LAFAYETTE DODGE SI LES INC1571 5510
GLENNAR ME RS URY LINCOLN 11571 5510
A BECKER AUTO SALES INC 1571 5510 47107A
A SEGAL TRUCK SALES + SERVI1571 5510 48534A
A ROHRMAN, BOB AUTO SALES 1571 552 10873
A HORNER HOTOR CO H C 1571 5520 24574
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H'li'SM AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY 1571 5530. 251.79
LA-AY-TTF AUTO SU'PLY CO 1571 5530 30698
MOTOR"pAftTJi » Pftl'IT CO IN1571 5530 1.1185A
A rnv SERVICE MOPOl CORP 1571 5520 31392
t FiarSTJME TIRE * RUBBER C1571 5530 1121.2











A HALL, CHET STANDARD SERVI1571 55i>0 1108".
_fl_pc-iMFTTS STANDARD SERVICS1571 551.0 11192A
"A BEST SERVICE 1570 551.0 12218
HA<E UP 1570 551.0 128M»
jr PASS TIRE CO HC 1571 5530 «»77«.3
LE'/e'E AUTOHOTJV? INC 1571 5530 521.56A
TIPPECANOE TTRF S-RVICE 11571 5530 66963
MALLS AUTO SERVICE 1570 551.0 3851B
n^NARAIS STANDATD SERVICE1571 55«.0 5620A
CRA 3 TR£E_ CITG O SERVICE 1571 5 51.0 5765A
ChA^IN HAROIS3N; GARAGE1570 551.0 10"»50B
L OU I E S CLARK SU J Et 100 1571 551.0 13J19A






GCOONIGHTS SHELL i ERVICE 1572 558.0 1"»7<«2
GILBERTS SHELL SERVICE 1571 551.0 1591.2
WOlFS_CL_ARK 1571 551.0 16080E
C • O GULF SERVICE 1571 5 5*.0 18083B
SHERRY3 SUNOCO





KIM3RELLS GARAGE • SHELL 1571 55«.0 25555
DRYANTS CONOCO 1571 55<»0 27021
DICKS CLA RK SUPE^R 100 1571 551.0 271.60
A LAFAYETTE SQUARE "•EXACO
A MURPHY OIL CO




A DAVIS STANDARD 3E5VICE
A DUJNS CITIES SERIVC CE
A PEAK S FR IENDLY SERVICE





SILVERS STASDAR3 ; ERVICE 1571 55«.0 50775
D ON S UNI V E RSITY STANDARD 1572 5 SUP 50780A
A PERKINS SHELL SER/ICE AND1570 5 5<»0 553<»3A
A MAR-JEAN SINCLAIR SERVICE1571 551.0 591.83
A SPIK ER OI L CO INC 1571 55U0 6151.5
A MUINZER STANOARD ; ERVICE 1571 5 5«»0 61.131
SMITTYS SHELL SE'R/ ICE





GALLOWAYS STANDA:R) SERVIC1571 551.0 70732
EHING, J R INC 1571 5 590 tt82i»A
. H IL L
S
, MORRIE HOBCLE H0ME1571 5590 9299A
BECKERS YAMAHA CYiLES INC1571 5590 26600
THOMAS OF LAFAYET'E INC 1571 5590 23880
_R ICH HAN BROTHERS ?Q 1571 5610 1067
GEISLERS CLOTHES ; HOP INC1571 5610 25<»95
STECKS OF WEST ..A-'AYETTE 1572 5610 27677
STE_CKS__OF LAFAYE'Tf E INC 1571 5610 65983
LAFAYETTE UMIVE^.SCTY SH0P1572 5610 661.1.0
MILLER MOHL CO 1571 5620 3223
H OL LY STORES OF L\ F AYETTE1571 5620 13073








A SILVERS 1571 56U8
A HALL, ROBERT CLDTiES OF P1572 5650
.A FI V E POTNTS RAR'.AINS INC 157.1_5.65.
A NO 50 HILL 3 R03 S: LF SERV1571 5660
A MILES 1ELDISCO < 1 TEAL 11571 5660
_A_MIRS K__JQ_E__ 15 71 5_6_fl
A BUTLERS SHOE ST3R: 1571 5660 68516
A SHOPPERS FAIR S-IO£ OEPT 1572 .660 72917
A_.RUG_S HJP » nFCO ^ A'TNG CEN1571 5710 35fl6A
A KITTLES OF LAFAYE.TE INC 1571 5710 W59A
A HOME FURNITJRE >0 1571 5710 881<»A
P VILLAGE FU RNITURE INC 1571 5710 qi?<>
A CARPET MART OF . A : AYETTE 1571 5710 10 62<t
A SUBURBAN FLOOR 3 0/ ERING 11571 5710 10671A
A QUAKFR MAin KTT'.'H- NS 1571 5710 11758A
A LEHNENS 1571 5710 «»3175
A OOLLY MADISON LEAIING 1571 5710 5008«»A
A B LO OM, J H TNC 1571 5 719 57378
A KITTLES APPLIANCE TV 1571 "720 1<»616
A PFROMMER BROTHERS INC 1571 5 720 15927
A BFFSON5 OF LAFAYF'TF TNC 1571 5720 20372
A TYRIE GEORGE AP?'Li ANCES 1571 572U 69085A
A HEAST 10SIC CO I-N! 1571 5730 12599
A K EF N DAVE H'JSIC C? INC 1571 5730 172^7
A SOUND PRODUCTIONS INC 1572 5730 22688A
A SUBURBAN TV 1571 730 25«»58
A H AMMOND QRfiAN STU1 IPS 1571 5730 29808
A T V AND APPLIANCE CLINIC 1571 5 730 <*01<*6B
A HEN-LAF INC OPR' ( ENRYS 01571 5810 3 d&l
A BOB QV<LANfl T N>i 1571 5810 579<tO
A FIFTH STREET CONEf ISLAND1571 5 eiO 6317
A COLONIAL SUPPFR CUB + HA1571 5 810 6286
A CHFF LOJIES CATERING 1571 5 810 7356C
A HEIDELBERG, ALT 1571 5810 10038
A POTTER, GEORGE . 1571 5 eiO 125«»2
A FRA NKLIN S CH IC <E N DELIGHT15 71 5810 12570
A AMERICAN CLUB TVV£ RN 1571 5810 1<»<i71
A LINCOLN CAFE 1571 5810 15367
A JARRARDS TAVERN j571 5810 15375B
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A A + C TAVERN IN> 1571 5810 15380A
A STINEYS TAVERN 1571 5 810 16161
A D J K INC 1571 5810 180 85
A TRIPLE XXX 1572 5810 193678
A KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 0F1571 5810 20221
A H EIRS HI WAY GRILL 1571 5810 20<.33A
A STERRETTS COZY .OJNGE INC1571 5810 21177
A LUMS RESTAURANT 1572 5810 22115
A EONAS CA EL&IERIA. 15 71 58 1 2 2278A
A COLUM IA ROOM 1571 5810 22279
A SPAGHETTI BILLS 1571 5810 2233<»A
A A LOOSE C A B30SE 1571 5810 22575
A IND FRANCHISE COR> 1572 5810 22627
A CANTEEN CROP 1571 5810 23180A
A TO°PS SN ACKS INJIANA INC 1571 581 2»» 397
A PIZZA INN 1571 5810 2618<»
A FACTORY 1571 5810 26320
A ORL ANDOS 1572 5810 29092
A MILLERS RESTAURAN" 1571 5810 28165
A TIPS TAVERN 1571 5810 28195
A CLARKS HILL RESTAURAN T 1570 581 289 9'tA
A SIR BEEF OF CENT'Rl L INDIA1571 5810 3011<»
98
A ADAMS CHESTERFIEL1 1571
A DONS SPORTSMANs Bl R INC 1571
A OCHNTOWNE*. THE |571
A FIRESIDE OF LAFU YI TTE INC1571
A CLARKS MILL FISH f STEAK 1570
A KM I C KER3 0CK-R I SC 1571
A SHAWNEE RESTAURS" + BAR 1571
A FIVE POINTS TAVERN 1571
A PURITAN CON-Y HUNO 15 71
A BIG 0A3DY DRIVE UN 1571
A NORTHSIDE TAVERN 1571



















A BEN HUR INC 1571 581C 51(|<ilA
A FROZEN CUSTARD DRIiVE IN 1571 5810 51567A
A PUB 1571 5810 52371A
A SCHUYLER A AND A i OOT BEE1571 5 810 5266<»
A TIC TOO TAVERN 1571 ?810 52931
A G ROV ERS CAFE 1571 5 81 53726
A BRUNOS 1572 5 810 55991
A YOUNGS RESTAURANT 1571 5 810 5621«»0
A SPOT 1571 5810 58227A
van oames dog * sjds 1571
a r a servi:es in; 1571




































































ARTH SOUTH FOURTH DRUG
DONAHUE ORUGS




A SCHILLING DRUG Z
A VELLINGER PH AR-I*
A ARTH MAIN STREET
LI3CHKE» J B ORJG CO I
BEAMAN PHARMACY
Ji NI O N LIQ UOR STORT INC
FAUSTICH, JOHN L * SON
BAR BARRY LIQUORS INC
DEET S. CHARLES R I R
S 11571
1571










LAFAYETTE MOTOR P\ RTS CO 1572
REISNER H G BOO< SCORE 1572































SPORTSMAN INC 1571 5950 <»63itl
A ANDERSONS FERTIL I! ER SERV1570 5960 17707
A MONSANTO CO 1570 5960 63276
A .IFWFI RY SFFVICF LI - A YFTTF1571 5 °7fl 1.39
A ARMEL JEWELERS IN: 1570 5970 26S1«.
A STUART JEWELRY CO INC 1571 5=70 <»5322
_A_LOQH£S. 1571 5970 t»7«i'ti»A
A CHUPP JEWELRY CD '. NC 1571 5970 52959
A PAGE JEWELRY CO D! V 1571 5 970 72112
A THFRHOGAS CO OF HFAYETTF1571 5^8 6991*1
A BOWER TYPEWRITER JO 1571 5990 16200
A MCKINNEYS FLOWERS 1571 5990 2023<»
A PLA NTENGA P?T PAH CE 1571 5990 20270
A HINEAS CAMERA S-t J 1571 5=90 20592
A LAFAYETTE OPTICAL QO 1571 5990 25831B
A VISION CFNT^R 1571 5990 27533
99
A HURTS PET SHOP 1571 5990 28298
A INDIANAPOLIS STVR NEWS 1571 5 990 1.5321A
_A_NALLO_N AL SALES C O INC 1571 5 990 1.61090
A BERRYS CAMERA S-IO' INC 1571 5 990 1.6330A
A ROTH FLOWERS 1571 5990 I.8713A
A WRI GHT FLOWERS 1572 5990 1.9299
A SMITH OFFICE ESJI'HENT C01571 5990 61853A
A CENTRAL CIGAR ST Oi E 1571 5 990 67839
A L AFAYFT TF SAVI NGS BANK 1571 6 030 270<<
A ASSOCIATION OF _A : AYETTE 1571 6120 72803
A HOUSEHOLO FINANCE CORP 1571 6H.0 1.105
A COM MUNITY CREDIT ; ORP OF 1571 6H.0 5007
A MOTOR FINANCE COR' 1571 611.0 6<»03
A COMMERCIAL CREDIT PLAN IN1571 51«»0 12090
A L IB ERTY LOAN CORP) RATION 1571 61<t0 15798
A G M A C 1572 61«.0 17625
A ASSOCIATES FINANCIAL SERV1571 611.0 25706A
A GEN
E
RAL FINANCE DAN CO 01571 61<t0 1.321.1
A ECONOMY FINANCE C3 RP OF L1571 611.0 61203
A FINANCIAL SERVICE; INC 1571 6280 71S33A
A C 01 MOM
I
A LTH LI FE INS 1571 6310 9001
A STATE FARM LIFE US CO 1571 6310 12622
A HEATH-SHOOK INSJR^NCE INC1571 61.10 11105
A UNION LABOR UNQ E R^ITERS 1571 6M0 19099
A MITCHELL AGENCY II C 1571 61.10 1.3336
A MAYERSTEIN 3URMEL. CO INC1571 61.10 t»i»220
_A_BJYN D _Y_MCNEAR Vi 3_U j ANCE AG15 7 1 61.10 l.t.61.6
A ADAMS INSURANCE ASENCY IN1571 6<.10 1.7758
A CLEMENTS INS CLVI1 S SERVI1571 • «tiO 51i|51
A LAFAYETTE INS ASS) INC 1571 61.10 71173A
A RIVERVIEW APARTMEiTS 1571 6510 11.7 81
A HAPPY HOLLOA C0?P 1572 6510 15808
A WARREN PROPERTIES » WARRE1571 6510 23600
A A AND J REALTY SO{ P 1571 6530 2127
A TOWN AND CO'JNTRY *EAL EST1571 6530 8907
A OVERMAN MI CHAEL T ET AL 1572 6530 10115
A KEY REALTY CORP O" LAFAYE1571 6530 27032
A COLLINGS FARM MS T SERVICE1571 6530 1.1.823
A TIPTONS REAL ESTATE AGENC1572 6530 6211.5A
A SHARP-'IITCHELL ABSTRACT C1571 6 5M) 6595A
A STALLARD + SCHU-T 1571 651.0 1.1.291A
AS PR I NG VALE CEME T: RY 1571 5550 31.51
A TIPPECANOE MEMORY GARDENS1572 6550 33138
A PRICE * PRIDE INC 1571 6560 15705
A GLEN WOOD BUILDERS INC 157 1 6560 691.72





ROSE HAVEN iOTO? < OTEL 1570
UNIVERSITY INNS UC 1571












BAILA HOTEL COR3 1571










UNIVERSITY ONE H 0) R CLEAN1572
VOGUE CLEANERS 3 F LAFAYET1571










HIGHLANDER CENTER COIN OP1571
EAST SIDE CLEANER3 1571






















MATTHEWS SPEED -) A5 H 1571
CAMERA CRAFTSMEN 1571










FASHION COIFFEURS OF LAFA1571
DE30NAIR BEAUTY SkLON, TH1571










COIFFURES ORIGIN A.. 1572
LOEBS BEAUTY SAL 0<i 1571










HAIR ITAGE BEAUTY SALON 11571
CINOERELLA BEARTY SALON 1571










IDEAL 3EAUTY + 3AiBER SH01571
BEAUTY WALK INC T< E 1571











THREE SONS 3AR3£:R SHOP AN1571
WANDAS CUT + CU?IL 1572










HIPPEN3TEEL FUN£ fii L HOME 1571
POWERS ELAINE FI GJ RE SAL01571










MACD0N4LD, HARRIS) N C + S1571
LAFAYETTE ACCOUNTS SERVIC1571











CLEAN rIORE CO 1571











VAUGHNS CLEANING ! ERVICE 1572










COCHNOWERS SHEMICiL SERV 1571
JOHNSONS JANITOR SERVICE 1571











PERSONNEL SERVICE; INC OF1571






















MIDWEST RENTALS INC 1571
SHUMAN CHEMICAL LV BORA TOR15 72










HERTZ RENT A CA?J 1572
AVIS RENT A CAR 1571

































A OEMERLY BODY SHOP
A CHARLYN COR3
A WEST stdf CAR WAS^
A TIPPECANOE FURN A>J D UPHOL15
A MULHAUPTS 15
A PFQPLFS BEiHIHG A l MACHT1 5
71 753D
71 7530






























A ALKIRE JAMES F 3A^D 1572 7 ?20 32011
A ROSE LANES INC 1571 7930 23160B
A STAR LA N ES ^ORP 1571 7<330 35323
A ELSTON LANES IN* 1571 7930 66390
A PAR VIErf GOLF COU; SE 1571 791,0 26658
A MOU NTT HTLLIAM M 1 D 1571 3010 506
A MATHER ROBERT L Dl
A HASS THOMAS MO K )
A UN0FR H30D , SEOR3E
A ADE C H C B LAN)
A PICKERILL + HEIDA





















A CROXTON, WILLIAM )










A RISK, HAROLD J D5
A MODLIN ROBERT N 0)
A BAYLET JAMES HIl LC
DENTAL1571
S 1572







A HARVEY OALE W 1571 3020 «*7i»39
A MCKENNA, H F, R T OLIVER 1571 3020 57721B
A LITTLE BR WALTER ; 1571 8 030 i*25«*A












BONNET DR H E D*
VAUGHN + VAJGHAM


















U NITED 3 R0THRP OA'.
INT BRO TEAM CHAIF
SHEET -1ETAL HORKEJ
UNI T ED BROHO OF CA
LABORERS INTL U1I)
ALLIED IND WKRS W














































A LOYAL ORDER OF HO)
A PURDUE ALUMNI ASS)
A L AFJLYELL£_A_J_).M O.BL











A VESTER <• AS=;OCI»'T:S 1571 8 910 15567A
A CALLAHAN MAURICE ASS01571 3 910 27307
A KLIHE H 5 TF4 ART ASS0CIA 1571 8910 <»6993B
A POTASH INSTITUTE )F NORTH1571 8 920 15321
A MELLON, JACK D 3' ' A 1571 8930 H»96i
A f, IRAROOT S TANLEY ;' 1572 8 930 30623
A HUTH RONALO T C) 1571 8 930 <»<»3G5A
A PAINTER LAWRENCE I 1571 8930 52016A
_A_FJJNKHOU SF R HENRY- 3 15JLLA3M 592329
A SMITH DONALD R * 10 1571 8930 62632C
A TENN VALLEY AU^ 1571 91<»9 301001
A I NTERN A L REVENUE SERVICE 1571 9190 10^009
A SOC SEC OIST LA-.A' ETTE 1571 9190 136310
A WEATHER BUREAU LAFAYETTE 1571 9190 161005
A TIPPECANOE ASC LA-AYETTE 1571 9190 262001
A ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE1571 9190 31<»001
A OFFICE OF INSPECT)!? GENER1571 190 316008
A WAYNE HOOSIER 1571 9190 317005
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V F A B ASSOCIATES \ NC 1571 1510 21606
V DRAKE CONSTRUCTI OM CO 1572 1510 22165
V QUALITY HOMES OF .AFAYETT1571 1510 25733
V BOES CONSTRUCTION CO 1571 1510 59191
V THAYER R D CO 1571 1790 6977
V UNION WRECKING CIO INC 1571 1790 623«»5
V DICKS PROCESSING » LANT 1570 ?011 20832
V ROYAL CROWN BOTPl: NG CO 11571 2086 «.7962A
V SHAMBAUGH TRUCKINi CO 1571 tf 210 55539
.V_B EST-B I LT CASH A K) CARRY 1571 5210 67 till
V PIPES APPLIANCES t NC 1571 730 <»7!.36B
V FIFTY TWO INN SERVICE CEN1572 7030 23ii72
V TECHN01ETRICS IMC 1572 ?390 25731A
V LAFAYETTE AJTO L'AJ NDRY IN1571 T 5U0 71971A
V STAGE DECORATION SUPPLI1571 7920 2M38
_H ES_S LERS SQWLHORE INC 1571 7930 29887B
V TIPPECANOE CO P3Sr US'* V1571 3 6«tQ <*«f6<»7
V CLARK DIETZ ASS) CIAT ES-1571 8910 1210B
***** THIS 13 THE I NO OF TIPPECANOE FIRM LIST
APPENDIX D
Letter from Executive Director of Area Plan Commission





Letter from Executive Director of
Area Plan Commission for Employee
Survey and Return Post Card
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40USE - T-AEAYETTE. INDIANA 479CH - 742-68527
The Joint Highway Research Project in the School of
Civil Engineering at Purdue, is doing research on alternative
methods of obtaining local travel information for use in the
transportation planning process. This travel information,
concerning the number and types of trips made by persons in
an. area, is normally collected by means of a home-interview
origin-destination study. The research includes a study of
the effectiveness of three less expensive and time consuming
methods of obtaining travel information to replace the home
interview process in urban areas the size of Lafayette-West
Lafayette.
Briefly, the three methods are: 1) trip information
available from the Census; 2) information about place of
residence and place of employment available from the City
Directory; and 3) information on employees' place of
residence obtained from employers. It is with this last
method that your assistance is needed. With your approval,
a staff member of the research would obtain a list of the
addresses of all your employees at one time in 1970. If
1970 data is not available more recent data will do. A
minimum of additional information, such as time of work
shifts and mode of travel used, would be helpful if available
The information will be
and will be used to generate statistical tables
reference to individual addresses or firm names
in any report except to acknowledge cooperation
will also not be used for any other purpose and
mation will be treated confidentially.





J- tunning fox - Lafayette - West Lafayette and Tippecanoe Count] Indi
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The Tippecanoe Area Plan Commission is currently
completing the transportation study of Greater Lafayette.
The results of this research for which we are seeking your
help are important to Lafayette because any of the three
alternative methods, if feasible, could save considerable
time and money when the transportation study is updated
every 3-5 years for planning purposes. Your cooperation as
a consequence will be most helpful and valuable to the
community in addition to being appreciated by the Area Plan
Commission and Purdue University.
Mr. W. K. Law of Purdue University or Mr. B. J. O'Conner
of the Area Plan Staff will contact the individual you
designate on the attached card to arrange for acquiring the
data. Please return the enclosed postage paid postcard (or
call Mr. Law at 49-44987) so that arrangements can be made.
Thank you for your cooperation
























(Mr. Law or Mr. O'Conner will
confirm the meeting time and p











Appendix E. Program PTT Listing
ppckram ptt jtmpUt, output fTAPt"i = input, t^pe? >
C «»«o» ppoz-.PAM TO GET I RRjNT AND TAPED DIRFCTORy TRtP TaRI FS
DIMENSION ITM53.153, ' AHLE.
1 FOPMAT(ftX,T3,3X»TT)
2 FOPMAT(///< »•<»«»« TOTAL VALID CAS^S READ = *!=* »»* «K,
3 FOPMAT(lnx,*TARLF 3 DTR. TRT P S FROM ZONf*,XI?,* TO Al.i OTwFR ZONES (ToTAL^m?)*)
4 FORMaT(4X,T3.3"moI7)
5 FORM/\T<lnx,3A10? f r>»2AlO)
6 FORMAT(< 70WF 00 01 02 03 04 „e
*6 07 OR <5*/> ° 0S
7 FOPMATl/)
8 FpPMAT(RAlo')




00 100 1=1, ??3
00 Inn J=l,is3
loo it(I, j)=n

















C»«*** GET SUMS and PUT TabLFS ON T A PE2
ITOT*L=0
DO 200 1 = 1 , le;3
IF(T.(-,T.33.A'!D.I.LT.47)60 TO ?00
IF(I,EQ.70j 60 TO 200
JF(I.GT.R5.A*'D. I. LT. 113)60 TO 200
ISUM=0
DO 2n( Jj= i ,153
?01 ISUM=iSUM*.jf (I.JjJ






TFfL.FO.oo.OO.i. .ro. 100)60 TO A5
















Census Tract-Block to Traffic Zone Equivalency Tabli
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Appendix F- Census Tract-Block to Zone Equivalency Printout
M OOJOOOOOOO'**4-4ffoo'ooooooooo©•WOOOOOOOOOOOO•noooooooooooo
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Appendix G. Program TRACT Listing
PROGRAM TRACT (INPUT, OUTPUT. TAPE 1,TAP£2)
DIMENSION C(?6J »T(133),IC(26)
;••••• PROGRAM TO COMBINE TRIPS FO CENSUS TRACT LEVfL
TTOTAL=0
fin 100 1 = 1. 112
REAOfl .DIz.TPf
1 FORMAT (40 x ,Is,29X,I5J '

















C(l4) = T( f> 8) + tf75')*T(77)
Cfl5)=T(io6)*T(ll3>
Cn&>=T(98)»T< l 03j»T(104)»TUo5UT(112) 0.50*T<111>




















3 FORMAT (10X,#TARl_F 2a EMPL TRlPS FROM ZONES'/











Appendix H. Program KSQ Listing
PROGRAM KSO(TNPUTtOUTPUTtTAPE^=INPUT,TAPe 1 ,TApE2)
REAL H (133) f S ( 133) tTl(l 000) iT2« 1000) ,T3( 1,100) ,El( 1000 J ,E2(1000)
REAL mSM»MSH«MSE





9 FORMAT <<1 CUT-OFF VA1.UE a *Fl0.3)
C»««*« READ IN TWO TA8| ES AND FOHM OBSERVED TAtil.E
K«0_
C SKIP ZONE ZERO




DO 100 1=1, 111
C SKIP HEADER LINE



















4 FORMAT I///* THERE ARE *IS* PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE */
X * 2 BY K CONTINGENCY TABLE*///)









5 FORMAT!///* HOMF-INTERwIEW TOTAL = *F7.0,/.
X * OTHFR SURVEY ToTAL = *F7,0j
C**«*« GET EXPECTED TABLE
PRINT Hi



















POINT ll.JA.TKJA) iEI(JA) ,T2(JA),E2(JA) lOlFFtPCO

















TE A = AD IF/SORT (SDR?)
PRINT 112,A0tFF»AoC0.RMS,TEA
112 FO«MAT(///* AVERAGE difference IN OHS. FREQ. = *F10.1/
1 t AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DU'FER-NCF = *F10«1/
2 t ROOT MEAN SOUARE EHROH = <F10.2/




00 500 JB=1 .K
IFCE1 (JB) ,LT.1.0,OR.E2(JB) .LT.1»0)GO TO So








6 FOR'-'ATt///* RAW CHI-SQUARE = #F1*.3* WITH*







7 FORMAT<///* T-Vft|_UE = *Fl4.3)
30 CONTINUE











113 FORMAtUHI ,24X*TW0-WAY ANnVA FOR 2 BY K TaBLE*//
X )nX*SOURCE OF VaR. OF SUM OF. SQUARES MEaN SQUARE F.CALC*/)
PRINT 114.SSm.mSm.Fm
114 formatOox* survey method i *fu.oiX,fi4.1,x,F7,2)
PRINT ll5tDF,SSB,MSB,FB
115 FORMATtlOX* ZONE COMBIN, *F4. . X »F 1 4 . iX ,F 1* . 1 . X ,F7. 2)
PRINT llft.DF.SSE.MSE
116 FOPMATdOX* RESIDUAL *F4 . , X »FH . t X ,F1*. 1/)
DF=2.«AK-1.
PRINT 117.DF.SST







Details of Chi -square Trip Table Comparisons
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Appendix I. Details of Chi-square Trip Table Comparisons
cut-off value . loo.ooo (GLATDS vs Employee Survey,
v
Zone-Zone)
THERE ARE 99 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
2 BY K CONTINGENCY TA8LE
HOME-INTERVIEW TOTAL = 25646
other survey total 26432
Pair no. H-I 08S. H-I EXP. 0.-S OgS. 0-S E*P. OBS.DIFF PCT.DIFI'
l 234.0 265.9 306.0 274.1 -72.o -30.8
2 192.0 187.1 188.0 192.9 4.0 2.1
3 72.0 88.6 108.0 91.4 -36.0 -50.0
4 120.0 98.5 80.0 101.5 40.0 33.3
5 112.0 126.1 144.0 129.9 -32.0 -28.6
6 96.0 102.9 113.0 106.1 -17.0 -17.7
7 150.0 126.1 106.0 129.9 44.0 29.3
8. 180.0 163.5 152.0 16^.5 23.0 15.6
9 69.0 83.2 100.0 85.8 -31.0 -44,9
10 91.0 108.8 130.0 112.2 -39.0 -42.9
11 88.0 93.6 102.0 96.4 -14.0 -15.9
12 248.0 245.7 251.0 253.3 -3.0 -1.2
13 117.0 130.0 147.0 134.0 -30.0 -25.6
14 192.0 214.2 243.0 220.8 -5l.o -26.6
15 396.0 375.7 367,0 387.3 29.0 7.3
16 450.0 382.6 327.0 394.4 123.0 27,3
17 281.0 297.9 324,0 307.1 -43.0 -15.3
18 88.0 94.1 103.0 96.9 -15.0 -17.0
19 168.0 165.0 167.0 170.0 1.0 .6
20 162.0^ 198.5 241.0 204.5 -79.0 -48,8
21 133.0 . 116.7 104.0 120.3 29.0 21.8
22 90.0 97.5 lOfl.O 100.5 -18.0 -20.0
23 104.0 119.2 138.0 122.8 -34.0 -32.7
24 104.0 125.6 151.0 129.4 -47.0 -45.2
25 192.0 187.6 189.0 193.4 3.0 1.6
26 328.0 292.5 266.0 301.5 62.0 • 18.9
27 88.0 100.5 116.0 103.5 -28.0 -31.8
28 168.0 132.5 101. 136.5 67.0 39.9
29 100.0 90.6 84.0 93.* 16.0 16.0
30 360.0 393.0 438,0 405.0 -78.0 -21.7
31 288.0 338.8 400.0 349.2 -112.0 -38.9
32 408.0 385.6 375.0 397.4 33.0 8.1
33 528.0 647.1 786.0 666.9 -258.0 -48.9
34 456.0 395.9 348,0 408.1 108.0 23.7
35 96.0 113.3 134.0 116.7 -38.0 -39.6
36 616.0 473.2 345.0 487.8 271.0 4/. .0
37 110.0 94.6 82.0 97.4 28,0 25.5
38 233.0 255.6 286.0 263.4 -53.0 -22.7
39 124.0 133.5 147.0 137.5 -23.0 -18.5
40 72.0 87.7 106.0 90.3 -34.0 -47,2
41 104.0 87.2 73.0 89.8 31.0 29.8
42 88.0 101.4 118.0 104.6 -30,o -34.1
122
:*3 154.0 135.9 122.0 1*0.1 32. 20.8
44 126.0 133.5 1*5.0 137. & -19. o -IS 1
45
.
200.0 190.6 187.0 196.* 13.0 a. 5
*6 176.0 139.9 108.0 1*4.1 68.0
*7 1*2.0 110. 8 83.0 11*. 2 S9,o
48 617.0 727.* 860.0 7*9,6 -2*3.
49 265.0 286.6 317,0 295.* -52.0
50 192.0 178.8 171.0 18*,
2
21.
51 336,0 390.5 457.0 *02.5 -121.0
52 2*0.0 291.0 351.0 300,0 .111.0
53 133.0 161.5 195,0 166.5 *62.o
5 * 8L0 90.1 102.0 92.9 -21.
55 117.0 111.8 110.0 115.2 7.0




58 670.0 525.0 396.0 5*1.0 27*.
59 295.0 262.5 238.0 270.5 57.0
60 232.0 252.1 280.0 259.9 -*8.o
61 193.0 222.6 259.0 229.* -66.0
62 120.0 1**.8 17*. 1*9.2 -5*.Q
63 138.0 105.9 ' 77.0 109.1 6lio
6* 133.0 99.0 68.0 102.0 6b.
65 104.0 81.7 62.0 84.3 42.0
66 87 .0 92.6 101.0 95.* -14.0
67 168 .0 154.1 1*5.0 158.9 23.0
68 136,0 102.4 72.0 105.6 64.0
69 96.0 101.9 111,0 105.1 -15.0
70 784.0 872.1 987.0 898.9 -203.0
7 * 216.0 183.7 157.0 189.3 59.0
72 1 ? 6.0 215.2 261.0 221. B -85.0
73 1 97 .0 150.2 108.0 154.8 89.0
It
l


























75 772.0 881.5. 1018,0 908.5 -246.0
76 254.0 250.2 254.0 257.8 0.0
77 832.0 620.5 *28.0 639.5 *0*.o
78 400.0 335.4 281,0 345.6 119,
79 168.0 135.4 107.0 139.6 61.
80 103.0 79.3 58,0 81.7 45.0
fl l 128.0 127.5 131.0 131.5 -3.0
8 2 308.0 354.6 *12.0 365.* -104.
83 1* 7 .0 11*.
7
86.0 118.3 61,o
84 *29.0 *56.5 498.0 *7o.5 -69.0
85 231.0 183.2 141.0 188.8 90.
86 267,0 300.9 3**.0 31 .1 -77,0
87 105.0 88.6 75.0 91.4 30.
88 2114,0 1894.5 1733,0 1952.5 381,0
89 8*9.0 997,7 1177.0 1028.3 -328.0
90 5*9.o 652.5 776.0 672.5 -227.0
91 88 .0 9*.l 103.0 96.9 -15.0
92 88 «0 10*.
9
125.0 108.1 -37-0
93 88 »0 106.9 129.0 110.1 -*1.0
94 256,0 262.0 276.0 270.0 -20.0
95 1*0.0 155.6 176.0 160.* -36.
96 252.0 2*9.7 255.0 257.3 -3.fl
97 1**.0 150.2 161.0 15*.
b
-17.0
98 1**.0 1*3.3 1*7.0 1*7.7 -3.0
99 280.0 309.3 348.0 318.7 -68.






























AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE 27.6
ROOT MEAN SUUARE ERROR = 106.2*
T-VALUE FOR PAIRED COMPARISON = -.7*
RAW CHI-SQUARE a 1183.551 WITH 98 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE » . 34.689
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CUT-OFF VALUE a SO. 000
(GLATDS vs Employee Survey, Zone-Zone)
THEHE ARE 233 PAIRS (C.n\ IJmNS) jn THE
2 BY K CONTTNGEMCY TAflLF
HOME-I NTERVIEW TOTAL = 33820
OTHER Survey total = 34611
pair no . H-I ORS. H-I EXP. 0.-S ORS. O-S E*P. OBS.DlFF PCT.OIFF
1 61.0 66.7 74.0 ' 68.3 -13.0 -21.3
2 90.0 89.5 91.0 91.5 -1.0 -1.1
3 4B.0 50.4 54.0 51.6 -6.0 -12.5
4 72.0 67.7 65.0 69.3 7.0 9.7
5 58.0 47.9 39.0 49.1 19.0 32.8
6 64.0 53.4 44.0 54.6 20.0 31.3
7 56.0 62.3 70.0 63.7 -14,o -25.0
8 61.0 49.4 39.0 50.6 22.0 36.1
9 234.0 266.9 306.0 273.1 -72.0 -30.8
10 81.0 76.6 74.0 78.4 • 7.0 8,6
11 63.0 76.6 92.0 78.4 -29.0 -46.0
12 192.0 1*7.8 188.0 192.2 4.0 2.1
13 56,0 47.9 41.0 49.1 15.0 26.8
14 48.0 58.8 71.0 60.2 -23.0 -47,9
15 40.0 47.9 57.0 49.1 -17.0 -42,5
16 72.0 89.0 108.0 91.0 -36.0 -50.0
. 17 48.0 57.3 68.0 58.7 -20.0 -41.7
IB 120.0 98.8 80.0 101.2 40.0 33.3
19 112.0 126.5 144.0 129.5 -32.0 -28.6
20 96.0 103.3 113.0 105.7 -17.0 -17.7
21 88.0 85.0 84.0 87.6 4.0 4,5
22 48.0 56.3 66.0 57.7 -18.0 -37.5
23 48.0 54.4 62.0 55.6 -14.0 -29.2
24 70.0 78.6 89.0 80.4 -19.0 -27.1
25 150.0 126.5 106.0 129.5 44.0 29.3
26 50.0 47.4 46.0 48.6 4.0 8.0
27 58.0 63.8 71.0 65.2 -13.0 -22.4
28 50.0 59.3 70.0 60.7 -20.0 -40.0
29 84.0 79.6 77.0 81.4 7.0 8.3
30 65.0 61.3 59.0 62.7 6.0 9.2
31 45.0 55.4 67.0 56.6 -22.0 -48.9
32 59.0 59.8 62.0 61,2 -3.0 -5.1
33 53.0 46.0 40.0 47.0 13.0 24.5
34 72.0 61 .3 52.0 62.7 20.0 27.8
35 45.0 49.4 55.0 50. & -10.0 -22.2
36 81.0 63.8 48.0 65.2 33.0 40.7
37 180.0 164.1 152.0 167.9 28.0 15.6
38 63.0 55. A 50.0 57.2 ,13.0 20.6
39 65.0 55.4 47.0 56.6 18.0 27.7
40 56.0 51.4 48.0 52«6 8.0 14.3
41 96.0 85.0 76.0 87.0 20.0 20.8




























































































































42.5 50.0 43.5 -14.0
50.9 58.0 5?.l -13»0
57.3 54.0 58.7 8>o
59.3 66.0 60»7 -12.0
40.0 27.0 41.0 27.0
109.2 130.0 111.8 -39.0
69.7 77.0 71.3 -13.0
58.3 62.0 59.7 -6.0
93.9 102.0 9ft. 1 -14.
49.9 45.0 51.1 11.0
51.4 56.0 52.6 -8.
246.6 251.0 252.4 -3.0
47.4 56.0 48.6 -16.0
42.5 30.0 43.5 26.
91.9 89.0 94.1 8.0
130.5 1*7.0 133.5 -30.Q
49.4 52.0 50.6 -4.0
215.0 243.0 220*0 -51.Q
73.1 58.0 74.9 32.0
52.4 62.0 53.6 -18.0
42.0 50.0 43.0 -15.Q
57.3 53.0 58.7 10.0
377.1 367.0 385.9 29.0
43.0 51.0 44.0 -15.0
89.0 90.0 91.0 0.0
47.0 41.0 48.0 13.0
47.0 50.0 48*0 -5.0
384.0 327.0 393.0 123.0
52.4 58,0 53.6 -10.0
299.0 324.0 306.0 -43.0
47.4 56.0 48.6 -I6.0
62.3 70.0 63.7 -14.0
94.4 103.0 96.6 -15.0
45,0 51.0 4ft. -11.0
48.9 59.0 50.1 -19.0
165.6 167.0 169.4 1*0
60.8 60.0 62.2 3.o
199.2 241.0 203.8 -79.0
47.9 37.0 49.1 23.0
85.0 92.0 87.0 -12.0
117.1 104,0 119.9 29.0







59.3 64,0 60.7 -8.0
52.4 50.0 53.6 6.0
71.7 81.0 73.3 -17.0
77.1 76.0 78.9 4.0
126.0 151.0 129.0 -47.0
188.3 189,0 192.7 3.0




100.8 116.0 103.2 -28.0
132.9 101.0 136.1 67.0
84.0 80.0 86.0 10.
90.9 84,0 93.1 I6.0
52.4 46.0 53.6 14.o
72.2 74.0 73.8 -2.0
394.4 438.0 403.6 -78.0
69.7 68.0 71.3 5.0
















































































































































































































































































































































































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN OBS. FREo. » 37.6
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE = 25,9
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR m 70,32
T-VALUE FOR HAIRED COMPARISON = -.74




cut-off value = 25.000 (GLATDS vs Employer Survey, Zone-Zone)
THERE ARE 5U PAIRS (COLUMNS) In THE
2 BY K CONTINGENCY TABLE
home-interview total = 42663
other survey total = 43151
pair no. H-I obs. H-I EXP. O-S OBS. O-S EXP. OPS.DlFF PCT.OIFF
1 27.0 32.3 38.0 32.7 -11.0 -40.7
2 27.0 30.8 35.0 31.2 -8.0 -29.6
3 61.0 67.1 74.0 67.9 -13.0 -21.3
4 19.0 21.9 25.0 22.1 -6.0 -31.6
5 90.0 90.0 91.0 91.0 "1.0 -1.1
6 48.0 50.7 54.0 51.3 -6.0 -12.5
7 72.0 • 68.1 65.0 68.9 7.0 9.7
8 58.0 48.2 39.0 48.8 19.0 32.8
9 64.0 53.7 44.0 54.3 20.0 31,3
10 56.0 62.6 70.0 63.4 -14.0 -25.0
11 27.0 21.9 17.0 22.1 10.0 37.0
12 35.0 37.3 40.0 37.7 -5.0 -14,3
13 61.0 49.7 39.0 50.3 22.0 36,1
14 27.0 26.8 27.0 27.2 0.0 0.0
15 234.0 268.5 306.0 271.5 -72.o -30.8
16 27.0 27.8 29,0 28.2 -2.0 "7.4
17 81.0 77.1 74.0 77.9 ^ 7.0 8,6
18 42.0 32.3 23.0 32.7 19.0 45.2
19 63.0 77.1 92.0 77.9 -29.0 -46.0
20 27.0 32.3 38.0 32.7 -11.0 -40.7
21 27.0 21.9 17.0 22.1 10.0 37.0
22 32.0 29.8 28.0 30.2 4.0 12.5
23 40.0 35.3 31.0 35.7 9.0 22.5
24 192.0 188.9 188.0 191.1 4.0 2.1
25 56.0 48.2 41.0 4fl.8 15.0 26.8
26 48,0 38.3 29.0 38.7 19,0 1 39.6
27 24.0 25.9 28.0 26*1 -4«o -16.7
28 48.0 40.8 34.0 41.2 14.0 29.2
29 41.0 44.7 49.0 45.3 "8.0 -19.5
30 24,0 26.8 30.0 27.2 -6.0 -25.0
31 48.0 59.2 71.0 59.8 -23.0 -47,9
32 32.0 34.8 38.0 35.2 -6.0 -18.7
33 40.0 34.3 30.0 35.2 10.0 25,0
34 24.0 29.3 35.0 29.7 -11.0 -45.8
35 24.0 25.9 28.0 26.1 -4.0 -16.7
36 40,0 48,2 57.0 48,8 -17.0 -4?,
5
37 25.0 26.3 28.0 26.7 -3.0 -12.0
38 32.0. 26.8 22,0 27.2 10.0 31,3
39 72.0 89.5 108,0 90.5 -36.0 -50,0
40 40,0 39.3 39,0 39.7 1.0 .2,5
41 32.0 36.3 41.0 36.7 -9.0 -28.1





























































































































57.7 68.0 58.3 -20.0
35.3 31.0 35.7 9.0
99.4 80.0 100.6 40.0
127.3 1*4.0 •128.7 -32,0
32.8 34.0 33.2 -2.0
30.8 Z2. n 31.2 18.0
103.9 113.0 105.1 -17.0
47.7 47.0 48.3 2.0
28.3 33.0 28.7 -9.0
36.8 42,0 37.2 -10.0
29.3 35.0 29.7 -11.0
85,5 84.0 86.5 4.0
56.7 66,0 57.3 -18.0
26.8 30.0 27.2 -6.0
36.8 42.0 37.2 -10.0
54.7 62.0 55.3 -14.0
79.0 89,0 80.0 -19.0
28.3 27.0 28.7 3.0
127.3 106.0 128.7 44.0
47.7 46.0 48.3 4.0
24.4 29.0 24.6 '9.0
25,9 22.0 26.1 8.0
26,8 24,0 27.2 6.0
64.1 71.0 64.9 -13.0
59.7 70.0 60.3 -20.0
24.4 29.0 24.6 "9.0
37.8 44,0 38.2 -12.0
27.3 23.0 27.7 9.0
41.3 35.0 41.7 13.0
41.8 44.0 42.2 -4,o
80.0 77.0 81.0 7.0
25.9 28.0 26.1 -4.0
61,6 59.0 62.4 6.0
28,8 34,0 29.2 -10.0
27.3 31.0 27.7 -7.0




33.3 31.0 33.7 5.0
60.2 62.0 60.8 -3.0
31.8 36.0 32.2 -8.0
46.2 40.0 46.8 13.0
22.4 27,0 22.6 -9,0
26.3 27.0 26.7 -l.o
27.3 20.0 27.7 15.0
20.9 25.0 21.1 "8,g
20,4 14.0 20.6 13,0
61.6 52.0 62.4 20.0
26.8 18.0 27.2 18.Q
49.7 55.0 50.3 -10.0
23.4 20.0 23.6 7.0
64.1 48.0 64.9 33.0
165.1 152.0 166.9 28.0
56.2 50.0 56.8 13,0
23.9 26.0 24.1 -4«o
29.3 29.0 29.7 1.0
24.4 25.0 24.6 -1.0
37.3 29.0 37.7 17.0
34,3 29,0 34.7 11.0
26.3 29.0 26.7 -5.0
55.7 47.0 56.3 18.0












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































36.0 35.3 35.0 35.7 1.
396.0 379.3 367,0 383.7 ?9.
27.0 26.3 26,0 26.7 1,
36.0 43.3 51.0 43.7 -15. n
26.0 24.4 23.0 24.6 3,
36.0 29.8 24.0 30.2 12.
90.0 89.5 90.0 " 90.5 0,
27.0 22.9 19.0 23.1 8.
54.0 47.2 41.0 47.8 13,
27.0 26.3 26.0 26.7 1,
18.0 21.4 25.0 21.6 -7.
36,0 30.8 26.0 31.2 10,
36.0 35.3 35,0 35.7 1, ft
45.0 47.2 50,0 47.8 -5.
450,0 386.3 327.0 390.7 123,
18.0 21.4 25.0 21.6 »7,
27.0 23.9 21.0 24. i 6,
48.0 52.7 58.0 53.3 -10,
40.0 44.2 49.0 44.8 ' -9, f)
281.0 300.? 324.0 304.2 -43.
24.0 28,8 34.0 29.2 -10,
32.0 31.8 32.0 32.2 0,
- 24,0 29.3 35,0 29.7 -11, p
40,0 47.7 56.0 48.3 -16.
*8,0 39.3 31,0 39.7 17
24.0 29.8 36.0 30.2 -12,
56.0 62.6 70,0 63.4 -14,
88.0 95.0 103.0 96.0 -15,
40,0 45.2 51.0 4<5.8 -11,
24.0 27.8 32.0 28.2 -2 ft
24.0 26.8 30.0 27.2 -6
40.0 49,2 59.0 49.8 -19
168,0 166,5 167.0 168.5 1,
44,0 42.8 42,0 43.2 Z
63.0 61.2 60.0 61.8 3,
162.0 200.4 241,0 202.6 -79 n
36,0 30,3 25,0 30.7 11
26,0 22,9 20.0 23.1 5
38,0 37,8 38,0 38.2
60.0 48.2 37.0 48.8 23
20,0 24.4 29.0 24,6 -9
20.0 23.4 27.0 23.6 -7 p
80.0 85,5 92,0 86.5 -12 '0
30.0 26.8 24.0 27.2 & Ifl
32.0 31.8 32.0 32.2
48.0 • 38,3 29.0 38.7 19 n
40.0 44.2 49.0 44.8 -9
26.0 21,9 18.0 22.1 8 >0
26,0 30.3 35,0 30.7 -9
36.0 30.8 26.0 31.2 10 .0
133.0 117.8 104.0 119.2 29 >0
90.0 98.4 108.0 99.6 -18 •
24.0 26.8 30,0 27.2 -6 >0
104.0 120.3 138.0 121.7 -34 .0
64.0 65.6 68.0 66.4 -4 -0
24.0 28.8 34.0 29.2 -10 .0
24,0 27.8 32.0 28.2 -8 •
56.0 59.7 64.0 60.3 -8 >n
48.0 37.3 27.0 37.7 21 .0
56,0 52.7 50.0 53.3 6 «n



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































.287 *8.o *9.7 52.0 50.3
288 72.0 67.1 63.0 67.9
289 *0.0 *1.8 44,0 42.2
290 32.0 26.3 21.0 26. T
291 2*.
A
2*. 9 26.0 25.1
292 *56.o 399,7 348.0 404.3
293 *0.0 *7.7 56.0 48.3
29* 96.0 ll*„3 134.0 115.7
295 *8.0 *7.7 48,0 48.3
296 616.0 477.8 345,0 483.2




299 64.0 55.7 *8.0 56.3
300 32.0 25.* 19,0 25.6
301 32.0 33.3 35.0 33.7
302 32.0 26.3 21.0 26.7
303 110.0 95.5 82.0 96.5
304 20,0 23.9 28.0 24.1
305 27.0 32.8 39.0 33.2
306 233,0 258.0 286.0 261.0
307 36.0 **,7 54.0 45.3




310 27.0 32.3 38,0 32.7








315 2*. 27.8 32.0 28.2
316 2*,0 26,3 29,0 26,7
317 2*.0 27.8 32.0 28.2
318 72.0 88.5 106.0 89,5
319 32.0 27.3 23.0 27.7
320 *0.0 43.7 48.0 44.3
321 10*. 88.0 73.0 89,0
322 32.0 27,3 23,0 27.7
323 *8.0 52.2 57.o 52.8




326 *8.0 36.3 25.0 36.7








331 2*.o 27.3 31.0 27.7
332 28.0 26.8 26.0 27.2
333 96.0 96.0 97.0 97.0




336 88.0 102,* lie.o 103, &








3*1 *0.0 *6.7 54.0 47.3
3*2 27.0 30.3 34.0 30.7
3*3 *1.0 *6.2 52,0 4f,,8
3** 6*.0 75.6 88. ft 76.*
3*5 200.0 192.4 187.0 194.6
3*6 176,0 1*1,2 108.0 1*2.8











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































93.5 101.0 94,5 -14.0 -16.1
53.2 51.0 53.3 5.0 6.9
27.3 31.0 27.7 "7.0 -29,2
28.8 34.0 29.2 -10.0 -41 ,7
24.4 17.0 24.6 15. 46.9
72.1 Sl.n 72.9 -17.(1 -?6,6
155.6 145.0 157.4 23.0 13,7
103.4 72.0 104.6. 64.0 47.1
51.7 48.0 5?.3 8.Q 14,3
102.9 111,0 104.1 -15.Q -15.6
82.0 77.0 83*0 11*0 12.5
25.4 19.0 25.6 13.0 40,6
30.8 22.0 31.2 18.0 45,0
24.9 18.0 25.1 14. 43.8
24.4 25.0 24.6 -i«o -4.2
37.3 27.0 37.7 21.0 43.8
880.5 987.0 890.5 -203.0 -25.9
185.4 157.0 187.6 59.0 27,3
217.3 261.0 219.7 -85.0 -48,3
151.6 108,0 153.4 89.0 45.2
1584.9 1667,0 1603.1 -14b.
o
-9.6
889.9 1018.0 900.1 -246.0 -31.9
252.6 254.0 255.4 0«0 0,0
47.7 47.0 48.3 2.0 4.1
72.6 66.0 73.4 H.o 17.5
626.4 428.0 633.6 404.0 ' 48.6
338.6 281.0 342.4 119.0 29,7
136.7 107.0 138.3 61,0 36.3
24.9 25.0 25.1 0.0 0.0
70.6 71.0 71.4 0.0 n.o
28.8 26.0 29.2 6.0 18.7
70.6 78.0 71.4 -14.Q -21.9
57.2 67.0 57.8 -19.0 -39.6
48.2 57.0 48.8 -17,0 -4?.
5
25.9 28.0 26.1 -4.0 -16,7
80.0 58.0 81.0 45.0 43.7
128.8 1-31.0 130.2 -3.0 -2.3
26.3 21.0 26.7 11,0 34.4
56.7 67.0 57.3 -20.0 -42,6
38.3 46.0 38.7 -15,0 -48.4
40.3 47.0 40.7 -13.0 -38.2
23.9 16,0 24.1 16.0 50.0
74.6 80,0 75.4 -10.0 -14,3
36.8 25,0 37.2 24.0 49,0
94.5 99,0 95.5 •"8.0 -8,8
27.8 28,0 28.2 0,0 0.0
358,0 412,0 362.0 -104.0 -33,8
60,2 72,0 60.8 -23.Q -46,9
46.7 38,0 47.3 10.0 32,1
115.8 86,0 117.2 61.0 41.5
460.9 498,0 466.1 -69.0 -16.1
184.9 141.0 187.1 90.0 39,0
303.8 344,0 307.2 -77.0 -28.8
33.3 39.0 33.7 -11.0 -39.3
23.9 27,0 24.1 -6.0 -28.6
25.9 24.0 26*1 4.0 14.3
89.5 75,0 9o.5 30.0 28.6
45.7 36,0 46.3 20.0 35.7
1912.6 1733,0 1934.4 381.Q 19,0
1007.2 1177.0 1018.8 -328.Q -38.6
658.7 776,0 666.3 -227.0 -41.3
136
470 44.0 51.7 60.0
471 28.0 22.9 18.0
472 88.0 95.0 103.0
473 88.0 105.9 125.0
474 88.0 107.9 129.0
475 25.0 24.9 25.0
476 64.0 54.2 45.0
477 21.0 25.4 30.0
478 21.0 23.4 26.0
479 28.0 20.9 14.0
480 56.0 52.2 49.0
481 28.0 26.8 26.0
482 28.0 24.9 22.0
483 32.0 28.3 25.0
484 32.0 26.8 22.0
485 24.0 27.3 31.0
486 40.0 49.2 59,0
487 32.0 30.8 30.0
488 40.0 30.3 21.0
489 256.0 264.5 276.0
490 72.0 62.6 54,0
491 30.0 37.3 45,0
492 30.0 29,8 30.0
493 30.0 27.8 26.0
494 140.0 157.1 176.0
495 . 26.0 19.9 14.0
496 53.0 45.7 39.0
497 36,0 31.3 27.0
498 45.0 41.8 39.0
499 252.0 252.1 255,0
500 36.0 36.8 38,0
501 28.0 26.3 25,0
502 32.0 25.9 20.0
503 80.0 65.6 52,0
504 48.Q 44.7 42,0
505 65.0 52.2 40,0
506 25.0 30.8 37,0
507 24.0 26.3 29,0
508 24.0 25.4 27,0
509 144.0 151.6 161.0
510 144.0 144,7 147.0
511 72.0 72.6 74.0
512 64.0 78.1 93.0
513 280.0 312.2 348.0



















































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE I N ORS. FREQ, * 21,6
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE • = 26,6
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR = . 47.90
T-VALUE FOR PAIRED COMPARISON = -.45
RAW CHI-SQUARE o 1936.041 WITH 513 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE a 30.210
137
cut-off value = 100.000 (GLATDS vs Directory, Zone-Zone)
THERE. APE 105 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
? RY K CONTINGENCY TABLE
HOMF-IMTERVIEW TOTAL = 26086
OTHFR SURVEY TOTAL = 27461
PAIR NO. H-I 08S, H-I EXP. O-S OP.S. O-S EXP, OBS.OIFF PCr.oIFF
1 234,0 280.6 342,0 295,4 -108.0 -46.2
2 6.1,0 82.3 106.0 86.7 -43.0 "68.3
3 192.0 183.7 185.0 193.3 7.0 3t6
4 72.0 96.5 126.0 101.5 -54. -75.0
5 120.0 87. 7 60.0 92.3 60.0 5 o«0
6 112.0 132,5 160.0 139,5 -48.0 -42.
V
7 96.0 105.7 121.0 111.3 -25.0 -26.0
8 150.0 1)4. 5 85.0 120.5 65-0 43.3
9 lao.o 155.4 139.0 163.6 41» 22.
a
to 69,0 90.1 116.0 94.9 -47.0 -68.1
11 91.0 116.9 149.0 123,1 -58.0 -63.!'
12 8«.0 96.5 110.0 101.5 -22'0 "25.6
13 2*8,0 244.1 253.0 256.9 -5.0 -2.0
14 117.0 135.4 lf>1.0 142.6 -44*0 "37.6
15 192.0 224.1 268.0 235.9 -76.0 "39.0
16 396.0 364.
o
353.0 384.1 43« 10* *
17 4&O.0 348.3 265.0 366,7 185.0' 41. i
18 281.0 305.0 345.0 321,0 -64.0 "22.
«
19 8».0 96.5 110.0 101.5 -22.0 -25.0
20 168,0 163.2 167.0 171.8 1.0 .£>
21 162.0 215.3 28Q.0 226,7 -118.0 -72.
»
?2 l3n.o 103.6 90.0 114.4 43» 32.3
23 90.0 100.8 117,0 106.2 -27.0 -30*0
24 104,0 125.7 ' 154.0 132.3 -50.0 -48.1
25 104,0 13^.0 175.0 143.1 -71.0 "68.3
26 192.0 185.1 18P.0 1?4.9 4.0 2.1"
27 32«.0 274.8 236.0 289.2 92. 28.
2P an.o 105.7 129.0 111.3 -41« -46««>
29 168.0 114.5 67,0 120.5 101»0 60.1
30 100.0 86.
2
77.0 90.8 23.0 23.0
Tl 360.0 407.8 477.0 429,2 "117.0 -32' ;>
•»2 288.0 362.0 455.0 381.0 -167.0 -58.0
**3 401.0 373.7 359.0 393.3 49. 12.0
*4 520. 703.5 *16.0 7*0.5 -388.0 -73.
&
•*5 456.0 365.4 29ft. o 384.6 162.0 35.3
36 96.0 121.3 153.0 127.7 -57.0 -59,
77 6l6.0 402.4. 210.0 423,6 406.0 65. *
38 l ln.o 86.7 68.0 91.3 42.0 38.2
70 233.0 2(^^.0 313.0 2Q0. -80.0 -34.3
40 124.0 137.0 159.0 145,1 -35.0 -28. &
41 72.0 95.0 123,0 100,0 -51.0 -70.8
42 104.0 78.4 57.0 82.6 47.0 45« *
138
A3 7?.0 89.6 112.0 94,4 -40.0
44 88.0 108.1 134,0 113,9 -46.
45 154.0 126.7 106,0 133.3 48.0
46 126.0 136.9 155,0 144.1 -29.
47 64.0 80.4 101.0 84.6 -37.0
AS 200. 185.6 181.0 19b.
4
19«AO 176.0 121.8 74.0 128.? 102*0
*0 14?, 95.0 53.0 100.0 89.0
*1 617,0 778.5 ¥81.0 819.5 -364«
52 265.0 296.2 343,0 311.8 -78.0
53 192.0 171.5 160,0 180.5 32.0
"54 336.0 416.0 518,0 438,0 -182.0
*5 2*0.0 315.2 407,0 331.8 -167.0
*6 133.0 175.4 227.0 184.6 -94.0
*7 86,0 93.0 105,0 98.0 -19^0
*a 81.0 94.0 112.0 99,0 -31.0
59 1 1 7 . 108.6 106,0 114.4 11.0
60 81,0 95.5 115.0 100,5 -34.0
A] 88,0 113.0 144,0 119.0 -56.0
*2 670,0 452.6 259,0 476.4 411.0
*3 ?95,0 246.0 210,0 259.0 85.0
64 23?,0 261.1 304.0 274,9 -72.0
^5 193.0 236.3 292,0 248,7 -99.0
*6 120.0 156.4 201.0 164.6 -81.0
67 130, 90.1 47.0 94,9 91.0
*S 133.0 81.8 35.0 86,2 98.0
*,9 104,0 70.2 40.0 73.8 64.0
70 87.0 95.0 108,0 100.0 -2l»0
'1 168.0 146.6 133,0 154.4 35.0
?z 136.0 85.3 39.0 89.7 97.0
7 3 96.0 104.7 119.0 110.3 -23«
74 784,0 912.0 1088.0 960.0 -304.0
75 216.0 167.6 128.0 176.4 88.0
'6 176.0 233.8 304.0 24b.
2
-128.0
77 197.0 126.7 63.0 133.3 134.0
78 1:521.0 1588.1 1739.0 1671,9 -218.0
79 77?,0 931.5 1140.0 980.5 -368.0
»0 254.0 248.0 255.0 261,0 -1.0
"1 832.0 515.9 227,0 543,1 605.0
«2 400.0 303.0 222.0 319,0 178.0
«3 168. 118.9 76,0 125.1 92.0
84 103.0 67,7 36,0 71,3 67,0
85 120. 126.7 132.0 133,3 -4.0
86 91.0 94.5 103.0 99,5 -12.0
07 308,0 375.6 463.0 3V5.4 -155.0
oa 147,0 98,4 55.0 1U3.6 92.0
09 429,0 468.6 S33.0 493.4 -104.0
90 231.0 159.3 96,0 167,7 135.0
°1 267.0 316.7 383,0 333.3 -116.0
o 2 105,0 80.9 61.0 85.1 44>0
03 21U.0 1781.1 1542,0 1874.9 572«
94 849,0 1066.9 1341,0 1123.1 -492.0
"5 549,0 700.5 889,0 737.5 -340«0
96 88,0 96.5 110, 101.5 -22*0
97 88,0 112.5 143.0 118.5 -55.0
on 8O.0 115.9 150.0 122.1 -62.0
°9 256,0 264.0 286,0 270.0 -30.0
100 1*0.0 162.7 194.0 171.3 -54.0
mi 252,0 248.0 257,0 261.0 -5.0
1"? 144.0 152.5 169.0 160.5 -25.0





































































104 64.0 A3. 3 107.0 87,7 -43.0 "67.*
1«S 280.0 322.5 362,0 339,5 "102«0 "36.*
AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN OP.S, FREU, b 100#0
avf°ac,e pfpcemtage difference 4l»7
root mfan square error s 154,88
t-value for paired comparison = -.87
RAW CHI-SOUARE «. 2815.068 WITH 104 OEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE = 60.647
cut-off value » so.ooo (GLATDS vs Directory, Zone-Zone)
THERE AP£ 253 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
2 RY K CONTINGENCY TABLE
HOMF- T NTERVIEW TOTAL = 34524
OTHFR SURVEY TOTAL = 36062
140
PAIR NO, H-I ORS. H-I EXP. O-S OBS. O-S EXP. OBS.OIFF PCT.oIfF
1 61.0 69.5 81,0 72.5 -20,0 -32.
»
2 90.0 89 Q 92.0 93,0 -2»0 -2.*
3 48,0 50 ,9 56.0 S3.1 -8.0 -i6.~'
4 72,0 65 .5 62.0 68.5 lO'O 13.?
5 58.0 43 •0 30,0 45.0 28 ?0 43.
J
6 6A.0 47 .4 33.0 49.6 31».0 48.4
7 56.0 65 .5 79,0 68,5 -22 »0 -39.3
a 6l.O 43 S 28.0 45.5 33«0 54.1
9 234.0 291 .7 342,0 294.3 -108.0 "46. i
10 81.0 74 3 71.0 77.7 10«0 12«
n 63.0 82 7 106.0 86.3 -43» -68.3
i? 192.0 184 4 185.0 192.6 7.0 3,b
'3 56.0 43 5 33.0 45,5 23»0 41,1
14 41.0 46 =; 54,0 48.5 -13«0 •31./
is 48.0 64. • 1 83.0 66.9 -35.0 -72,9
16 40.0 SI 4 65.0 53.6 -25.0 "62,
a
17 72.0 06 8 126.0 101.2 -54.0 -75.0
18 48.0 62 ] 79,0 64.9 -31.0 -64.6
19 I2n,0 88 (1 60.0 92.0 60.0 50.0
20 112.0 133 160.0 139.0 -48.0 -42.9
r>\ 96.0 106. 1 121.0 li0.9 -25«0 "26.0
22 68.0 83. 1 82.0 86.9 6«0 6.8
23 48.0 60- f, 76.0 63.4 -28« "58.3
24 4»,0 57, 2 69,0 59.8 -21» -43.8
25 70.0 82< ? 98.0 85.8 -28«0 -40«0
26 l5o.o 114. Q 85.0 120.1 65«0 43.3
27 50.0 45. 5 43.0 47.5 7«0 14.0
28 58.0 66. 77,0 69.0 -19.0 -32.8
29 50.0 63. 6 80.0 66.4 -30« "60«0
30 84.O 76, 8 73,0 80,2 1 1*0 13.1
31 65.0 59. 2 56.0 61.6 9.0 13.8
32 45.0 60. ? 79.0 62.8 -33.0 ^-73.3
33 S9.0 59, 7 63,0 62,3 -4.0 -6.8
34 53.0 42, 6 34.0 44.4 19.0 35.8
35 7?.0 55. 8 42.0 58.2 30.0 41.?
36 45.0 51. 8 61.0 54,2 -16.0 -35.6
37 81.0 55, 3 32.0 sr.7 49.0 60. >
•Sfl loO.O 156, 139.0 163.0 41.0 22.8
39 63.0 52, 3 44,0 54,7 19.0 30. *
40 65.0 50, 4 38,0 52.6 27.0 41, a
41 30.0 40, 1 52.0 41,9 -22.0 -73.3
42 56.0 48. 9 44,0 51.1 12.0 21.4
141
-43 3?.0 41.1 52. 42,9 -20.0 -62.5
44 96.0 79.? 66.0 A2.8 30.0 31.3
AS 69.0 90.5 116.0 94.5 -47.0 -6A.1
46 36.0 45.0 56.0 47.0 -?0.0 -55.6





50.0 57,2 12.0 19.4
49 54.0 61.6 72.0 64,4 -18.0 -33. ->
50 54.0 33.3 14.0 34,7 40.0 74.1
51 91,0 117.4 149,0 122.6 -58.0 -63.7
*2 64.0 71.9 83.0 75.1 -19.0 -29.7
•53 56.0 59,? 65.0 61.8 -9.0 -16.
i
54 88.0 96. A 110.0 101.2 -?2»0 "25.0
«5 56.0 46,5 39,0 48.5 17.0 30.4
*6 4B.0 *2.8 60,0 55.2 -12.0 -25.0
57 248.0 ?45,0 253.0 2bb,0 -5.0 -2.0
5B 40.0 50,9 64,0 53.1 -?4.0 -60.0
59 56.0 35.7 17.0 37.
j
39.0 69.6
AO 97.0 BB,5 B4.0 92.5 13» 13.4-
61 117.0 136.0 161.0 142,0 -44.0 -37.b
62 48.0 49.4 53.0 51.6 -5.0 -10.'4
63 192.0 225.0 268,0 235.0 -76.0 -39.6
64 90.0 64,6 42.0 67.4 48.0 53.3
65 36.0 44.5 55.0 46,5 -19.0 -5?.
a
66 44.0 56.2 71.0 58.3 -?7.0 -61.4
67 35.0 45.5 5B.0 47.5 -23.0 -65.7
A8 63,0 54.3 48.0 56.7 15.0 23.
»
A9 396.0 366,3 353.0 382.7 43.0 10. *
70 36.0 46.5 59,0 48.5 -23.0 -63, 11 90,0 BA.5 91.0 92.5 -1.0 -1.1
72 54.0 43.5 35,0 45.5 19.0 35.2
73 45.0 47.4 52.0 49,6 -7,0 -15.6
74 450.0 349.7 265,0 365.3 185.0 41.1
75 48,0 54,3 63.0 56.7 -15.0 -31.3
76 40.0 46.0 54.0 48,0 -14.0 -35.0
77 281.0 306.? 345.0 31V, 8 -64.0 -22.
78 40,0 51.4 65.0 53,6 -25.0 -6?. 5;
79 56,0 65,1 77,0 67,9 -21.0 -37.5
«0 88. 96. 110.0 101.
Z
-22.0 -25.°
"1 40,0 47,0 56,0 49,0 -16.0 -40.0
n? 40.0 53.3 69.0 55.7 -29.0 -72 .5:
*3 168.0 163.9 167.0 171.1 1.0 .6
04 63.0 59.7 59,0 62,3 4.0 6.3
«5 16?. 216.2 280,0 225,8 -118.0 -72«»
B6 60.O 4?.i 26.0 43.9 34«0 56.7
«7 80.0 B7.1 98,0 90.9 -18.0 -22.5'
OR 40.0 46.Q 54.0 48.0 -14«0 -35.0
89 133.0 109.1 90,0 113.9 43.0 32.3
90 90.0 101.? 117.0 105,8 -27.0 -30.0
91 104.0 1?6.? 154.0 131,8 -50.0 -48.1
"2 64,0 65.5 70.0 68,5 -6.0 -9.4
"3 56.0 60.6 68.0 63.4 -12.0 -21.4
94 56.0 50.4 47,0 52,6 9.0 16. i
05 64.0 74.8 89.0 78,2 -25.0 "39.
1
96 80. 75,3 74.0 78.7 6.0 7.5
97 104.0 136.5 175,0 142.5 -71.0 -68.J
9fl 19?, 185.9 188,0 194,1 4.0 2.1
09 32.0 40.6 51.0 42.4 -19.0 -59«»
100 40,0 45,5 53.0 4^.5 -13.0 -32.5
101 328.0 ?75.9 236,0 ?88.1 92«0 28.0
10? 40.0 44.5 51.0 46,5 -11.0 -27.5
103 40,0 46,0 54.0 48.0 -14.0 -35.0
142
104
., 40.0 47 ,9 58.0 50 , ?. -18 .0 -45.0
105 88.0 106 • 1 129.0 110 .9 -41 • c -46.
b
106 168.0 114 ,o 67.0 120 »i 101 «0 60.1
107 90.0 no ,T 75.0 84 ,3 15 .0 16.'
ion 100.0 86 .6 77.0 «J-0 .4 23 >0 23.6
109 60.0 48 ,4 39.0 50 • 6 21 >0 35.0
1)0 7?.0 71 .9 75.0 75 ,1 -3, -4.2
If 1 360.0 409 .4 477.0 427 .6 "117 -32.
i
li? 73.0 67 .5 65.0 70 .5 8 11.0
113 288.0 363 4 »55.0 37V 6 -167 -58.0
1H 32.0 41 1 52.0 42 ,9 -20 -62.
S
ii"5 64.0 55 3 49.0 57 7 15 23.4
116 32.0 40 .1 50.0 41 ,9 -18 -56.-*
n~7 408,0 375 .1 359.0 391 ,9 49 12.0
IT'S 528.0 706 .3 *16.0 737 ,7 -368 -7 3 .
a
IIP 40.0 50 ,9 64.0 53 .5 -24 -60.0
1?0 64,0 64 b 68.0 6? 4 -4 -6.3
121 64.0 49,.9 38,0 5 2 I 26 40.6
1?? 48.0 -19 9 54.0 52 1 -6< "12.
»
123 72.0 63 .6 58.0 66 ,4 14 19.4
1?4 456.0 366 8 294,0 383 .2 162 -0 35.
i?5 40.0 50 .9 64.0 53 ,1 -24 >0 -60.0
1?6 96,0 121 8 153.0 127 .2 -57 "59.4
1?7 616,0 404 >0 210.0 422 .0 406 '0 65.*
1?P 56.0 52 3 51.0 54 7 5 8.V
129 64.0 5fl 4 39,0 52 6 25 39.1
no 110.0 87 1 68,0 90 9 42 38.2
ni 233.0 267 >i 313.0 2 78 ,9 -80 "34. J
n? 36.0 47 .9 62.0 50 .1 -26 -7 2 .2
n3 124.0 13* .4 159.0 J44 ,6 -35 "29.2
114 63.0 78 .7 98.0 82 3 -35 "55.6
135 58,0 51 4 47.0 53 • 6 11 19*0
136 72.0 95 4 123.0 Q9 6 -51 -7Q.8
137 «0.0 45 52.0 47 -12 -3Q.0
no 104.0 78 7 57.0 82 3 47 45.2
139 48.0 53. a 62.0 56 2 -14. "29.2
1*0 32.0 41, 6 53.0 43 4 -21' -65.6
141 72.0 69, 5 70.0 72, 5 2< 2."
14? 72.0 90< 112.0 94, -40< -55-0
143 96.0 94, 9 98.0 99 1 -? -2.1
144 64.0 42, 6 23.0 44, 4 41« 64.1
145 88.
o
108. 6 134.0 113, 4 -46< -52«
J
1 46 154.0 127 2 106.0 132 8 48, 31.2
147 126.0 137, 4 155.0 143, 6 -29< -23.
l4fl 40.0 48, => 60.0 51 1 -20<.0 -50«0
140 41.0 47 o 57.0 50 1 -16< -39.0
1^0 64.0 no< 7 101,0 84, 3 -37. -57. 3
1M 200.0 196, 3 181.0 194 7 19. 9.5
15? 176.0 122, 3 74.0 127 7 102< 58.0
l^ 72.0 49 ,9 30.0 52 1 42 59. J
1=4 80.0 7n 4 64.0 7 3 6 16 20.6
1=5 142.0 95 6 53.0 99 6 89 62.'
l
c 6 617,0 781 ,6 981.0 816 .4 -364 -59.0
1^7 265.0 297 >4 343,0 310 >6 -78 >0 -29.*
1*58 l9?.0 172 ,2 160.0 179 >8 32 16.?
159 80,0 54 .3 31.0 56 ,7 49 61. f»
160 336.0 417 ,7 518,0 436 3 -182. -54.2
161 2*0.0 316 .5 407.0 330 5 -167, -69.6
1*2 40,0 44 .5 51 ,0 46 ,5 -11 -27.9
1*3 64,0 43 ><; 25.0 45 5 39. 60. *




























































































































39 ,6 51.0 41 4 -21. -70.0
176 .1 227.0 183 9 -94, -70.7
93 ,4 105.0 97 6 -19, -22.1
*.«* 5 63.0 n 5 14. IB. &
50 4 47,0 Si 6 9, 16.1
94 4 112.0 9H b -Si- -38.
J
109 1 106.0 113 9 ll. 9.4
51 >4 42.0 53 6 21. 33.
95 9 115.0 100 1 -34, -42.6
113 5 144.0 11B 5 -56. -63.6
454 4 259.0 474 6 411. 61,3
247 210.0 2bB 85< 28.
»
262 ,2 304.0 273 8 -72. -31. »
50, 4 31.0 52 6 41. 56.*
237, ? 292.0 247, 8 -99. -51.3
157 201.0 164, -81. -67.
S
90 5 47,0 94 5 91. 65.9
53 8 29.0 56 2 52. 64.2
74 3 89,0 7 7 7 -26. -41.3
48 9 59.0 51 1 -18. -43.
V
49 4 39.0 51 b 23. 37.1
72 9 87.0 76, 1 -25. -40.3
f>? 2 35.0 pS 8 98. 73.7
4!, 6 53,0 43, 4 1 -21. -65.6
74, 3 88.0 l! 7 -24. -37.
&
70, 4 40.0 73 6 64. 61. b:
9S 4 108,0 99 6 -21. -24.1
51 .4 49.0 53 b 7 12. *
75 3 90.0 78 7 -26. -40.6
147 2 133.0 153 8 35 20^
85 6 39,0 H9 4 57 71.3
49 .4 45.0 51 .6 11 19.0
105 2 119,0 109 P. -23 -24,0
78 3 72.0 81 ,7 16 18.2
915 6 loas.o 9S6 4 -304 -38.
168 .3 128.0 175 , t 88 40.7
234 ,8 304.0 245 .2 -123 -72.'
127 ,? 63.0 132 8 134 68.6
1594 ,5 1739,0 1665 ,5 -218 -14.3
935 .2 1140.0 976 .8 -368 -47.7
249 .9 255.0 260 -1 -.4
68 .5 60,0 71 ,5 20 25.6
51" ,0 227.0 541 605 72. r
304 2 222.0 317 8 178, 44. i»
>19 .3 76.0 124 .7 92 54.8
69 5 71.0 72 5 0. 0.0
73 4 86.0 76 .6 -22, -34.»
60 6 76.0 6 3 4 -28, -58«3.
51 ,4 65.0 53 .6 -25 -62.
a
68 36.0 71 6 7 65.0
127 2 132.0 132 ,8 -4 -3.1
60 A 77.0 63 ,4 -30 -63.
41 .6 54.0 43 .4 -23 >0 -74.2
41 .0 54,0 45 .0 -20 -58.
U
?q A 85.0 79 .2 -15 -21.4
94 ,9 103,0 99 .1 -12 -13.2
377 • 1 463.0 393 ,9 -155 -50»3
65 1 84,0 6 7 9 -35 -71.4
41 .6 29,0 43 >4 27 48,2
98 .8 55.0 103 .2 92 62«6


























































159.9 96.0 167.1 135.0
317.9 383.0 332.1 -116.0
81.2 61.0 64.8 44.0
40.1 26.0 41.9 30.0
1788.2 1^42.0 18*7.8 572.0
1071.1 1341.0 1110.9 -492.0
703,3 889. 734,7 -340.0




111.0 143.0 118.0 -55.0
116.4 150.0 121.6 -62«0
48.9 36.0 51.1 28.0
49,4 45.0 51.6 11.0
52.8 68.0 55.2 -28.0
265.1 286,0 276.9 -30.0
57,2 45.0 59.8 27.0
40.1 52.0 41,9 -22.0
163.4 194.0 I7O.6 -54.0
42.1 33.0 43.9 20.0
249.0 257.0 260.0 -5.0
57.7 38,0 60.3 42.0
45.0 27,0 47.0 38.0
153.1 169,0 159.9 -25.0
142.8 148.0 149,2 -4»0
71.9 75.0 75.1 -3.0
83.6 107,0 87,4 -43«0
323.0 382,0 338.2 -102.0

































AVEPAT,E DTFFERFNCF IM 08S. FREW. = 53.3
AVF.fflfif PFRCENTACF DIFFERENCE = 39.8
root mean sou&re error = 101«30
t-valuf for paired comparison = -.95
Raw cht-squaRe =» 3548.401 WITH 252 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUF. 61.815
cut-off value = ?s.ooo (GLATDS vs Directory, Zone-Zone)
THF"E ARE 548 PfiTRS (COLUMNS) IN THE






PAIR NO. H-I ORS, H-I EXP. O-S ORS. O-S EXP, OBS.DIFF PCj..Dl£?
1 27.0 34.6 43.0 35.4 -16.0 -59.3
2 27,0 33.1 40.0 33.9 -13.0 -48.1
3 61.0 70.1 81,0 71.9 -20«0 -32. &
4 19.0 23^.7 29.0 <i4.3 -10«0 -5 ? .b
5 90.0 89.9 92.0 92.1 -2»0 -2.2
6 48.0 5L4 56.0 52.6 -8.0 -16. 1
7 7?.0 ft6.? 62.0 67.8 1 0«0 13«*
8 58. q 41.5 30.0 44.5 28-0 48.3
9 64.0 47.9 33.0 49.1 31*0 48»4
io 56.0 66.2 78.0 67.8 -22«0 -39.3
M 27.0 19.", 12.0 19.7 15?0 55.6
1? 35.0 3«'0 42.0 39.0 -7.0 -20'U
1*3 61.0 44.0 28.0 45,0 33«0 54*1
14 27.0 26.7 27.0 27.3 0«0 o'.o
15 234.0 284.5 342.0 291.5 -108.0 -46'C
16 27.0 ?«.? 30.0 28.8 -3-0 -11.1
1 7 81.0 75.1 71.0 76.9 10»0 12.3
18 42.0 2?.
7
14,0 28,3 28.0 66. 1
19 63,0 8i.5 106.0 85.5 -43.0 -68*3
?n 27.0 35.1 44.0 35,9 -17.0 -63.0
?l 17.0 21«2 26.0 21.8 -9-0 -52.9
?2 27.0 19.7 12.0 19.7 15.0 55» t>
33 32.0 ?*.A 26,0 ?9.4 6-0 18.7
24 40.0 32.6 26.0 33.4 14.0 35»0
25 19?. 186.2 185.0 190.8 7.0 3.f
2ft 56.0 44.0 33.0 45.0 23«0 41.1
27 49.0 33.6 20«0 ' ^4.4 28.0 58»3
PR 24.0 ?6.7 30.0 27,3 -6«0 -25'U
29 48.0 36.6 26.0 37.4 22*0 45.8
in M.O 46.9 54.0 48. 1 -13? -31.7
M 24.0 28»2 33.0 28.8 -9»0 -37.3
*»? 48.0 64.7 83.0 66.3 -75«0 -72.9
13 16.0 20.3 25.0 20.7 -9.0 -56.3
74 32,0 36.6 42.0 37.4 -10.0 -31.3
75 40.0 32.1 25.0 32.9 15.0 37.5
7* 24,0 32.1 41.0 32.9 -17.0 -70« a
77 24,0 26.7 30.0 27,3 -6.0 -25.0
78 40.0 51.9 65.0 53.1 -25.0 -62*5
70 16.0 ?0.3 25.0 20.7 -9.0 "56.3
40 25.0 2'.? 30,0 27.8 -5.0 -20.0
41 3?.0 24.7 1B.0 25.3 14.0 43.8
4? 72.0 97. fl 126.0 100,2 -54.0 -75.0
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75, »46 48.0 62.7 79.0 64.3 -31.0 "64. ^
47 40.0 31.1 27.0 J3.9 13,0 32, :>AS 120.0 88.9 60.0 91.1 60.0 5 » »49 112.0 134.4 160.0 137.6 -48. "42 . <50 32.0 33.1 35.0 33,9 -3.0 -9,*.
*l 40.0 26.? 13.0 26.8 ?7.0 67. s*2 96.0 107.2 121.0 109.8 -25.0 "26. C
"3 49,0 46.9 46.0 48.1 3.0 6.1
•54 ?4.0 30.1 37.0 30.9 -13.0 "54. 255 32.0 3".0 47.0 40. -15«0 "46. *
56 24.0 3?.l 41.0 32.9 -17.0 "7o.»57 88.0 84.0 «2.0 86.0 6.0 60S*8 48.0 61.3 76.0 62,7 -20.0
'
"58. J
<;q 24,0 28.2 33.0 28,8 -9.0 •37.
s
60 32.0 39.0 47,0 40.0 -15.0 "46« V
6] 48.0 57.8 69,0 59.2 -21.0 "43.3
6? 70.0 83.0 98.0 85.0 -28,0 "40.
63 30.0 27.2 25.0 27,8 5.0 16. T
64 150.0 116.1 85.0 118.9 65.0 43. JA5 50.0 45,9 43.0 47.1 7.0 14.0
frft 20.0 26.7 34,0 27,3 -14.0 "7o. 3*7 30.0 23.7 18.0 24.3 12»0 4o.OA8 30.0 ?4.7 20.0 25,3 10.0 33» -»^j 58,0 66.7 77.0 68.3 -19.0 "3?.
a
o 50,0 64.2 80.0 65.8 -30,0 "60.0
71 20.0 2C.7 34.0 27.3 -14,0 "7o.O
7? 32.0 40.0 49.0 41,0 -17,0 "53, i
73 3?,0 ?4.7 18.0 25,3 14,0 43. b
74 48.0 38.0 29,0 39,0 19.0 39. t>
75 40,0 42.5 46,0 43.5 -6.0 "15,
•'ft 84,0 77.6 73.0 79.4 11« 13.1
77 24,0 ?6.2 29,0 26,8 -5.0 -20.
78 65.0 59,8 56.0 61.2 9,0 13.79 24,0 31,1 39.0 31.9 -15.0 "62,3
°0 24.0 ?*,6 34,0 29.4 -10,0 "41.?
"1 45,0 ftO.R 78,0 62.2 -33.0 "73.
J
n? 18,0 23,7 30.0 24,3 -12.0 "66. r
«3 36. 32.1 29.0 32.9 7.0 19.4
84 59.0 60.3 63.0 61.7 -4.0 -6.
«5 23,0 33.6 40.0 34,4 -12.0 -4?. V
«6 53.0 43.0 34,0 44,0 19,0 35.
a
87 18.0 24.? 31.0 24.8 -13,0 "7?.
2
88 26,0 ?6.7 28.0 27.3 -2,0 -7,7
nq 35.0 23.7 13,0 24.3 22,0 6?.S»
"0 17.0 22.2 28.0 22.0 -11« "64, T
"1 27.0 17.3 8.0 17.7 19.0 70.4
2 72.0 56.3 42.0 57.7 30«0 41 . /
03 36,0 22.2 9.0 22.8 27.0 75.0
04 45,0 52.4 61,0 53.6 -16.0 -35.6
°5 27,0 21.2 16.0 21.8 1L0 40. T




139.0 161.4 41.0 22.
a
OR 63.0 52.9 44.0 54,1 19.0 30,2
09 2?,0 24.7 28.0 25.3 -6«0 "27.
J
1«0 30.0 29.1 29.0 29.9 1,0 3.
101 16.0 20.7 26.0 21.3 -10.0 "62.5
10? 24,0 24.2 25.0 24.8 -1.0 -4,2






























































40.0 31 • 1 23 .0 31 = 9 17 -P 42.
S
24.0 27 •"' 3] 27 H -7 -29.2
65.0 50 .9 33 52 1 ?7 41. b
16.0 ?n .3 25. 20 7 -Q -56.
J
16.0 20 7 26 21 J -10 -62.
*
32.0 35 6 40 3b 4 -B "25.0
32,0 20 3 9 2 7 23 71.9
24.0 31 • 1 39 31 9 -15, -62.3
30,0 •in ,5 52 41 5 -22, -73.3
56.0 4-4 >4 44 50 6 12 21.*
*0.0 33 6 20, 34, 4 12" 30.
30,0 35 >6 42, 3 b 4 -12 -40.0
32.0 41 .5 52 4 2 5 -20 -62." 5
96.0 Rfl ,0 66 e 82 30 .0 31.3
32.0 35 5 46 39 5 -14 -43.8
24,0 ?T ,7 32 c 28 3 -a -33.3
24,0 3! .6 4 32 ,4 -16 .0 -66.?
16.0 20 ,7 26, 21 3 -10 >0 -62.
i
69.0 5 4 116, 93 6 -47 >0 -68.
36.0 45 4 56, 46 6 -20 -55. 6
43.0 44 5 47, 45 5 -4 -9.3
27.0 28 6 31 29 4 -4 -14.«
45.0 53< 8 64, 55 2 -19 -42,2
18.0 22. 2 27 2 2 a -9 -50.0
62.0 55 3 50, 5 6 7 12 19.
V
54.0 6? ? ~?2 63 8 -18 '0 -33.3
54,0 33 6 14, 3<> 4 40 74.1
27. 26 7 27, 27, 3 0.0
9l .0 11" 6 149 1Z1 4 -58 -63. f
45.0 39. 5 35. 40- 5 10 22*2
27.0 18 3 10 18 7 17 63.0
64.0 77 6 8 3 7* 4 -19 '0 "29.7
56.0 59 8 65 6 1 2 -9 '0 -16.
i
24.0 31 \ 39 31 9 -15 >0 -62»5
8fi,0 97 n 110 100 .2 -22 -0 "25.0
56.0 &s 9 39 48 ,1 17 0 30.?
*«,0 53 3 60, 54 1 -12 -25.0
248.0 247, 5 253, 253 5 -5 -?.o
41.0 30. 1 20, 30 9 21 51. i
40.0 51« i, 64 52 6 -24 '0 -60 ?0
56.0 3* I \7 3b 9 39 69.6
48.0 36i 6 26, 37 >i 22 45«<?
33.0 21 2 in 21 8 23 69.7
16.0 20. 7 26, 21 3 -10 -62. 6
25.0 28. 6 33, 2 1? 4 -8 "32.0
27.0 32 6 3 9 33 >4 -12 c -44.4
97.0 89 4 84, 91 6 13 !0 13.4
117.0 137. 3 161, 140, 7 -44 -37.6
45.0 35 6 27 3f> 4 18 '0 4o«0
27.0 27 7 29 28 3 -2 '0 -7.*
27.0 30. 1 34, 30 9 -7 -25."*
26.0 27. 7 30, 28 J -4 -15.
»
40.0 30. 1 21 30 9 19, 47. 5
48.0 40, 33, c 41 15 31.3-
48,0 49, 9 53, 5l 1 -5 -10.*
32.0 20 7 10 21 .3 22 68.
a
32.0 28 2 25 28 a 7 .0 21.*
192.0 227, 2 268, 232 8 -76 -39. *?
32.0- 38 45 39 -13 ,0 -40.6
24,0 24. 2 25, 24 8 -1 -4.2
16,0 20. 7 26, 21 3 -10 -62.9
148
1*5 2fl.O 36 > 6 46.0 37.4 -18.0 -64.3
1*6 2fi.O 26 .? 25.0 26.8 3.0 10.7
1*7 45.0 31 >6 19.0 32.4 26.0 57.
a
1*8 90.0 65 2 42.0 66.8 48.0 53.3
1*9 27.0 30 6 35.0 31.4 -8.0 "29.6
1*0 36.0 45 55.0 4&.0 -19.0 -52.
»
1-n 44.0 56 .8 71.0 58.2 -27.0 -61,*
IT? 35.0 '*=; 9 58.0 47,1 -23.0 -65.7
173 36.0 ?9 I 23.0 29.9 13.0 36.
i
174 63.0 5*. ;') 48.0 56.2 15.0 23.
ITS 36.0 34, 6 34.0 35,4 2.0 Bit.
IT* 396.0 370. 353.0 379,0 43,0 10. ?
177 27.0 26 ,2 26.0 26,8 1.0 3.7
178 36.0 46. ') 59.0 48,1 -23.0 -63."*
1*9 26.0 23. 7 22.0 24.3 4,0 15.*-
1«0 36.0 ?l, ?. 17.0 26,8 19.0 5?.»
1»1 90.0 89, 4 91.0 91.6 -1*0 -l.I
1«2 27.0 20. 7 15.0 21,3 12.0 44.*
1«3 54.0 44 35.0 45. 19.0 35.2
184 27.0 ?* ? 26,0 26. 8 1«0 3.7
lA«i la.o ?"' >? 29.0 23,8 U'O -61. i
1"6 36.0 27 7 20.0 28.3 16.0 44**
1*7 36.0 35 .1 35.0 35,9 1*0 2» B.
l«n 18.0 21 2 25.0 21,8 -7.0 -38.9
1P<) 45.0 47 9 52.0 49.1 -7,0 -15,
b
1«0 45n,0 353 ? 265.0 361.8 185,0 41.1
1°1 18.0 22 7 23,0 23,3 -10.0 •55,6
1<>2 27.0 2? ? 18.0 22.8 9.0 33,3
1*3 49.0 54, a 63.0 56,2 -15.0 -31.3
194 40.0 46 4 54,0 47, 6 -14.0 -35.0
1«5 281.0 309 2 J45.0 316.8 -64.0 -22.




1«7 32.0 31 6 32.0 32,4 0.0 0.0
1°R 24,0 31 6 40.0 32.4 -16.0 -66.'
109 40,0 51 9 65,0 53,1 -25.0 "62,
2«o 40,0 35 1 23,0 J5.9 25.0 52.1
2ni 24,0 3? I 41,0 32.9 -17.0 -70.8
?n? 56,0 55 7 77,0 6?.3 -21.0 -37.S
203 80,0 97 8 110.0 100.2 -22.0 -25.
U
204 40,0 47 >4 56 48,6 -16.0 -40.
2o5 24,0 30 .1 37,0 30.9 -13,0 -54.2
?06 24.0 28.2 33.0 28,8 -9.0 -37.
S
207 *0,0 53.8 69.0 55.2 -?9. -72. 5
2flfl 168.0 165, 5 167.0 169,5 1.0 .6
209 *4.0 42.0 41.0 43.0 3.0 6.8
210 63.0 60.3 59.0 61.7 4.0 6.3
211 162,0 21«0 280.0 223.7 -118.0 -72.8
212 36.0 27.7 20.0 28.3 16.0 44.4
2l'3 19.0 22.7 27,0 23,3 -8.0 -42.1
214 26,0 21". 2 17,0 21.8 9«0 34. 6-
215 38.0 37. <? 38.0 38.5 0.0 0.0
216 60.0 42.5 26.0 43.5 34.0 56.?
217 20,0 26.7 34.0 27,3 -14.0 -70.0
?ie 20.0 25.2 31.0 25.8 -11.0 -55.0
2V9 80.0 R7.9 98.0 90.1 -18.0 -22.
2^0 30.0 25.2 21.0 25.8 9.0 30.
221 3?,0 31.6 32.0 32.4 0.0 0.0
222 48.0 33.1 19.0 33,9 29.0 60.
223 40,0 46,4 54.0 47.6 -14.0 -35.0
224 26.0 19.3 13.0 19.7 13.0 50.0
225 18.0 21. 2 25.0 21.8 -7.0 -38.9
149
226 26.0 32. 6 40,0 33 ,4 -14.0 •53. a
??7 36.0 28. fe 22.0 29 4 14.0 38.
*
??fl 133.0 110, 2 90.0 112 S 4 3.0 3?.
J
??9 90.0 10?. 3 117.0 104 7 -27.0 -30.
2^0 24.0 28, 6 34.0 29 ,4 -10«0 -41.7
231 . 104.0 1??, 4 154,0 130 6 -50.0 -48,
1
2^2 64.0 66, 2 70.0 67 8 -6.0 -9.4
233 24.0 31. 1 39.0 31 9 -15.0 -62.
b
234 24.0 29. 1 35.0 29 9 -11.0 -45, a
2"»5 56.0 6l'< 3 68,0 62 ,7 -12.0 -21.4
236 48.0 Vl< 6 16,0 32 4 32.0 66«7
217 56.0 so 9 47,0 52 .1 9.0 16.
i
238 32.0 3'U 5 35.0 33 9 -3.0 -0.4
230 40.0 2'-'' i'. 18,0 2? ,4 ?2« 55.0
240 32.0 36, 6 42.0 3 7 ,4 -10.0 -31.
2*1 33.0 30. i 28.0 30 ,9 5.0 15.2
2*2 16,0 21, 7 28,0 22 ,3 -12.0 -75.0
243 24,0 ?7, 7 32.0 26 .3 -8.0 -33.3
244 M.O ?°< 1 18.0 d? 9 23" 56.1
2*5 32.0 21- 2 11.0 21 8 21.0 65.6
266 64,0 75, ft 89 B 77 4 -25.0 -39.1
247 80.0 76, i 74,0 77 9 6.0 7iS
268 104,0 137. n 175.0 141 2 -71.0 -63.3
24"? 19?. 187, 7 188,0 192 3 4.0 2.1
2=0 32.0 41. 51.0 42 C -19.0 -59.»
2=1 24,0 ?y> ? 31.0 27 8 -7.0 "29«2
? c ? 4(1.0 ? c. 7 12.0 26 >3 ?8«0 7Q.0
?53 24.0 31, 1 39,0 31 9 -15.0 -6 2 .
2 = 4 40.0 45, 9 53.0 47 1 -13» -32.5
2 = 5 3?,0 24, ,? 17.0 24 8 15.0 46.9
? = 6 32«.0 278 6 236. 285 k 92«0 29.0
2^7 4o«0 45 51.0 46 -11*0 -27.5
2=8 3?,0 34, ft 33. 35 6. -6. -18.'?
2 = 9 *0,0 46, 4 54.0 47 .6 -14» -35.0
2*0 3?,0 20 3 9,0 20 7 23«0 71.9
2*1 40.0 48, 4 58.0 49 6 -18.0 -45.0
2*2 48.0 41, 35.0 42 13.0 27.1
2*3 88.0 107, ?. 129.0 109 8 -41.0 -46.6
2*4 168.0 116, 1 67.0 US 9 lOl'O 60 I
2*5 24.0 27, 7 32.0 28, 3 -8.0 -33.3
2*6 24,0 24, 2 25.0 24 8 -1.0 -4.2
2*7 17,0 21 ? 26.0 21 8 -9.0 -52. *
?*S 27.0 3?c 6 39.0 33* 4 -12» -44.4
?*9 18.0 21' 7 26.0 22 3 -8»0 -44*4
?7fl 25.0 17, 3 10.0 17, 7 15.0 60.0
271 18.0 ?•,< 7 30,0 24, 3 -12.0 -66. 7
27? 30.0 32- ft 36.0 33, 4 -6.0 -20.6
273 20.0 23 c 27,0 2 J 8 -7.0 -35.0
274 90.0 81 5 75.0 83 5 15«0 16. ?
275 100.0 87 ><* 77.0 89 .6 23.0 23. «
276 60.0 48 , c 39.0 50 .1 21« 35««
2^7 72.0 7? ,6 75.0 74 ,4 -3.0 -4.2
?78 32.0 39 .5 48.0 40 .5 -16.0 -50.
»
270 32.0 35 .ft 40,0 3 b • 4 -8.0 -25,0
?"(1 360.0 413 .4 477.0 423 .6 -117.0 -32.3
?°1 73.0 68 .2 65,0 69 .8 8.0 11.0
28? 24,0 29 .1 35.0 (fi 9 -11.0 -45, a
? n 3 288,0 367 • 455,0 376 .0 -167.0 -58,0
?»4 32,0 24 .2 17,0 tik ,8 15.0 4ft,
^
2«5 3?,0 41 • 5 52.0 l*d ,5 -20.0 -62. *
?«* 32.0 23 .2 15.0 23 ,8 17.0 53.1
150
2*7 25.0 17*3 1O.0 17,7 15.0?PR 1ft. 20,3 25.0 20.7 "9 •>299 26.0 23.? 21.0 £3.8 5.02O0 64.0 55. ft 49.0 57.2 15.0
?°1 40,0 46.4 46,0 47,6 2*0
27,0
202 40.0 26.2 13.0 26,8
293 1ft. 20o3 25.0 20.7 »9o0
204 4«,0 4&0 41.0 45,0 7»0205 3?,0 40.5 50.0 41.5 «18«0
29ft 40^.0 :}^n .,- 359.0 388,1 a? 1 •)2^7 48.0 41.5 36,0 42.
S
12*0?Ofl 529,0 713.3 916,0 730,7 »398<,0
8.0
2°9 33.0 20.6 25,0 29,4
300 40.0 51.4 64 o ' 52,6 • 24.0
3r»i 3?.0 20.3 9.0 20,7 23.9302 lft.O 21 0? 27.0 21.8 -11.0303 16,0 21.? 27«0 21.8 » 1 1304 40.0 39.0 39,0 1 40,0 1 qO305 64,0 65.2 68,0 66,8 •4.0306 64.O 50,4 3B e 51,6 26,0307 24,0 20.6 34,0 £9,4 -10.309 40.0 50,4 54s,*} 51.6 -6,0300 7?„0 64,? 58,0 65,8 14,0
31 40.0 42,5 46,0 43,5 -6 .
311 3?,0 23.7 16,0 24.3 16,0
312 24,0 25.? 27,0 25,8 »3c0313 456,0 370,5 294,0 379.
5
162,03H 40,0 51.4 64,0 52,6 -24.0
31~5 96,0 123,0 153,0 126,0 -57.0
31ft 40,0 47,4 48,0 48,6 0,0317 616,0 400.0 210,0 418,0 406.0
3ffl 24,0 30.6 39,0 31.4 -14,0
3T9 56,0 5? s 9 51,0 54.1 5.0
3?0 64,0 50,9 39.0 52,1 25,0
3?1 16,0 20.3 25.0 £0,7 »9.0
3?2 3?,0 ??.? 13,0 22.8 19.0
3?3 32,0 33.6 36„0 34,4 -4.0
324 3?,0 23.7 16,0 24.3 16.0
335 110,0 07,9 69,0 90,1 42,0
3?6 20.0 25.? 31,0 25,8 -11 oO
3?7 27.0 35.6 45,0 36,4 -18.0
3?9 233,0 269,7 313,0 276,3 -90.0
329 36,0 49,4 62.0 49,6 -26.0
330 36.0 27,? 2 9 ,, e 2/,
8
17.0
331 124.0 139,9 159,0 143,2 -35,03V 27,0 34,6 43.0 35,4 -16.0
333 63,0 79. ej 98.0 81.5 -35,0
334 59,0 51.9 47.0 53,1 11 tO
335 32,0 29.6 26.0 29,4 6.0
336 24,0 25.? 27,0 25,8 -3.0
337 24,0 29.1 35,0 29,9 -11.0
3"*8 24,0 27.7 32,0 20,3 -8.0
330 24,0 29.6 36,0 30,4 -12.0
340 7?,0 06.3 123,0 98,7 -51.0
341 32,0 24,7 18.0 25,3 14.0
34? *0,0 45.4 52.0 46,6 -12.0
343 104,0 79.5 57,0 01.5 47.0
344 32.0 24.7 19.0 25,3 14.0
345 40.0 54.3 62,0 55,7 -14.0
346 '32.0 42.0 53.0 43,0 -21.0





































































348 48.0 30 .6 14,0 31.4 34.0 70.
349 7?,0 7ft, 1 70,0 71,9 2.0 2.
3*0 24.0 31. 1 39,0 31.9 -15.0 -62.
3*1 7?.0 9ft, 112,0 93.1 -40.0 -55.
3C? 1*.0 ?\> 7 26,0 22.3 -12.0 -75.
3*3 32.0 TS, 1 39,0 3 = ,9 -7.0 -21.
3«4 24.0 ?8. 6 34,0 29,4 -10.0 -41.
3*5 28,0 ?6. 2 25,0 26,8 3.0 10.
3*6 96.0 05. 8 98,0 98.2 -2.0 -2.
3*7 16,0 20. 3 25.0 20,7 -9.0 -56."
3*n 16.0 ?o. 7 26,0 21,3 -10.0 -62.
3*9 64.0 43, 23,0 44,0 41*0 64,
3*0 48,0 40, 33,0 41.0 15.0 31,
3*1 88,0 109, 7 134.0 112.3 -46.0 -52.
3*? 28.0 19, 3 11.0 19.7 17.0 60.
3*3 1*4,0 128, 4 106.0 131.6 48.0 31.
3*4 18,0 23, 2 29,0 23.8 -11.0 -61,"
3*5 12*. 13*. a 155.0 142.2 -29.0 -23.
3*6 16.0 21< 2 27,0 21.8 -11.0 -68.
3*7 4ft. 49, 4 60.0 50.6 -20.0 -50.
3*9 27.0 32, 1 38,0 32,9 -11.0 -40."
3*9 41.0 48, 4 57,0 49,6 -16.0 -39.
370 64,0 *i< 5 101.0 83.5 -37,0 -57.
371 20ft, 188, 2 181,0 192.8 19.0 9.
37? 1 76.0 123. 5 74.0 126.5 102.0 59.
3^3 7?.0 50. 4 30.0 51.6 42«0 58.
374 48.0 3l« 1 15.0 31.9 33*0 69.
37«S 8ft. 71< 1 64.0 72.9 16. 20«
37* l*?.o 9ft 3 53.0 98,7 89.0 62.
377 617,0
'
789 4 981.0 8U8.6 -364.0 "59.
378 26S.0 300 3 343.0 3 7.7 -78»0 '29.
379 16.0 2ft 7 26.0 21.3 -10'0 -62»
3*0 19?. 173 9 160.0 178.1 32«0 16«
3*1 25.0 ?o 3 16.0 20. 7 9.0 36.
3«? 40.0 24 .7 10.0 2b.
3
30«0 75.
3*3 40.0 36 1 33.0 36.9 7.0 17.
3*4 8ft. 54 8 31.0 56,2 49.0 61.
3*5 336.0 421 ,8 S18.0 432.2 -182.0 -54.
3*6 24ft. 319 6 407,0 327.4 -167.0 -69.
3*7 4ft, 45 .0 51.0 46.0 -11.0 -27.
3*8 64.0 44 .ft 25.0 45.0 39.0 60.
389 21.0 23 • 2 26.0 23.8 . -5.0 *23«
310 43.0 39 .5 37,0 40.5 6.0 14.
3<»i 7fl.O 74 '1 80«0 75.9 -10«0 "14*
30? 3ft. 4ft .0 51.0 41.0 -?1»0 -70"
3°3 133.0 177 • 8 227.0 182-2 -94« -70!
3Q4 86.0 04 >3 105.0 96.7 -19" "22.
395 77.0 69 ? 63.0 70.3 14.0 18"
396 5ft. 5ft .0 47.0 52.1 9.0 16.
3"7 8) ,0 95 • 3 U2. 97.7 -31 f -39»
3°8 27.0 20 .7 15.0 21.3 12.0 44.
3<59 117.0 lift .2 106.0 112.8 11.0 9.
4nfl 36,0 26 .2 17.0 26.8 19.0 52.
401 63.0 51 .9 42.0 53.1 21« 33«
4ft? 81.0 96 .0 115.0 99.2 -34.0 -42.
4ft3 27,0 2« .2 30.0 28,8 -3.0 -11.
4ft4 18,0
"
24 .2 31.0 24.8 -13.0 -72.
405 36,0 41 .0 47.0 42.0 -11.0 -30.
Aft6 25.0 16 .3 8.0 16.7 17.0 68.
4ft 7 47,0 45 .9 46.0 47.1 1.0 2.
4ft8 88.0 114 .6 144.0 117,4 -56.0 -63.
152
409 670.0 458 9 259.0 470,1 411,0 61.3
4i'o 295.0 249, 5 210.0 255.5 85. 28.
»
411 232.0 264. 8 J04.0 271.2 -72.0 -31.0
412 72.0 . 50. 9 31.0 52.1 41.0 56^9
413 193.0 239, 6 292.0 245.4 -99«0 -51.
J
414 120.0 158. 6 20J.0 162.4 -81.0 -67.5
415 40.0 26. 7 14.0 27.3 26,0 65.0
416 18.0 22. 2 27.0 22.8 -9.0 -50.0
4T7 45,0 31. 1 18.0 31.9 27.0 60.0
418 18.0 23 2 29.0 23.8 -11.0 -61.1
419 138.0 91, 4 47.0 93.6 91.0 65.9
420 81.0 54, 3 29.0 55.7 52^0 64.2
4?1 63.0 75. 1 89,0 76,9 -26.0 -41.3
4?? 41.0 49, 4 59,0 50,6 -18.0 -43.9
4?3 27.0 2«, 2 30.0 28.8 -3.0 -11.1
424 27.0 24, 2 22.0 24.8 5.0 18.5
425 62.0 49, 9 39,0 51.1 23.0 37.1
426 62.0 73, 6 87.0 75.4 -25.0 -40.3
427 27.0 35, 6 45.0 36.4 -18.0 -66.7
428 133.0 83, 35.0 85.0 98,0 73.7
429 45.0 32, 1 20.0 32,9 25,0 55.6
4^0 24.0 32 6 42.0 ' 33,4 -18.0 -75.0
431 40.0 34 1 29,0 34,9 11.0 27.5
4V 32.0 4? 53,0 43,0 -2l»0 -65.6
433 *0.0 3* 1 31.0 35,9 9.0 22.5
4t4 64.0 75 1 88.0 76.9 -24.0 -37,5
435 104.0 71 1 40,0 72.9 64.0 61.5'
4"»6 24.0 2*. 7 29.0 26,3 -4.0 -16. r
437 87.0 96 .3 109.0 98,7 -?1« -24.1
4-*a 17,0 20, 7 25.0 21.3 -8.0 -47.1
439 56.0 51. 9 49,0 53.1 7.0 12.5
440 24.0 29 .1 35.0 29,9 -11.0 -45. «•
441 24.0 30 6 38.0 31.4 -14.0 -59. •*
442 3?,0 20 7 10.0 21.3 22«0 69.8
443 64.0 76 1 90.0 77.9 -26.0 -40* 6
444 i6fl.O 148 7 133.0 152,3 35.0 20."
445 136.0 86 ,4 39.0 88.6 97.0 71.3
446 56.0 49 9 45.0 51,1 11.0 19.6
447 96.0 106 2 119.0 108.8 -23.0 -24.0
448 88.0 79 .0 72.0 01.0 16.0 19.2
449 32.0 21 ,7 12.0 22.3 20.0 62.5
4*0 *0.0 26 2 13.0 26.8 27.0 67.5
451 32.0 21 2 11,0 21.8 21.0 65.6
4*2 24.0 24 2 25.0 24.8 -1.0 -4.2
453 48.0 31 6 16.0 32.4 32«0 66.'
4*4 784.0 924 7 1088.0 947,3 •304.0 -38.8
4*5 216.0 169, 9 128.0 174,1 88.0 40.7
4*6 176.0 237. 1 304. 242.9 -128.0 -72,7
4*7 197.0 121. 4 63.0 131.6 134.0 68.0
4*8 1521.0 1610. 3 1739.0 1649.7 -218.0 -14.3
4*9 772.0 944. 5 1140,0 967.5 -368.0 -47.7
460 254.0 251. 4 255.0 257.6 '1.0 •,"4'
461 49.0 46 9 46.0 48,1 3.0 6.1
462 80.0 69. 2 60.0 70.8 20.0 25.0
463 832.0 523. 1 227.0 535,9 605.0 72.7
464 400.0 307 2 222.0 314.8 178.0 44.5
465 168.0 120, * 76.0 123.5 92iO 54.8
466 25.0 25. 2 26.0 25.8 -1.0 • -4.0
4A7 16.0 ?li,7 28.0 22.3 -12« -75.0
4A8 16.0 20 7 26.0 21.3 -10.0 -62.5
469 71.0 70 1 71.0 71.9 0.0 0.0
153
47 p 3?.0 ?7 .2 23 .0 2/, 8 9.0 28.1
4T] 64.0 74 il A6 .0 75, 9 -22.0 -34.4
4'? 4A.0 61 .3 76 .0 62, 7 -28.0 -58.3
473 40.0 51 .9 65 .0 53, 1 -25.0 -6?.S>
4T4 24.0 26 .7 JO a < 3 -6.0 -25.0
47(> 103. 69 .7 36 .0 70, 3 67.0 65.O
476 12A.0 l?fl 4 132 ,0 131. 6 "4.0 -3.1
477 32.0 23 ,7 16, ?4, 3 16.0 50.0
*7fl 47.0 61 .3 77, 62. 7 -30.0 -63.8
47Q 31.0 4? .0 54 43, -23.0 -74. <
4«0 34.0 43 .5 54 .0 44, 5 -20.0 -59.
»
40] 3?,0 19 a S, 20. 2 24.0 75.0
4R? 70.0 76 .6 85 78, 4 -15.0 •21. *•
4«3 49.0 30 .6 13 ,0 31. 4 36.0 73i!>
4«4 91.0 95 n 103, 93. 2 -12.0 -13.*
405 2A.0 21 a 29 28, 8 -1.0 -3.6
4B6 30R.0 3A0 n 463 390, 2 -155.0 -50. •»
4A7 49.0 65( 7 84, 67, 3 -35.0 -71.4
4PR 56,0 42 29 43. 27.0 48.2
4A9 147,0 99, « 55 102. 2 92.0 62.6
4"0 429,0 475( 2 t>33, 4B6 8 -104.0 -24.2
4<>1 231,0 161. 5 96, 165. 5 135.0 58.4
40 2 267.0 3? 1, 1 3A3, 328, 9 -116.0 -43.»
4°3 2A.0 35. 6 44, 36. 4 -16.0 -57.1
4Q4 21.0 ?5. 2 30 25 8 -9.0 -4 2 ;*
405 ?«,0 24. 7 22 2b 3 6.0 21»*
406 105.0 A?< 61 .0 84 64< I.?
4*7 56,0 40. 5 26 41 .5 30« 53.6
4°8 2114.0 1«05. 9 1542 1850 1 572.0 27.1
409 849.0 10«li A U41 1108 2 -492« -58.0
500 549,0 710. 3 B89 727 7 "340?0 -61.9-
Rni 46.0 R4« a 67 .0 56 2 -23« -52.3
50? 2«.0 ?o. 7 14 21 3 14?0 5fl.6
5fl3 an.o 97, A no 100 2 -?2« -25.0
504 AA.Q 114. 1 143 116 9 -55.0 -62.5
505 8a. 11'. 6 150 120 4 -62« -70.5
506 25.0 24. 7 25 25 .3 0«0 0.0
507 64.0 49, 4 36 ,0 50 .6 28.0 43. »•
50A lfl.0 PI, 7 26 22 3 -8.0 -44.4
509 21.0 27, 7 35 23 3 -14.0 -66.7
510 2J.0 24< 2 28 24 a -7.0 -33.3
511 2a. 17. A 8 18 2 ?0»0 71.4
51? 56.0 49, 9 45 51 1 ll'O 19.6
513 2a. ?5. 7 24. 26 3 4.0 14«3
5'14 2A.0 :>3< 7 20< 24 3 8-0 29*6
515 3?.0 ?6, 7 22. 27 3 10« 31.3
516 3?.0 ?4. 7 18, 25 3 14.0 43.
a
517 24.0 ?*« 6 34 2^ ,4 -io»o -41«/
518 16.0 ?0. 3 25 20 .7 -9.0 "56.3
519 40.0 53 3 68 .0 5* .7 -28.0 -7o.O
520 32.0 ?0 6 28 30 .4 4.0 12.
i
5?1 40.0 25. 7 1? 26 .3 28«0 7Q.0
5?? 256.0 267, 7 286 274 .3 -30.0 -11.'
5?3 7?.0 57 A 45 ,0 59 .2 27.0 37, *
5?4 30.0 40 5 5? .0 41 .5 -22.0 -73.
J
525 30.0 ?1, 1 29 ,0 29 ,9 1.0 3.3
5?6 30,0 ?6, 7 24 ,0 27 .3 6.0 20.0
5*7 140.0 165 194 ,0 169 .0 -54.0 -38.6
5?A 26.0 16 A 8 ,0 17 .2 18.0 69.2,
599 53.0 i?, 5 33 .0 43 • 5 20.0 37.7

































































































































average difference in ors. freq.
average percentage difference
root mean square error





Raw chi-souaRf. 4630.30b' WITH 547 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE » 63.172
155
cut-off valuf 100.000 (GLATDS vs Census Package, Zone-Tract)
THF&E A»E 101 PAIRS (COLUMNS* IN THE
7 RY K CONTINGENCY TARl_E
HOMr-t NTERVIEW TOTAL 3 26803
OTHFR SURVEY TOTAL a 25847
PAIR NO • H-I ORS, H -I EXP, -S ORS, O-S EXP, 08S.DIFF PCf.Ol£
1 90.0 100.8 101.0 97,2 -18.0 "20.0
? 104.0 10*. >4 105.0 102 6 •1.0 -l.o
3 97.0 103 .9 107.0 100 1 -10.0 "10.
J
4 117.0 109 ,=; 9B.0 10b 5 19.0 16.2
5 109.0 114 ,«! 116.0 110 5 -7.0 -6.4
6 103.0 106 >9 107,0 103 1 -4.0 -3. 1?
7 104.0 93 .2 7'3.0 89 8 25.0 24.6
1 10^.0 121 .7 131.0 117 3 -23*0 -21? J
9 224.0 231 .1 245,0 230 2 -21«0 -9.4
10 114.0 123 >2 126.0 118 8 -14.0 "12.3
11 84.0 94 .7 102.0 91 3 -18.0 "21 •*
i? l6n.O 161 >A 157,0 1*5 .6 3«0 1*1
*3 l?n.o 1?9 .« 135,0 125 ?. -15.0 -12.
b
14 21". 201 1 177,0 19J 9 41«0 18-.«»
is 97,0 102 .1 105.0 99 2 -8.0 -8.2
16 114.0 115 6 113,0 111 4 l»0 ,9
17 137.0 156 ,8 171,0 151 2 -34.0 -2*."»
18 lOn.o 96 .2 81.0 92 8 27.0 25.0
19 142.0 157 .8 163,0 1*2 2 -26.0 -18. J
?0 183.0 115 3 181,0 178 7 2.0 1.1
Pi 117.0 119 .6 118.0 lib 4 -1«0 -.9
22 108.0 119 .6 127.0 115 <v -19.0 -17.6
P3 106.0 120 7 131.0 116. 3 -25« -23*6
?4 184,0 202 *> 214.0 19b 4 -30«0 -16.
?5 96.0 103. 9 10T.0 1U0. 1 -12«0 -12.
D
26 90.0 102 3 111.0 98 7 -2l»0 -23. -J
?7 117.0 119. 6 110,0 lib 4 -1.0 -.¥
28 261.0 266. 8 263,0 257. 2 -2.0 -.8
?9 314.0 295. 3 26f> ,0 284, 7 48*0 15.J
30 522.0 418 .2 <>37.0 470 8 85.0 16.
31 333.0 320 2 296.0 3U8. H 37.0 11.1
y?. 164.0 147 ,1 125,0 141 ,9 39.0 23.8
33 112. 121 ,7 127.0 117 3 -15.0 -13.*
14 116.0 125 ,7 131.0 121 3 -15.0 -12.?
"<5 179.0 202 .6 220.0 195 4 -42.0 "23.6
If. 1*4.0 145 .1 141.0 139 9 3.0 2.1
17 96.0 106, 9 U',0 103. 1 -18.0 -11.7
TO 112.0 117 6 119.0 113 4 -7,0 -6.3
39 169.0 161 9 149.0 156 1 20.0 11. a
40 210.0 1«1 b. 166,0 184 6 44,0 21.0
41 85.0 95, 2 10P,0 91 a -17.0 -20.
U
4? 192.0 174, 1 150.0 ie>7, 9 42.0 81."*
156
43 105.0 lOfl.9 109,0 105.1 •4.0
44 1815.0 183.8 101,0 177.2 -1 .045 204,0 195.5 180,0 180,5 ?4'»046 96.0 104.4 109,0 100,6 -13*0
4T 106.0 114.0 118.0 110,0 -1 2.048 204,0 232.1 252,0 223.9 -48.0
49 221.0 238.8 248.0 230.2 -27.050 12B.0 131.9 131.0 127.1 •3.0
11 188,0 176.1 158.0 169.9 30<05? 228.0 205.2 175,0 19f,8 53.0
' 53 272.0 247.4 214.0 238,6 58.0*4 144.0 143.1 137.0 137.9 7.055 132.0 126.3 H6.0 121.7 16,0*6 120.0 117.1 HO.O 112.9 10.0R7 395.0 37*.
?
348,0 364.8 47.058 108.0 122.2 132,0 117.8 -24,0«9 934.0 1045.6 1120.0 1000.4 "186tO*0 278,0 307,0 325,0 296.0 -47,0M 104. 99,8 92.0 96.2 12*0
*2 • 596.0 660,9 720,0 646.1 -1 24,063 132,0 135,9 135.0 131.1 -3t0
64 258,0 230.1 194.0 221.9 64 1"5 160,0 145.1 125.0 139.9 35 tO66 162.0 167,0 166.0 161.0 -4.0
67 992.0 1000,3 973.0 964,7 19 tOaa 231.0 243.3 247,0 234,7 - 1 6 169 124.0 110.5 93,0 106,5 31 io
70 313.0 343.1 361,0 330,9 • 48,0
71 228.0 222.5 209,0 214.5 19,0
72 141.0 143.1 140.0 137.9 1*0
73 169.0 158.3 142.0 152.7 27,74 340.0 310.0 269.0 299.0 71,075 136.0 141.5 142.0 136.5 -6,0
76 11?. 120.7 125.0 116.3 -I3t0
77 1024.0 965.2 »7 ? .o 930.8 152.078 152.0 140.0 123.0 135,0 29,079 104,0 99.8 92.0 96.2 12.0*0 2303.0 2?^4.7 2126.0 2174.3 177,0
"1 331.0 335.5 328.0 323.5 3,0
"2 135.0 139,0 138,0 134.0 -3.0
«3 1240,0 1137.3 994.0 1096.7 246,0«4 168.0 153.2 133.0 1 4 7 . 8 35.0«5 103.0 103.9 101.0 100.
1
2.0
«6 261.0 264,2 258.0 254.8 3*0P7 315.0 3?5.3 324,0 313.7 -9.0
88 726.0 7?7.o '02.0 701.0 24.0B9 312.0 281,5 241.0 271. b 71.0




•>? 330.0 367,0 391.0 354.0 -61.0
°3 318,0 354,3 378. 341.7 -60«
94 88,0 96.2 101,0 92.8 -13.0
95 112.0 118.6 121.0 114,4 -9.0
06 168.0 155.3 137.0 149,7 31.0
07 111.0 113.0 111.0 109,0 0.0
08 132.0 144,1 151.0 138.9 -19.0
09 154.0 176,1 192.0 169,9 -38.0
ino 292.0 293.7 285.0 283,3 7,0





































































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN OUS. FREQ. e 33.5
AVERAGE PERCFNTAGF DIFFERENCE = 12.7
ROOT MEAN SOUARE FRROQ = 63.08
T-VALUE FOR PAIRED COMPARISON a 1,52
RAW CHI-SOUARE » 274.563 WITH 100 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE » 9.3?7
158
cut-off value o 5o.ooo (GLATDS vs Census Package, Zone-Tract)
THF"F ARF. 254 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
2 P.V K CONTINGENCY TARlE
HOMF-INTEPVIEW TOTAL S 36827
OTHFP SURVEY TOTAL a 35927
PAIR NO. H-I OBS, H-I EXP. 0-'S OBS. O-S EXP, OBS.DIFF PCl.oIFF
1 69.0 76.4 82.0 74.6 -13.0 -18. »
2 90.0 100. 2 108.0 97.8 -18*0 -20.0
3 60.0 64. 3 67,0 62.7 "7.0 -11.7
4 6«.0 75. 9 82.0 74.1 -14*0 -20.6
5 58.0 5?. 6 46.0 SI,
4
12?0 20.7
6 9?.0 92. 6 91.0 90.4 1?0 i«i
7 98,0 96. 7 93.0 94.3 5.0 5«i
8 104.0 105. 8 105.0 1«3.2 •1»0 -1.0
9 97.0 103. 3 107.0 100.7 -10«0 ' "lo.
J
10 4 «.o 50. 6 52.0 49,4 -4.0 -8.3
11 48.0 53. 1 57.0 51.9 -9. -ie.7
12 117.0 10" 8 98.0 106.2 19.0 16.2
13 61,0 60. 7 59.0 59.3 2«0 3.
i'4 109,0 113 9 116.0 111.1 -7.0 -6.*'
15 103.0 106 3 107.0 103.7 -4*0 -3.9
16 65.0 60 ,7 55.0 59.3 10.0 15.4
17 77.0 7T 4 76.0 75.6 1.0 1.3
18 104.0 9? 6 79.0 90.4 25.0 24.0
19 68.0 6? 3 55.0 60.7 13.0 19.1
20 49.0 50 6 51.0 49.4 -2.0 -4.1
91 92.0 84 5 75.0 82.5 17.0 18. S'
22 60.0 56 2 51.0 S4.8 9.0 15.0
?3 84.0 91 6 97.0 89.4 -13.0 -15.
b
24 108.0 121 131.0 118.0 -23,0 -21.
?5 224,0 237 4 245.0 231.6 .21.0 -9,4
26 96.0 89 1 80,0 86,9 16,0 16.'
27 56,0 51 ,1 45.0 49,9 11.0 19.6
28 61,0 59, 7 57,0 58,3 4,0 6,6
29 - 52,0 54 .2 55.0 52.8 -3,0 -5.3
30 114. 12? ,5 128,0 119,5 -14.0 -12.
31 48.0 53 ,7 58.0 52.3 -10.0 -20.
«
32 72.0 6* .8 64.0 67.2 8.0 11.1
33 84.0 94 i? 102,0 91.8 -18.0 -21.4
34 70,0 75 4 79,0 '3.6 -9.0 -12.9
*»5 72,0 70 .9 68.0 69,1 4.0 5.6
36 160,0 160 .5 157,0 156,5 3*0 1.?
37 75.0 76 >9 77.0 75.1 -2.0 -?,r
18 120.0 129 >1 135.0 12^.9 -15.0 -12.
s
39 63.0 70 • 9 77.0 69.1 -14.0 -2?.*
40 66.0 59 ,7 52.0 58.3 14.0 ?1.2
41 95.0 94 7 92.0 92.3 3«0 " 3.2
42 55.0 61 .? 66.0 59,8 -11*0 -20*0
159
43 83.0 83.5 82.0 61.5 1.0 l»f
44 ?18.0 199. 9 177,0 1*5.1 41.0 18.
a




46 96.0 97.2 96,0 94,8 0.0 0.0
47 82.0 3. 82.0 »iVo 0*0 0.0
4fl 46,0 51.1 55.0 49,9 "9.0 -19.6
44 97.0 102.2 105.0 99,8 -8.0 -B.d
50 54.0 54.7 54.0 53,3 0.0 0.0
M 60,0 5".
2
57,0 57.8 3.0 5.0
"2 96,0 90.1 82.0 87.9 14.0 14.6
S3 1 U.O 114,9 113.0 112.1 1*0 ,V
54 137.0 155.9 171.0 152.1 -34.0 -24.»
«5 63.0 56,2 48,0 54,8 15.0 23.»
«?6 69.0 76.9 83.0 75,1 -14.0 -20. 3
57 7 1.0 69.3 66,0 67,7 5.0 7.0
KB 9l.O 86.1 79,0 83.9 12.0 13.2
59 10R.0 95,7 81.0 93.3 27.0 25.0
60 86,0 BR.
6
8.9.0 86,4 -3.0 -3.5'
M 142.0 156,9 168.0 153.1 -26.0 -18. 3
62 183.0 184.3 181.0 179.7 2.0 l.i
A3 64.0 64.
R
64,0 63.2 0.0 0.0
64 117.0 119.0 118,0 116.0 -1.0 -.9
"•5 56.0 57.2 57,0 55.8 -1.0 -l.M
66 81.0 73.9 65,0 72.1 16.0 19,»
67 108.0 119.0 127.0 H6.0 -19.0 -17,6
Afl 67.0 72,4 76.0 70,6 -9.0 -13.4
A9 106,0 120,0 131.0 H7.0 -25.0 -23.6
70 71,0 67,
a
63.0 66.2 8.0 11.
71 184.0 201 .5 214.0 196,5 -30.0 -16.3
72 96,0 103,3 108.0 100.7 -12.0 -12.5
73 53,0 55,2 56,0 53.8 -3.0 -5.7
74 86.0 92.6 97.0 90,4 -11.0 -12.8
75 4R.0 53.7 58,0 52.3 -10.0 -20.8
76 44.0 47,6 50.0 46,4 -6.0 -13.6
77 60.0 54.7 48.0 53,3 12.0 20.0
7B 90,0 101.7 111,0 99,3 -21.0 -23.
79 57.0 58.2 58,0 S6.8 -L0 -l.B
ao 117,0 119.0 118,0 116.0 -1.0 -.9
«1 261,0 265.2 263.0 258,8 -2.0 -.8
0? 45.0 50.1 54.0 48.9 -9.0 -20.0
»3 54,0 52.6 50.0 51.
4
4.0 7.4
R4 314.0 293.6 *66.0 236.4 48.0 15.3.
«5 54.0 48.6 42,0 47.4 12.0 22. *
R6 522.0 4R5.4 437,0 473.6 85.0 16.3
A7 52.0 54.7 56,0 53.3 -4,0 -7,f
fla 72.0 76.4 79,0 74.6 -7,0 -9.7
P9 333.0 31R.4 296,0 310,6 37.0 n.i
°0 52.0 51 .6 50.0 50,4 2.0 3.8
91 56.0 51.1 45.0 49,9 11.0 19.6
°2 164.0 146.3 125.0 142.7 39.0 23. a
93 55,0 6?.
3
68,0 60.7 -13.0 -23.6
94 112.0 121.0 127,0 118.0 -15.0 -13,4
95 71.0 60,3 66.0 67.7 5.0 7.0
96 ] 1 6 . 125,0 131,0 122,0 -15.0 -12.7
97 53,0 55,2 56.0 53.8 -3.0 ~s',r
OR 63,0 64. 65.0 63,2 -2.0 -3.'£
9Q 62,0 56.7 50.0 55,3 12.0 19.4
1"0 55,0 57,7 59,0 56,3 -4,0 -7,3.
1*1 on.o R7.1 84,0 R4.9 4*0 4,5'
1"2 49.0 50. 1 50.0 48,9 -1.0 -2.0
113 49.0 51.1 52.0 49,9 -3.0 -6.1
160
104 178,0 201.5 220.0 196.5 •42.0 -23."
"25.0
?. 1
ins 44.0 50.1 55.0 48.9 -11.0
106 144,0 144,3 141.0 140.7 3.0
107 44.0 49, 1 53,0 47.9 -9.0 "2n.»
10fl 56. 52.6 48.0 e;1.4 8.0 U.j
109 72.0 72.9 72.0 71.1 0«0 0.0
110 48.0 52.1 55.0 SO.
9
-r.o "U.b
111 64.0 64. A 64.0 63.2 0.0 0.0
112 52.0 52.1 51.0 50.9 1.0 !•*
113 52.0 52.1 51.0 SO, 1.0 1.*
114 96.0 106.3 114.0 103.7 -18.0 -18.7
115 112.0 116.9 119.0 114.1 -7.0 -6.3
116 64.0 61.8 58.0 60.2 6.0 9.4
117 61.0 66,8 71,0 65.2 -10.0 -16.4
118 169.0 161.0 149,0 157.0 20«0 11.
a
119 210.0 190.3 166.0 185.7 44.0 21.0
l'O 64.O 60.7 56.0 59.3 8.0 12. 5
1?1 52.0 52.1 51.0 50.9 1*0 1.9
1*2 72.0 7«,0 82.0 . 76.0 -10.0 -13.'?
123 85.0 94.7 102.0 92.3 -17.0 -20.0
124 84.0 90.1 94,0 87.9 -10.0 -11.9
12S 192.0 173.1 150,0 168,9 42.0 21.9
126 7?,0 65.3 57,0 63.7 15.0 20. 8
1»7 57,0 64.8 71.0 63.2 -14.0 -24.6
1?8 46,0 48,6 50.0 47.4 -4i0 -8,7
1?9 90.0 94,2 96,0 91.8 -6.0
. -6.7
130 50.0 54.7 58,0 53.3 -8.0 -16.0
131 55,0 51.6 47,0 50.4 3.0 14,5
132 90,0 89.1 86,0 86,9 4,0 4.*
133 *2,0 47,1 51,0 45.9 -9,0 -21,4
1*>4 72.0 64,3 55,0 62.7 17.0 23."«>
135 105.0 108,3 109,0 105.7 -4.0 -3.8
136 l8r,.0 182,7 181,0 178,3 •1.0 -.6
137 204.0 194.4 180.0 189,6 24,0 11.
»
13fl 89.0 80,<5 70.0 78,5 19,0 21.3
139 68,0 68.3 67,0 66.7 1.0 1.5
140 56.0 61 .8 66,0 60.2 -10.0 -17.9
141 96.0 101,8 109,0 101.2 -13.0 -13.5
142 64,0 72.4 79.0 70.6 -15.0 -23.4
1*3 106.0 113.4 118,0 110.6 -12.0 -11.3
144 204,0 230.8 252,0 225,2 .48.0 -23.5
145 221 .0 237,4 248,0 231.6 -27,0 -12.2
146 7 2.0 64,8 56,0 63,2 16.0 22.2
147 80,0 82.5 83.0 80,5 -3.0 -3.8
148 5?.0 49.1 45,0 47,9 7.0 13,5
149 80.0 82.5 83,0 80.5 -3.0 -3.8
1*0 128.0 131.1 131.0 127,9 -3.0 -2,3
1*1 84,0 80,5 75,0 78.5 9.0 10.'
1*2 47,0 50,6 53,0 49,4 -6.0 -12.8
1*3 188.0 175.1 158,0 170.9 30,0 16.0
1*4 4^,0 49,1 52,0 47,9 -7.0 -15.6
1*5 228.0 204.0 175.0 199,0 53.0 23.2
1*6 272.0 246.0 214.0 240.0 58.0 21.3
1*7 1*4.0 142.2 137,0 13».8 7.0 4.9
i*a 48,0 52.6 56.0 51.4 -8.0 -16.7
l*<? 76.0 79.0 80.0 77.0 -4.0 -5.3
160 60.0 65.3 69.0 63.7 -9.0 -15.0
161 80.0 A5.5 89.0 83.5 -9.0 -11.3
162 56.0 62.8 68.0 bl.
2
-12«0 -21.4
163 132.0 125.5 U6.0 122.5 16.0 12.1
164 55.0 50,1 44.0 48,9 11.0 20.0
161
1*5 75.0 76.9 77,0 75.1 -2.0 -2.7
1*6 67.0 62.3 56.0 60.7 11.0 16.4
1*.7 71.0 65.8 59.0 64,2 12.0 16.'*
1*8 56.0 53.1 49.0 51.9 7.0 12.3
169 120.0 116.4 110.0 113.6 10.0 8>
J
170 52.0 50.6 48.0 49,4 4.0 7.7
1T1 40.0 53.1 57.0 51,9 -9.0 -18i7
172 56.0 59.7 62.0 58.3 -6.0 -10.7
1*3 80.0 74.4 67.0 72.6 13.0 16.3
174 395.0 376.1 343.0 366,9 47*0 11.9
175 108.0 121.5 132.0 118,5 -24.0 -22.2
176 934.0 1039.7 H20.0 1014,3 -186.0 -19^9
1^7 278.0 305,2 325.0 29 7,8 -47.0 -16.*
178 66.0 69.3 71.0 67.7 -5.0 -7.6
179 104.0 99.2 92.0 96.8 12.0 11.5
ISO 596.0 666.1 720.0 649,9 -124.0 -20.8
I'M 132.0 135.2 135.0 131.8 -3.0 -a.f
1«2 81.0 89,1 95.0 86.9 -14.0 -17.
i
183 60.O *3.3 65.0 61.7 -5.0 -8.3
1«4 ?5fl.o 228,8 194,0 223,2 64,0 24,8
1«5 79.0 78.5 76.0 76,5 3.0 3.
»
1«6 1&0. 144.3 125.0 140.7 35.0 21.9
1«7
. 61.0 66.8 71.0 65,2 -10.0 -16."*
188 162.0 166.0 166,0 162.0 -4.0 -2.5
189 99?. 994.7 973,0 970,3 19.0 ' l.»
1O0 231.0 242,0 247.0 236,0 -16.0 -6.9
i°i 124.0 109.0 93,0 107,2 31.0 25.0
]o? 313.0 341 .2 361,0 332.8 -48.0 -15.3
1*3 92.0 82.0 70,0 80.0 22.0 23.9
1<H 61.0 62,3 62,0 60,7 -1.0 -1,6
195 22».0 221.2 209,0 215.8 19.0 8.3
1"6 141.0 142.2 140.0 138.8 1.0 ,7
107 79.0 89.1 97.0 86.9 -18.0 . -22.
a
19fl 93.0 92.6 90.0 90,4 3.0 3.2
199 169.0 157.4 142.0 153.6 27.0 16.0
?«0 fefl.O 69,3 69,0 67.7 -1.0 -1.5
211 79.0 89,1 97.0 86,9 -18.0 -22.
?"2 56.0 51 .1 45.0 49.9 11.0 19.6
203 88,0 84.0 78.0 82.0 10«0 11.4
204 42.0 47,1 51.0 45,9 -9.0 -21.4
205 340.0 308.3 ^69,0 300.7 71.0 20.9
206 136.0 140.7 14?. 137.3 -6.0 -4,».
207 112.0 120.0 125.0 117.0 -13.0 -11.6
2n8 56,0 61.2 65,0 59.8 -9.0 -16.1
209 1024.0 959.7 07?, 936.3 152.0 14,8
210 15?. 139.2 123,0 135.8 29.0 19,1
211 104.0 99.? 9?,0 96,8 12.0 . 11.5
212 2303.0 2241.9 2126,0 2187,1 177.0 7.7
213 331.0 333.6 328,0 325.4 3.0 ,9
214 51.0 60.2 61,0 58,8 -3.0 -5.2
215 135.0 138.2 138,0 134,8 -3.0 -2.2
2l"6 1240.0 1130.8 994.0 1103.2 246.0 19.
«
217 16R.0 152.4 133.0 U8.6 35.0 20.
21ft 4A.0 53.1 57,0 51.9 -9.0 -18.7
219 84.0 87,6 89,0 85.4 -5.0 -6.6
220 76.0 79.5 81.0 77.5 -5.0 -6.6
221 103.0 103.3 101.0 1U0.7 2.0 1.9
2?2 78,0 79,0 78.0 /7.0 0.0 oio
2?3 ?61.0 262.7 258.0 256,3 3,0 1.1
??4 55.0 60,2 64,0 b8,8 -9.0 -16.4
225 72.0 79.5 85.0 77.5 -13.0 -18.1
162
226 315.0 323.5 324,0 315. 5 -9,0
??7 79.0 74.9 69.0 73.1 10«0
??« 65.0 62.3 59.0 60.7 7.0
2*9 70.0 64.3 57,0 6H.7 13.0
210 49.0 54.7 59.0 b3,3 -10.0
211 726.0 ' 7??.
a
'0 2.0 7U5.2 24.0
21? 312.0 279.9 <J41.0 273.1 71.0
?13 56,0 57.2 57.0 55,8 -1.0
214 154.0 148,3 139,0 144,7 15.0
215 ?97n.O 2806.3 2574.0 2737.7 396.0
21<S 330.0 365.0 391,0 356.0 -61.0
217 318.0 352.3 378,0 343,7 -60.0
218 88.0 95.7 101,0 93,3 -13»0
219 88.0 92.6 95.0 90.4 -7»0
240 89.0 85.0 79.0 83,0 10.0
241 50.0 50.1 49.0 48,9 1.0
242 H2.0 117,9 121,0 115.1 -9.0
243 60.0 61,8 62.0 60,2 -2.0
244 168.0 154.4 137.0 150.6 31.0
245 68.0 70,4 71,0 68,6 -3.0
246 65.0 60.2 54,0 b8,8 11.0
247 Hl.O 112.4 111.0 109,6 0.0
248 48,0 53.1 57,0 51,9 -9,0
249 90.0 09,1 86,0 86,9 4.0
2*0 132.0 143.3 151.0 1J9.7 -19,0
251 154.0 175.1 192.0 170.9 -38,0
25? 292.0 292.1 <f85,0 284,9 7.0
253 60.0 6A.8 68,0 b3,2 -8,0
































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN OBS, FREU. 5 . 17.9
AVF.daGE PEPCENTAf?r DIFFERENCE e 12»2
ROOT MFaN <50UaRE ERROR = 40o39
t-valuf for paired comparison = 1,40
RAW CHI-SOUARE = 375.272 WITH 253 DEGREES OF FREEOOM
T-VALUE a 4.924
163
cut-off value = 25,oeo (GLATDS vs Census Package, Zone-Tract)
THF&F APE 534 PAIRS (COLUMNS* IN THE
? BY K CONTINGFNCY TABLE'
HOMF-INTERVIEW TOTAL s>
OTHFR SURVEY TOTAL a
45935
4509*
OAIR NO. h-i ens. H-I EXP, 0=3 005, O-S EXP, OBS.OIFF PCr,oI£F
. 1 2?.e 29.3 31,0 23,7 <=4,0 "14,8
2 26,0 2?*2 23.0 £6,3 -2*0 -7,/
3 25,0 25 •• 2 '25.0 2*. 8 0.0 o.o
4 69. e 76.2 B2 • 9 74,8' -13«0 "19. »
5 24.0 ?<?.? 27,0 H5e3 -3°0 "12»5
6 31.0 27o2 23oC 2&o3 G»0 25.9
7 37. : 4ls4 ^5,0 =8,0 =21.6
A 25. 24*7 24,0 24,3 1»0 4.6
9 30 oO 30,(3 31,0 30,2 -1.0 -3.3
10 32.0 30»« 29, e 30.3 3*0 9.4
11 90.0 99,9 103,0 98,1 -18,0 -20.0
12 so.e 64.1 67,0 62,9 -7.0 -11.7
13 28.0 30 e-R 33.0 30 = 2 =5.0 -17,
V
14 6A.0 75,7 32c2 74.3 = 14.0 -20«6
15 53.0 52,5 46,0 51.
S
12»0 20»*
16 9?.e 92.3 91,0 90,7 1.0 1.1
17 48.0 43,9 39,0 43. 1 9,0 18,/
IB 28.0 31,8 35,0 31,2 = 7.0 -25.0
19 25,0 26.2 27,9 25.8 »2»0 = 8.0
20 40,0 41,9 43.0 41,1 = 3*0 -7.S
?1 29.0 , 30.3 31 oC 29,7 = 2.0 -6.
1*
?? 36.0 40e6 44o 39,6 = 8. -22. £
23 34.0 37.3 40,0 36,7 — 6» "17.6
94 32.0 3?o3 : 2 o 31,7 0?0 o.o
?5 98,0 96,4 93,0 94,6 5.0 5.1
?6 jOA.O 105,5 105< I 103 = 5 - 1 » -1.0
?7 35.0 33°R 32.0 33.2 3«0 8.6
?8 97.0 102.9 167.0 101.1 -ICO -io«
J
?«J 48.0 50o5 52.0 49,5 = 4,0 -8. J
30 48.0 =?3»0 57, 52,0 = 9o o -19. r
31 42. 37.3 32,0 36.7 10.0 23.8
3? 117.0 105.5 98.0 106,5 19,0 16. £
33 31.0 33,3 35,0 32.7 -4,0 -12.*
34 61.0 60,6 59.0 59.4 2»0 3. -i
.
*5 27,0 29, 8 32.0 29.2 -5.0 = 19, S
36 26,0 23.2 20,0 22,8 6,0 23.1
37 41,0 40.9 40,0 40.1 1.0 2.*
•>n J09.0 113.5 116,0 111,5 -7,0 -6.4
39 103,0 106.0 107,0 104.0 -4,0 -3.V
40 3?,0 32.fi 33.0 32,2 -1,0 -3.1
61 65.0 60,6 55,0 59,4 10.0 15.4
42 49,0 48.4 47.0 47.6 2.0 4.1
164
*3 24.0 26.2 28.0 25.8 -4.0 -16.7
44 2ft. - 27.2 29,0 2b,
8
•2.0 -7. 1
45 77.0 77.2 76.0 75.8 1.0 1.3
4ft 32.0 30.8 29.0 30.2 3.0 9.4
47 104.0 02.3 79.0 90.7 25.0 24.0
48 6«.0 62.1 55,0 60,9 13.0 19.1
4Q 32.0 31.3 30.0 30,7 2.0 6.3
"50 31.0 33. A 36,0 33.2 -5.0 -16.
i
51 40.0 51.5 51.0 49,5 -2.0 -4,1
"? 28.0 25.7 23.0 25,3 5.0 17,9
53 25,0 ?ft.2 27.0 25,8 -2.0 -8.0"
54 92.0 84.3 75.0 82.7 17,0 18.5
55 60.0 56.0 51.0 55.0 9.0 15.0
if. 24.0 27.? 30.0 26,8 -6.0 -25.0
57 84.0 91.3 97.0 89,7 -13.0 -15.5-
53 3O.0 34, A 30.0 34,2 9.0 23.1
59 3?.0 30.3 28.0 29,7 4*0 12.5
*0 108.0 120,6 131.0 118,4 -23."o -21.3
M 224.0 236,7 245.0 232.3 -21.0 -9.~»
62 45.0 44.4 43.0 43.6 2.0 4.*
A3 48,0 46.9 45.0 46.I 3.0 6.3
M 96.0 88, a 80.0 07.2 16.0 16.
r
65 5ft. M.O 45.0 50.0 11.0 19. &
*6 61.0 59,5 57,0 58,5 4.0 6.6
67 24,0 26.7 29.0 26.3 -5.0 -20. »
6B 35.0 35.3 35.0 3*.
7
0.0 0.0
69 32.0 31.8 31,0 31.2 1-0 3.1
TO 53.0 54.0 55,0 53,0 -3.0 -5.8
l 114.0 122.1 128.0 119.9 -14.0 -12."3
•>2 24.0 26.2 29.0 ?5.8 -4.0 -16.?
73 48,0 53.5 58,0 52,5 -10.0 -20."B
74 72,0 ft*. ft 64.0 67,4 8.0 U.l
75 84,0 93.0 102.0 92.1 -18.0 -21.*
76 70.0 75.2 79,0 73,8 -9,0 -12.?
77 7?.0 70. ft 69,0 69,4 4.0 5.0
7fl
, l fe 0.0 lftO.O 157,0 157.0 3.0 1.*
79 20.0 31.3 33,0 30.7 -4.0 -13.8
«0 29.0 31.8 34,0 31.2 -5.0 -17.2
«1 75.0 76.7 77,0 75,3 -2.0 -2.7
*2 30,0 ?«.8 27,0 28,2 3.0 10.0
«3 32.0 34.8 37.0 34,2 -5.0 -15.6
84 29.0 ?7.8 26.0 27.2 3.0 10.3
85 32.0 30.3 28.0 29,7 4*0 12.5
«6 120.0 128.7 135.0 126.3 -15.0 -12.5
07 32.0 2«.3 24.0 27.7 8.0 25.0
»8 63,0 70, ft 77.0 69,4 -14.0 "22. *
P9 37.0 40. 44,0 40.1 -7.0 -IB.*
00 24.0 26.7 29,0 26.3 -5.0 -20.8
"1 6ft, 0,5 52.0 58.5 14.0 21.2
92 23.0 25.7 28.0 25.3 -5.0 -21.7
°3 95.0 04,4 92.0 92.6 3.0 3.2
04 ?ft.O 23.7 21.0 23.3 5.0 19.2
"5 26.0 25,7 25.0 25.3 1.0 3.8
"ft 26.0 ?8.3 30.0 27,7 -4.0 -15.
»
07 26.0 24.2 22.0 23,8 4.0 15.*
op 55.0 61.1 66.0 59.9 -11.0 -20.0
00 43.0 42.4 M.O 41.6 2.0 4.7
lno 03.0 A3.
3
82.0 81.7 1-0 1.?
1M 218.0 10'). 3 177.0 195.7 41.0 18.8
102 43.0 46,0 50,0 46.1 -7.0 -16,3



























































41.0 42, 4 43.0 41.6
44.0 45 o 47,0 45.1
8?,0 A? A 82.0 81.2
4o.O 39 9 39,0 39.1
40. 42 O 45.0 42.1
2?.0 24 2 26.0 23.8
30.0 32 A 35,0 32,2
38.0 37 1 36,0 36,7
28.0 31 A 35,0 31,2
24,0 ?*. 7 29,0 26,3
41.0 43, 4 45.0 42,6
46.0 5l-i 55.0 50.0
29.0 27, A 26.0 27.2
97.0 101, 9 105.0 100.1
30.0 27, A 25.0 27.2
28.0 29, 3 30.0 28.7
28,0 25, 7 23.0 25.3
54,0 *k, 5 54,0 53,5
60.0 5=>. 57,0 t>6„0
3?.0 33, A 35.0 33.2
96.0 89, A 82.0 88.2
26.0 25, 2 24.0 24.8
114.0 114, 5 113.0 112.
5
36.0 35, 1 34.0 34.7
32.0 32. 3 32.0 31.7
3?.0 30. n 29.0 30.2
3?.0 30. A 29.0 30.2
32.0 2*. a 25.0 28.2
42.0 43. 9 45.0 43.1
137.0 155. 4 171.0 152.6
61.0 5*. 48.0 55.0
69.0 76. 7 83.0 75.3
2*.0 ?5 7 25.0 25.3
71.0 ft" 1 66.0 67.9
91.0 85 8 79.0 84.2
22.0 23. 7 25.0 23.3
108.0 95, 4 81.0 93.6
27,0 2A. 8 30.0 £8.2
35,0 31. 3 27,0 30.7
27.0 ?4 7 22.0 24.3
34.0 30 3 26.0 29,7
27.0 2«. 3 29.0 27.7
8*.0 A8. 3 89.0 86.7
1*2.0 15*. 4 168.0 153.6
18.1.0 183. 7 181.0 1A0.3
64.0 *4< ft 64.0 63.4
29.0 2 7 < 8 26,0 27.2
117.0 118, 6 118.0 116.4
45,0 47 4 49.0 46.6
21.0 25 7 23.0 25.3
32.0 32 3 32.0 31.7
56,0 57 ,0 57.0 S6.0
46.0 46 ,9 45,0 46,1
23,0 28 ,3 28.0 27,7
32,0 32 • A 33.0 32.2
81.0 71 ,7 65.0 72.3
25.0 26 ,2 27,0 25,8
2*.0 28 .8 31.0 28,2
108.0 11* ,6 127.0 116.4
67.0 72 ,2 76.0 70,8
























































































































i*s 106,0 119, 6 131.0 117,4 -25.0 '23.6
166 27,0 24,.2 21.0 23.8 6.0 22.2
167 35.0 39, 4 43,0 38.6 -8.0 -22.
V
1*A 71.0 67, 6 63.0 66.4 8.0 11.3
169 184.0 200 A 214.0 197.2 -30.0 -16.3
170 96.0 102 9 108.0 101.1 -12.0 -12.
S
1*1 53.0 ss, 56.0 54.0 -3.0 -5.7
172 40.0 40 9 41,0 40.1 -1.0 -2.5
173 86.0 9? ,3 97.0 90.7 -11. -12. »
1?4 4A.0 53 .5 58.0 S2.5 -10.0 -20.8
ITS 44.0 47 >4 50.0 46*6 -6.0 -13.6
1*6 60,0 54 ,S 49.0 53.5 12.0 20. «
177 2S.0 2S .7 23,0 25.3 5.0 17.*
178 90.0 101 ,4 111.0 99.6 -21.0 -23.3
179 57,0 5« ,0 58.0 57.0 -1.0 -l.B
1«0 117,0 11« 6 119.0 116.4 -1.0 -•9
I'M 47,0 45 4 43.0 44.6 4.0 B«S
1«? 43.0 40, 9 38.0 40.1 5.0 11.6
1*3 29.0 ?«. 3 27.0 27.7 2.0 6."*
1«4 36.0 36 A 37.0 36.2 -1.0 -2.B
IPS 3S.0 31, 3 27.0 30.
7
8.0 22.*
1»»6 261.0 264 ,4 263.0 259.6 -2.0 -,a
1*7 4S.0 50, 54.0 49,0 -9.0 -20.
«
10B 49.0 44. 9 40.0 44.1 9.0 19.4
1»9 36.0 36 ,3 36.0 35.7 0*0 0.0
1«0 54.0 52 5 50.0 51.5 4.0 7.4
I'M 31.0 3-», A 36.0 33.2 -5.0 -16.1
1"2 36.0 35, 3 34.0 34.7 2.0 5.6
1*3 27.0 30 3 33.0 29.7 -6.0 -22.2
1«»4 314.0 292 7 266.0 2«7.3 48.0 15.3
195 38,0 35 3 32.0 34.7 6.0 15.«
1«6 36.0 33 >n 31.0 33.2 5.0 13.*
1«7 27.0 30 .3 33,0 29.7 -6.0 -22.2
lo« 27.0 26 .7 26.0 26.3 1*0 3.7
109 54.0 48 ,4 42.0 47,6 12.0 • 22.2
200 522.0 483 ,o 437,0 475.1 85.0 16.3
?ni 48,0 44 ,o 41.0 44.1 7.0 14.6
2"2 48.0 47 ,o 47.0 47.1 1.0 2.1
203 52.0 54 ,5 56.0 53.5 -4.0 -7.7
204 40.0 39 .9 39.0 39.1 1*0 2.S
20S 32.0 35 >8 39.0 35.2 -7.0 -21.*
2of» 72.0 76 .2 79.0 74.8 -7.0 -9.r
207 333.0 317 ,4 296.0 311.6 37.0 li.i
20A 4a. 45 9 43.0 45.1 5.0 10. •
209 39.0 41 4 43.0 40.6 -4.0 -10.3
210 52.0 51 5 50.0 SO.
5
2.0 3.8
211 32.0 31 a 31.0 31.2 1.0 3.1
212 56,0 51 45.0 50,0 11.0 19.6
213 T64.0 145,,8 125.0 143.2 39.0 23.8
214 55.0 62, 1 68.0 60.9 -13»0 -23.6
215 112.0 120 6 127.0 118.4 -15.0 -13.*
216 36.0 35 A 35.0 35.2 1.0 ?•«
217 27,0 25 7 24.0 25,3 3.0 11.1
218 44.0 46 ,9 49.0 46.1 -5.0 -11.4
219 26.0 28 .A 31.0 28.2 -5.0 -19.2
220 71.0 69 .1 66.0 67.9 5.0 7.0
2?1 116.0 124 .6 131,0 122.4 -15.0 -1?,*
222 53.0 55 ,0 56.0 54.0 -3.0 -5.7
23>3 26.0 27 • A 29.0 27.2 -3.0 -11.3
224 63.0 64 >6 65.0 63.4 -2.0 -3.2
225 30.0 29 • A 29.0 29.2 1*0 3.
J
167
226 38,0 38 ,4 38.0 37. 6 0.0 0.0
??7 26.0 ?«? ? 24.0 24, 8 2.0 7.7
228 40.0 44, 9 49.0 44, 1 -9.0 -22.S
??9 62.0 56, <z 50.0 55, 5 12.0 19.4
2^0 30,0 28, 3
.
26.0 27, 7 4.0 13. •*
2"»1 55.0 57, 5 59,0 56, 5 -4.0 -7.3
2-»? 30.0 27, 2 24,0 26, 8 6,0 20.0
213 30.0 31. fl 33,0 31, 2 -3.0 -10.0
?"»4 32,0 32, A 33.0 32, 2 -1.0 -3.i
?-*s 36.0 32. 8 29.0 32. 2 7t0 19.4-
236 88,0 R6, 8 84.0 85, 2 4.0 4.»
237 24,0 2*. 7 25.0 24, 3 -1.0 -4.2
2"*8 32.0 T4. B 37.0 34, 2 -5.0 -15.6
2"«9 26.0 ?4 2 22,0 23, 8 4.0 15.4
2*0 31,0 33, 3 35,0 32 7 -4.0 -12. *
241 49,0 50, 50,0 49, -1.0 . -2.0
242 49,0 51. 52.0 50 -3.0 -6ii
243 I7*i0 200, 8 220.0 197 2 -42.0 -23.6
244 27.0 27 2 27,0 26 8 0.0 0.0
245 40.0 44 4 48,0 43 6 -8.0 -20.0
24ft 44,0 50 55.0 49 -11.0 -25.0
247 144,0 143 ft, 141,0 141 2 3.0 2."i
248 44.0 48 9 53.0 48 1 -9.0 -20.5'
249 56,0 52, 5 48.0 51 5 8.0 14.3
250 32,0 T6 3 40.0 35 7 -8.0 -25»0
2"! 26,0 27 8 29.0 27, 2 -3.0 -11.5
2*2 27.0 24 7 22.0 24 3 5«0 18.5
2*3 36,0 37 8 39.0 37 2 -3.0 -8.3
2*4 30.0 31. a 33.0 31 2 -3»0 -io«o
2*5 72.0 72 7 72.0 71, 3 0.0 0.0
2*6 40.0 37 .3 34*0 36 ,7 6.0 15.0
2*7 24.0 2* 7 27.0 25 3 -3*0 "12«5
2*8 30.0 31. 3 32.0 30 ,7 -2«0 -6«r
?59 32.0 35 .3 38.0 34 ,7 -6«0 -18.7
2*0 4fl.O 52 55.0 51 .0 -7.0 -u«*
2*1 3?,0 34 A 37.0 34 >2 -5.0 -IS."
26? 64,0 64 6 64.0 63 ,4 0.0 0.0
263 34.0 31 .fi 29.0 3: ,Z 5.0 14.7
?64 2fl.0 ?8 .8 29.0 28 .2 -1*0 .3.6
?A5 52.0 *,? 51.0 51 1.0 1.*
266 52.0 52 51.0 51 l«0 \*t
267 96.0 106 114.0 1U4 .0 -18*0 -18.7
26B H2.0 116 6 119.0 114 .4 -7.0 -6.3
269 40^0 39. 4 38.0 33 6 2?0 5.6
27Q 64.0 61 6 58.0 60 .4 6.0 9.4
271 24.0 ?6 7 29.0 26 .3 -5.0 -20-8
2'2 44,0 41 9 39,0 41 -1 5«.0 Us*
?73 26.0 29 3 32.0 28 .7 -6.0 -23.1
274 61.0 66 6 71.0 6* .4 -10« -16.4
275 26.0 27 .2 28.0 26 .8 -2.0 -7.7
276 29,0 31 .8 34,0 31 .2 -5.0 -17.2
277 169.0 160 ,5 149.0 157 ,5 20.0 11.8
278 210.0 189 .7 166.0 186 • 3 44.0 21.0
279 64.0 60 .6 56.0 59 .4 8.0 12.5
2«0 52.0 52 51.0 51 .0 1.0 1.?
2«>1 28,0 27 ,2 26.0 26 • 8 2.0 7.1
2«2 32,0 33 • 8 35.0 33 ,2 -3.0 -9.4
2 n 3 72.0 77 ,7 82.0 76 3 -10.0 -13.*
2*4 32,0 29 .3 26.0 28 ,7 6*0 18-7
? fi 5 85.0 94 >4 102.0 92 .6 -17.0 -20.
«
































































192.0 172.6 150.0 169.4
32.0 33,3 34.0 32.7
24.0 ?6.? 28.0 ?5,8




32.0 34,3 36.0 33.7
24,0 25.7 27,0 25.3
7?.0 65.1 57,0 63.9
57.0 64.6 71.0 63.4
46.0 4fl,4 50,0 47,6
30.0 ?«.3 26.0 27,7
40.0 39.9 39.0 39.1
90.0 93.9 96.0 92,1
50.0 «;4.5 58.0 S3.
5
55.0 51.5 47.0 50.5
90. pft.R 86,0 87,2
42.0 46.9 51,0 46,1
33.0 32. ft 32,0 32.2
7?,0 64.1 55.0 62.9
31.0 33.3 35,0 32.7
105,0 105.0 109.0 106.0
26.0 23.? ?0.0 22.8
180.0 182.2 181,0 178,8
204.0 193.8 180.0 190,2
89.0 80.2 70.0 78.8
3?,0 35. ft 39,0 35.2
6ft. 68.1 67,0 66.9
32.0 ?8.3 24.0 27.7
56,0 61.6 66.0 60.4
33.0 35.3 37,0 34.7
96.0 103.4 109.0 101.6
39,0 41.4 43.0 40,6
64,0 72.2 79,0 70,8
106.0 113.0 118.0 111.0
26.0 29.3 32.0 ?8.7
204.0 230.1 252.0 225.9
221.0 236.7 248,0 232.3
7?.0 64.6 56,0 63,4




5?,0 48,9 45,0 48.1
80.0 P2.3 83.0 80.7
33.0 34.fi 36.0 34.2
128,0 130.7 131.0 128.3
3ft, 34.8 33.0 34.2
84.0 80.? 75.0 78.8
40.0 41.9 43.0 41.1
34.0 36.3 39.0 35.7
47.0 50.5 53.0 49.5
lSft.O 174.6 158.0 171.4
26.0 27. ft 29,0 27.2
45.0 48.9 52.0 48.1
22«.0 203.4 175,0 199,6
272.0 245.2 214,0 240,8
1*4.0 141. ft 137.0 139.2




60.0 65.1 69.0 63.9
44.0 41 .9 39.0 41.1
80.0 B5.3 89.0 83,7


























































































































































































13?. 125.1 116.0 122.9
55.0 50.0 44.0 49.0




27.0 24,7 22.0 24,3
36,0 40,4 44,0 39,6
36.0 32.8 29.0 32.2
4^.0 46.9 48.0 46,1
67,0 62.1 56.0 60.9
28,0 ?9.3 30.0 2B.7
71,0 65.6 59.0 64.4
30,0 31.3 32.0 30,7
3?,0 31.8 31,0 31.2




28.0 27.2 26.0 26.8
56,0 53.0 49,0 52.0
40,0 37.3 34.0 36,7
40.0 43.9 47.0 43.1
32.0 35.3 38.0 34.7
120.0 116.1 110.0 113,9
36.0 38,9 41,0 38.I
3?,0 33.3 34,0 32,7
48.0 44.4 40.0 43.6
36.0 33.3 30,0 32.7
52.0 50.5 48.0 49.5
32.0 29.8 27.0 29,2
3?.0 31.8 31.0 31.2
48.0 53.0 57,0 52.0
48,0 48,9 49.0 48.1
48.0 48. t 49.0 48.1
24.0 25.2 26.0 24.8
24.0 26.2 2B.0 25.8
4?.0 45.9 49.0 45.1
2?.0 24.7 27.0 24.3




56,0 59. <5 62,0 ^8.5
80.0 74.2 67.0 72.8
40.0 35.3 30.0 J4.7
28.0 26.7 25.0 ?6.3
42.0 • 42.4 42.0 41.6
27.0 23.7 20.0 23.3
40.0 43.9 47.0 43.1
41.0 40.4 39.0 39,6
24.0 26.7 29.0 26.3
395.0 374.9 348.0 368,1
108. 121.1 132.0 118.9
36.0 35.8 35.0 3^.2
36.0 36.3 36.0 35.7
934,0 1036.=; 1120. 1017.5
278.0 304.3 325.0 298.7
66.0 69.1 71.0 «>f.9
104,0 08,9 92.0 97.1
40.0 36.8 33.0 36,2
25.0 26.2 27.0 25.8
33.0 3*. 33.0 35.2
596.0 664.1 '20.0 6*; 1.9
132.0 134,7 135.0 132.3
28.0 30.3 32,0 29.7
























































































































4H9 81.0 88,8 95,0 87.2 -14.0













415 27,0 26.? 25.0 25.8 2.0
416 160.0 143.8 125.0 141.2 35.0
417 61.0 66.6 71,0 65.4 -10.0
41ft 162.0 165.5 166.0 162.5 -4.0
410 40,0 3^.3 34,0 36.7 6.0
420 36.0 34.8 33,0 34.2 3.0
431 22.0 24.? 26.0 23.8 -4.0
422 36.0 33.3 30,0 32.7 6.0
4?3 25.0 27,2 29,0 26.8 -4.0
494 992.0 991.6 973.0 973.4 19.0
425 231.0 241.2 247,0 236.8 -16.0
426 124.0 109.5 93.0 107,5 31.0
4?7 25.0 26.2 27.0 25.8 -2.0
45>R 313.0 340.1 361,0 333.9 -48.0
429 9?,0 «1,7 70.0 80.3 22.0
430 30.0 27.8 25.0 27.2 5.0
431 3*.0 36.8 39.0 36.2 -3.0
41? &1.0 62.1 62.0 60.9 -1.0
433 43.0 44,4 45.0 43.6 -2.0
4"*4 228.0 220.5 209.0 216.5 19.0
4-»5 43.0 45.9 48.0 45.1 -5.0
4"»(S 27.0 29.3 31.0 28,7 -4.0
437 27.0 29.3 31.0 28.7 -4*0
438 141,0 141.8 140,0 139,2 1*0
439 79,0 88.8 97,0 87.2 . -18.0
440 93.0 92,3 90.0 90.7 3.0
441 169,0 156,9 142.0 1S4.1 27.0
44? 41.0 44.9 48,0 44.1 -7.0
443 68.0 69.1 69.0 67.9 -1.0
444 79.0 88.8 97.0 87.2 -18.0
445 48,0 43.9 39.0 43,1 9.0
446 43.0 40.9 38.0 40.1 5.0
447 24.0 26.7 29.0 26.3 -5.0
448 40.0 42,9 45.0 42.1 -5.0
4-4 9 31.0 30,3 29.0 29,7 2.0
4*0 56,0 51.0 45.0 50.0 11.0
4*1 33.0 34.3 35.0 33.7 -2.0
4*2 88.0 83.8 78.0 82,2 10.0
4*3 4?,0 46.9 51.0 46.1 -9.0
4*4 34.0 37.8 41,0 37.2 -7.0
4** 340.0 307,3 269,0 301.7 71.0
4*6 136.0 140.3 142.0 137.7 -6.0
4*7 112.0 119.6 125.0 117.4 -13.0
4*8 56.0 . 61.
i
65.0 59,9 -9.0
4*Q 2a. 31.3 34,0 30.7 -6.0
4*0 35.0 36.3 37,0 35.7 -2.0
461 1024.0 956.8 872.0 939.2 152.0
462 152.0 138.8 123.0 136,2 29.0
463 104.0 98.9 92.0 97,1 12.0




4*6 sn.o 60.0 61,0 59,0 -3.0
4A7 135.0 137.8 138.0 U5.2 -3.0
468 1240.0 1127,3 994.0 110b,
7
246.0






























































470 48.0 SI. ft 57.0 52.0 -9.0 -18.7
4T1 84,0 87,3 89,0 85.7 -5.0 -6,0
47? 25,0 23.7 22,0 0.3 3.0 12.0
473 76,0 7<J,? 81,0 77.8 -5.0 -6.6
474 25.0 ?**.? 25.0 24,8 0,0 0.0
475 103.0 102,9 101.0 101.1 2.0 1.*
47ft 2?,0 ?3.7 25.0 23.3 -3.0 -13.6
477 78,0 7«.7 78.0 77.3 0.0 0.0
.478 261.0 ?61.9 258.0 257,1 3.0 1.1
479 55.0 60.0 64.0 59.0 -9.0 -16."*
4»0 7?,0 7<».? 85.0 77,8 -13.0 -18.1
4«1 23.0 ?4.7 26,0 24,3 -3.0 -13.0
4»? 315.0 3??.
5
324,0 3lb,5 -9.0 -2.*
483 79.0 74.7 69.0 73.3 10.0 12.7
4«4 65,0 62.1 - 58.0 60,9 7.0 10«»
485 70.0 64.1 57,0 62.9 13.0 1B.6
406 31.0 3?.
3
33.0 31.7 -2.0 -6.5
4«7 49.0 54,5 59,0 53.5 -10.0 -20.*
488 28.0 29,3 30.0 28,7 -2.0 -7.1
4»9 21.0 ?3.2 25.0 22.8 -4.0 -19.6
490 49.0 46.9 44,0 46,1 5.0 10.2
49J 3l.O 28.3 25,0 27.7 6.0 19."*-
4°? 40.0 35.8 31.0 35,2 9.0 22.5
493 - 726,0 7?fl.6 702.0 70 7,4 24.0 3.
J
494 31?. 279.1 241,0 273.9 71.0 22.*
405 56.0 57.0 57,0 56,0 -1.0 •1.8
496 154,0 147.9 139,0 145,1 15.0 9.7
497 27.0 ?7.2 27.0 26,8 0.0 0,6
ion ?97o.O ?797.6 2574.0 2746.4 396.0 13. J
409 330.0 363.8 J9J.0 357.2 -61»0 -18.5
5oo 318.0 351.? 378.0 344.8 -60*0 -18. V
501 8.1.0 95.4 101.0 93.6 -13.0 -14,8
5o? 88.0 9?. 95.0 90.7 -7«0 -3.6
5n3 89.0 84.8 79.0 83.2 10«0 11.2
5fl4 31,0 31.3 31.0 30.7 0«0 0.6
505 5fl,0 50.0 49.0 49.0 1*0 2.0
506 38.0 34.3 30.0 33.7 0.0 21.1
507 11?. 117.6 121.0 115.4 -9-0 -9.6
50ft 2O.0 27.2 26.0 26.8 2»0 7.1
509 3?.0 33.3 34.0 32.7 -2«0 -6-3
5V0 3?.0 ?8,8 25.0 28.
2
7.0 21»?
5f 1 3?.0 36*3 40.0 35.7 -8-0 '25.0
51? 3?.0 33.3 34.0 32.7 -2.0 -6.3
513 60.0 61.6 62.0 60.4 -2»0 -3.
514 168.0 153.9 137,0 151.1 31« 18.5
515 68.0 70.1 71.0 6H.9 -3.0 -4.»-
516 30.0 28.3 26.0 27,7 4.0 13«3
517 65,0 60.0 54.0 59.0 11« 16.?
518 111.0 112. Ul.O 110.0 0.0 0.0
519 4ft. 53.0 57.0 52.0 -9.0 -18.7
5?0 90. 88,8 86,0 87.2 4,0 4,*
5?1 31,0 30.3 29,0 29.7 2,0 6.5
5?i? 36,0 35.3 -34,0 34.
7
2,0 5.6
5?3 31.0 28.8 26.0 28.2 5,0 16.1
5?4 28.0 ?9.3 30.0 2H.7 -2.0 -7.1
5?5 13?. 14?.
8
151.0 140.2 -19.0 -14.4
5?6 36,0 36.8 37.0 36.2 -1.0 -?.B
537 154.0 174.6 19?. 171,4 -38,0 -24.7
5?8 24.0 ?5.? 26.0 24,8 -2.0 -8.3
5?9 24,0 25,7 27,0 25,3 -3.0 -12.3
530 292.0 291.2 285. 285,8 7,0 2^
AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN 01S. FREQ. « 10.5
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE 12^2
ROOT mean SQUARE ERROR '= 28.05

































RAW CHl-SOUARE = 467.501 WITH 533 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE a •2.05T
173
cut-off value = loo.ooo (GLATDS vs Employee Survey, Zone-Tract)
THERE ARE in? PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
? RY K CONTINGENCY TAR|_E
HOMF-INTF.RVIEW TOTAL » ?6B58
OTHFR SURVEY TOTAL = 27146
PAIR NO. H-I ORS, H-l EXP. 0-5 ORS, O-S EXP. OBS.DIEF Pc[,oir\
1 98,0 110.4 124,0 111.6 •26 .0 -26.
&
2 104.0 114.9 127.0 116. 1 -23,0 "22.1
3 97.0 104.4 H3.0 105,6 -16*0 '16.
i
4 Tl7.0 131. A 148.0 133.2 -31.0 -26.5
5 109,0 10?. ^6.0 103.0 13.0 11»9
6 103.0 97.
S
93.0 98.5 10.0 9.7
7 104.0 126.0 151.0 1<*8,2 -47, -4S.2
8 9?,0 10*.
9
127.0 H0.1 -35,0 -38.0
84.O 9?.S 102.0 93.5 -18«0 "21«4
10 100. 10^9 107.0 108.1 1*0 .9H 224.0 22*.
3
<!35.0 230,7 -11« -4.*
i? 114.0 116.9 121.0 118.1 -7.0 -6.1
13 l6o.n 144.7 131.0 14&.3 29« ib»i
14 120,0 113,9 109,0 115.1 11« 9»<i
1~S 95.0 10". 106,0 101.0 -11.0 "11,6
16 ?1«.0 ?on.9 186.0 203.1 32.0 14.7
17 114.0 102.9 93.0 104,1 21.0 IB.*
IB 137.0 130.3 125.0 131.7 12.0 8.8
19 69.0 04,0 100.0 85.0 -31.0 -44.9
?0 91.0 109, 130.0 111.1 -39.0 "42,9
?1 100,0 124,8 143,0 126.2 -35.0 -32.4
?2 142.0 148.7 157,0 150.3 -15.0 -10.6
?3 183.0 177.1 173.0 178.9 10.0 5»S
?4 117.0 118.9 122.0 120.1 -5.0 -4, J
?5 lOfl.O 114.4 122.0 115.6 -14.0 "13.0
?6 106.0 102.0 99,0 103.0 7.0 6.6
?7 184,0 199.9 218.0 202.1 -34.0 -18.3
?b 117.0 103.9 92.0 105.1 25.0 21.4
?9 261,0 ?47.7 237,0 250.3 24,0 9.2.
•'o 314.0 299.4 209. 302.6 26,0 8.3
*1 52?. 458.0 •199,0 463.0 123,0 23.6V 333.0 35?.
6
376,0 356.4 -43,0 -12.9
•^3 164.0 169, ft 177,0 171.4 -13.0 -7.9
"»4 ll?.0 110.9 m.o 112.1 1.0 .9
35 116.0 14?,? 170.0 143.8 -54.0 -46.6
-*6 179,0 167,1 158,0 168.9 20.0 11. <J
37 144,0 160.1 178,0 161.9 -34.0 -23.6
38 11?, 106,4 102,0 1U7.6 10.0 9.9
79 169.0 153,7 140.0 155.3 29,0 17.^
40 210.0 190.9 l''0.0 2U1.1 20.0 9,5
41 19?, 190.5 191.0 192.5 1.0 .s
4? 105. 10*.
4
107,0 106.6 -2.0 -1.9
174
43 1*0.0 1 - * . 4 219.0 200.6 -39.0 -21.
144 204.0 ?-'.« 244.0 225.2 -40.0 "19.645 106.0 = i.O «3.0 95.0 23.0 21./
R.J
46 204.0 ! = * . 5 187.0 196.5 17.047 221.0 ? • i , 4 204.0 213.6 17.0 7.7
-7.0
48 128.0 1?1.8 137.0 133.2 -9.0



























-33.3*5 395.0 3^.1 313.0 355,9 82.0 20.8*6 108,0 111.9 117,0 113.1 -9.0 -8.3
=57 934.0 1 T 1 .
3
1220,0 1082,7 -286.0 "30.&^8 "278.0 2-9.2 203.0 2*1.8 75.0 27.059 104,0 00,5 96.0 100.5 8.0 7."/
A0 596.0 7?6.7 025. 714,3 -229.0 -38.4
ft] 132.0 1 ? 6 . 9 83.0 108.1 49.0 37.1
*2 258,0 ?3i,4 334,0 297,6 -76.0 -29.S
A3 1&0.0 1 T 3.6 189.0 1?5.4 -29.0 -18.1
64 162.0 150.7 1*1.0 152,3 21.0 13.0
65 99?, «??.! 661.0 830.9 331.0 33.*
66 231.0 260.1 292.0 262.9 -61.0 -26.*
67 124.0 134.5 1*7.0 136.2 -23.0 "13. 5
68 313.0 3 1 1 . .1 *33,0 375.0 -120.0 -38.
J
69 228.0 lfn.0 134,0 182.0 94.0 41.2
70 1*1.0 114.9 °0.0 116.1 51.0 36.2
71 93.0 106.9 122.0 108,1 -29.0 -31.2.
7 2 169.0 1*8.7 130.0 150,3 39.0 23.1
73 7o. OO.O 102.0 91.0 -23.0 -29. 1
74 340.0 ?Q-),9 263.0 303.1 77.0 22.6
75 136.0 151.7 169,0 153.3 -33.0 -24. -i
76 H2.0 9(1.0 69,0 91.0 43.0 38,"*
77 1024,0 1011,7 1165,0 1100.3 -141.0 -13.8
78 152.0 1M.6 173.0 163.4 -21.0 -13.8
79 104.0 120.4 138,0 121.6 -34.0 -32.7
"0 2303.0 2407.? 2698,0 2513.8 -395.0 -17.2
9
1 331.0 2 = A .0 244.0 289,0 B7.0 26.
-
4
"2 135.0 135.8 138.0 137.2 -3.0 -2.2
«3 12*0.0 97?.
3
H5.0 982,7 525.0 *2.J
04 168.0 144.2 122.0 1*5,8 46.0 27.*
«5 103.0 0^.5 97,0 100,5 6.0 5.»
"6 261.0 241 .7 225.0 244,3 36.0 13.8
"7 315.0 366.0 *21.0 370,0 -106.0 -33./
«8 726.0 7 1 4 . 7 711.0 722,3 15.0 . z.i
«9 312,0 ? '-) 4 , 281.0 298.1 31.0 9.9
«0 1^4.0 175.6 199.0 177.4 -45.0 "29.2
°1 2970.0 2927.8 2917,0 2959,2 53.0 1.8
«2 330.0 375.0 *24.0 379.0 -94.0 -28.3
"3 318.0 3ni.0 443,0 385,0 -130.0 "*0.9
94 8R.0 95.0 103.0 96,0 -15.0 -17.0
"5 B8.0 105.9 125.0 107,1 -37.0 -4?.0
96 112.0 10 2.0 93.0 103.0 19.0 17.0
97 168.0 136,8 107,0 138.2 61.0 36.3
on 111.0 102.0 94.0 103.0 17.0 15. •»
09 132.0 113.4 96.0 11*.
6
36.0 27.3
100 154.0 128,3 104.0 129.7 50.0 32.3
111 29?, 30 0.9 313.0 304,1 -21.0 -7.2
112 200.0 216.3 235.0 218,7 -35.0 -17.5
175
AveofifiE DIFFERENCE IN 0»S. FREO. a 50.9
aVFDft^E PERCENTAGE DIFFFRENCE 20.2
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR a 92.98
T-VALUE FOR P4IRE0 COMPARISON a -,3J
RAW CHI-SOUARE a 739.30V WITH 101 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE a 24.27<5
176
cut-off value = 50.000 . (GLATDS vs Employee Survey, Zone-Tract)
THF^F ARE 255 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
> PV K CONTINGENCY TABLE
HOMF-IMTEP.VIEW TOTAL a 36853
OTHFR SURVEY TOTAL = 36939
PAIR NO , H-I OP.S, M -I EXP, •S OfjS. O-S EXP, OBS.DIFF pcr.oi
1 69,0 73.9 79.0 74.1 -10.0 "14.
2 90.0 90.4 91.0 90.6 -1.0 -1.
3 60.0 61.4 63.0 61.6 "3.0 -5.
4 68,0 57.4 47,0 57„6 21.0 30.
5 58.0 48.4 39,0 - 48,6 19. 32.
6 9?.0 78.9 66.0 79,1 26«0 28.
7 48.
o"
50.9 54.0 51.1 -6.0 -12.
P 98.0 110.9 124,0 111.1 -26.0 '26.
9 104.0 11*5.4 127,0 115.6 -23.0 "22«
ro 97,0 104.9 113.0 105,1 -16.0 "16.
ii 117,0 132.3 143.0 132.7 -31»0 "25.
12 6i ,0 61.9 63.0 62.1 -2*0 -3«
i"3 109.0 102.4 96.0 102,6 13.0 11.
1~4 103.0 97.9 93,0 98,1 10»0 9.
IS 65.0 64,9 65.0 65,1 0.0 0«
it, 77,0 no.
9
85.0 81. 1 -8.0 -10.
17 104,0 127.4 151.0 127,6 -47,0 -45.
va 68.0 58.9 50.0 59.1 18.0 26.
19 49.0 54.9 61.0 55.1 -12.0 -24.
20 92.0 109.4 127,0 109,6 -35.0 -33.
?1 6fl.O 55.4 51,0 55.6 9.0 15.
2? 84.0 92.9 102.0 93.1 -18.0 "21
1
?1 108,0 107,4 107.0 107.6 1.0
24 224.0 229.2 235.0 229.8 -11.0 -4.
?5 48.0 51.9 56.0 52. i -8.0 "16.
96 96,0 94.4 93.0 94,6 3.0 3»
27 56.0 49.4 43.0. 49.6 13.0 23«
2R 61.0 58.9 57.0 S9»l 4.0 6.
?9 52.0 53.4 55.0 53.6 -3.0 -5.
30 114,0 117.4 121,0 117.6 -7.0 -6.
31 48,0 54,9 62.0 55.1 -14.0 -29.
•*2 72.0 80.9 90.0 81.1 -18.0 -25.
33 84,0 72,9 62.0 73.1 22«0 26.
*4 70.0 79.4 89.0 79,6 -19.0 -27.
**5 72.0 61.4 51,0 61,6 21.0 29.
36 1 6 0,0 145.3 131.0 145,7 29.0 18.
37 7«5.0 84.4 94,0 8*,
6
-19.0 -25.
•JR 120.0 114.4 109.0 11*. 11. 9.
•"? 63.0 63.9 65,0 6*.l -2.0 -3.
40 66,0 64,4 63.0 64,6 3.0 4.
41 95.0 100.4 106,0 1"0,6 -nio -11.
42 55.0 50,9 47,0 51,1 8.0 14.
177
43 83.0 89,9 97,0 90,1 -14.0
44 ?m,o 201.8 186,0 202,2 32.0
45 9ft, 78.9 62,0 79,1 34.0
4ft 82.0 79.4 77,0 79.6 5.0
47 97,0 84,4 72.0 84,6 25.0
Aft 54.0 55.9 58,0 56,1 -4.0
4Q 60.0 55.9 52,0 56.1 8*0
50 96.0 93.9 92,0 94.1 4.0M 114,0 103,4 93,0 103,6 21.0
"?. 137.0 130.8 125.0 131.2 12.0
53 63.O 60.4 58.0 60.6 5.0
54 60,0 84,4 100,0 84,6 -31.0
55 71.0 76.9 83.0
"
77,1 -12.0
*6 9] .0 110,4 130.0 110,6 -39.0
c.7 103.0 125.4 U3.0 125.6 -35.0
^8 flft.O 79,9 74,0 80.1 12.0
59 1^2.0 149.3 157,0 149,7 -15e0
60 163.0 177.8 173,0 178,2 10.0
"•1 64.O 70.4 77,0 70,6 -13.0
62 117.0 110.4 122.0 119,6 -5.0
63 45.0 53.4 62.0 ' 53,6 -17.0
64 56.0 61.4 67.0 61.6 -lltO
65 81 .0 74,4 6ft. 74,6 13.0
6ft 1 8 . 114,9 122.0 115.1 -14,0
67 67,0 72,4 78,0 72.6 -nio
68 1 ft . 102,4 99.0 102.6 7,0
69 7 1.0 65,9 61,0 66.1 10.0
'o 184,0 20n,8 218.0 201,2 -34.0
71 96.0 92,4 89.0 92,6 7.0
->?. 5n.O 54,9 57.0 55.1 »4.0
73 86,0 82.4 79,0 82.6 7.0
74 48,0 49,9 52,0 50,1 -4.0
75 60.0 61.4 63,0 61,6 -3.0
7ft 9,1,0 73.4 57,0 73,6 33.0
77 57,0 6 a ,4 80,0 68,6 -23.0
78 117.0 104.4 92,0 1U4.6 25.0
79 47,0 53.9 61.0 54.1 -14.0
«0 2M.0 248.7 237,0 249,3 24.0
"1 54,0 47,4 41.0 47.6 13.0
«2 36.0 42.9 50.0 43.1 -14.0
83 314,(1 300.6 288.0 301,4 26.0
84 54,0 55.9 58,0 56.1 -4.0
85 52?, 460.0 399,0 461,0 123.0
aft 48,0 51.9 56,0 52.1 . -8,0
«7 4«,0 52.9 58,0 53.1 -toio
Oft -2,0 4 8.9 46,0 49.1 6.0
A9 - 7?,o 79,9 88.0 80.1 -16.0
00 333,0 354.1 376,0 3^4,9 -43.0
Ol 5?.0 50.4 67,0 59,6 -15.0
"? 56.0 50,9 46.0 51.1 10.0
03 16 4,0 170.3 177,0 170.7 -13.0
04 o'i.O 54.9 55.0 55.1 0.0
°5 112.0 111.4 111.0 111.6 1.0
Oft 71.0 82.4 94,0 82.6 -23.0
97 116.0 142,8 170,0 143,2 -54.0
°8 5^,0 50. 49,0 51.1 4.0
09 63.0 56.9 51.0 57.1 12.0
mo 6P.0 61.4 61.0 61.6 1«0
mi •;^.o 54,4 54,0 54,6 1.0
m? 80. 77.9 68.0 78,1 20.0





























































































































































































































































158.0 168.2 20.0 11. *
178.0 161.2 -34.0 -23.6
51.0 53.6 5.0 <»."*
62.0 67.1 10.0 13.*
81.0 72.6 -17.0 -26.6
75.0 63.6 -23.0 -44.2
75.0 63.6 -23.0 -44.2
94.0 95.1 2.0 2.1
102.0 107,1 10.0 8,»
51.0 45.6 -11.0 -27. S
43,0 53.6 21*0 32.B
66.0 63.6 -5.0 -8.2-
140.0 154.7 29.0 17.2
19Q.0 200.2 20.0 9.3
70.0 67,1 -6.0 -9,4
50.0 51.1 2.0 3."§
53.0 62.6 19.0 26.*
85.0 85.1 0.0 0.0
50.0 67.1 34.0 40,5''




40.0 48.6 17io 29,'i*
52,0 49.1 -6.0 -13.0
80,0 85.1 10.0 11,1
42.0" 46,1 8.0 16,0
49,0 52.1 6.0 10,?
80,0 85.1 10.0 ll.l
55,0 48,6 -13,0 -31,0
74,0 73,1 -2,0 -2.8
107,0 106,1 -2.0 -1.9
219,0 199,7 -39,0 -21.
7
244,0 224,3 -40.0 -19i&'
77,0 83,1 12.0 13."*
71.0 69,6 -3.0 -4.*'
40.0 4S.1 16.0 23.6
84.0 90.1 12.0 12. *
54.0 59.1 10.0 15.6
83,0 94.6 23.0 21. f
187.0 195.7 17.0 8.J-
204,0 212,7 17,0 7,'
70.0 71.1 2.0 2,8
75,0 77,6 5,0 "
'
6,;j
57,0 54,6 -5,0 -9.6
78.0 79.1 2.0 2.5
137,0 132.7 -9,0 -7,0
60.0 72.1 24.0 28.6
55,0 51.1 -8.0 -17.0
223,0 2U5.7 -35.0 -13.6
174,0 201.2 54.0 23,
r
225.0 248.8 47.0 17.3
184,0 164.2 -40.0 -27.8
72.0 74.1 4.0 5.J
42,0 51.1 18.0 30.0
69,0 74.6 11.0 13.8
53.0 54.6 3.0 5,»
113. 122.6 19.0 14.*-
41.0 48.I 14.0 25.
S
56.0 65.6 19.0 25.J
63.0 54,1 -18.0 -40*0
86.0 76.6 -19.0 -23. *
91.0 81.1 -?0«0 -28.2
179
1*5 56,0 60.9 66.0 61.1 -10 .0 -17.?
1*6 120.0 139,8 160,0 1*0,2 -*0 .0 -33.3
1*7 52.0 51.4 51.0 51.6 1 • l.*
1*8 48.0 48.9 50.0 *9,l -2 .0 -4.2
1*9 48,0 53.9 60.0 S*.l -12 .0 -25.0
1*0 56.0 49.9 44,0 50,1 12 • 21«»
I'M Bo.O 64.9 50.0 65,1 30 .0 37.5
1*2 40.0 46.9 54.0 *7.1 -1* >0 -35.0
1T3 41.0 46.4 . 52.0 46.6 -11 • -26.»
174 39S.0 353.6 313,0 354,4 82 .0 20.8
l^S 108,0 112.4 U7. U2.6 -9 .0 -8."3
176 934.0 1075.7 1220.0 107B.3 -286 >0 -30.6
1^7 27O.0 240,2 203,0 240.8 75 .0 27.0
1?8 66.0 60.9 56.0 6l.l ' 10 «0 15.2
179 104.0 99.9 96.0 100.1 8 7.7
1«0 596.0 709,7 »25.0 711.
3
-229 -39.*
1»1 132.0 107.4 83,0 107,6 ' 49 Q 37.1
1*2 61. 81,4 82,0 81.6 -1 -1.2
1«3 60.0 «?9.9 60.0 60.1 0.0
184 258.0 295.7 334,0 296,3 -76 • c -29. S-
1«5 79.0 83.4 88.0 83.6 -9 -11 ,4-
186 1*0.0 174.3 189.0 1?*.
7
-29, -18.1
1«7 61,0 63,9 67,0 6*.l -6. -9.8
1«8 162.0 151.3 1*1.0 151.7 21< 13.0
1«9 99?,0 825.5 661,0 ' 827.5 331 33.4
190 231.0 261.2 292,0 261.8 -61< -26.*'
191 124,0 135.3 1*7,0
'
135,7 -23. -18. *
192 313.9 372,6 *33,0 373,4 -120. -39.3
193 92.6 73.4 55,0 73,6 37 40.2
1«4 61.0 58,9 57,0 59,1 4. 6.6
1<»5 228.0 180.8 134,0 181,2 94, *1.2
19ft 43.0 SO.
4
58,0 50,6 -15. -34,*
1"7 1*1.0 115.4 90,0 115.6 51 36.2
10R 79.0 63.9 49,0 64.1 30 3a.
1°9 93.0 107.4 122.0 107,6 -29. -31.2
2"0 169.0 149.3 130,0 149,7 39. 23.1
2H 68.0 60.9 54,0 61.1 1* 20.6
2i2 79. 90.4 102,0 90.6 -23 -29.1
203 *8,0 50.9 54,0 51.1 -6 "12.
>
214 43,0 46.4 50.0 *6.6 -7 -16.3
205 56,0 53,4 51,0 q3.6 5 9.*
206 88,0 02,4 77,0 82.6. n< 12. a
207 3*0.0 301.1 263.0 301,9 77. 22.6
208 136,0 152.3 169,0 152.7 -33, -24.3
209 H2.0 90.4 69,0 90,6 43, 38.*'
210 56,0 58,4 61.0 b'J.6 -5. -8.*
211 1024.0 1093.2 1165.0 109b,
8
-141. -13.8
212 152.0 162,3 173,0 162,7 -21, -13.8
2T3 104.0 120.9 139.0 121,1 -34, -32,7
214 2303.0 2497.6 2698.0 2503.4 -395. -17,2
215 331.0 287,2 244,0 287.3 87, 26.3
2*6 58.0 52,4 *7,0 52,6 11. 19.0
217 135.0 136.3 138,0 136.7 -3. -2.2
2f8 12*0.0 976.4 '15.0 978.6 525. 42.3
219 168,0 144.8 122.0 1*5,2 46. 27.4
2!>0 84.0 68.4 53.0 ftS-6 31. 36.*
2?1 76,0 86.9 98.0 87,1 -22. -28.*
2?2 103.0 99,9 97.0 100.1 6. 5.8
2?3 78.0 70,4 63.0 70.6 15, 19.2
2?4 261.0 242.7 225.0 2*3,3 36. 13.
»
































72.0 B5.4 99.0 85.6
315.0 367,6 421,0 368,4
79.0 ftl.4 84,0 ftl.6
65.0 65.4 72.0 68.6
70.0 59.9 50.0 60.1
49.0 60.4 72.0 60.6
726.0 717.7 Ml.O 719,3
31?. 296.2 2ai.o 296.8
56,0 54,9 54.0 S5.1
154.0 176.3 199.0 176.7
97o,0 2940.1 2*17.0 2946,9
330,0 376,6 424,0 377,4
31A.0 382,6 448,0 383.4
8ft. 95,4 103.0 95.6
88,0 106.4 125.0 106.
6
89.0- 79,4 70.0 79,6
5o,0 50.9 S2.0 51.1
112.0 102.4 93.0 102.6
60.0 68.4 77.0 68.6
16ft, 137.3 107.0 137,7
6ft. "67.9 68.0 68.1
65.0 61.4 58,0 61,6
111.0 102.4 94,0 102,6
90,0 92.4 95,0 92,6
132,0 113.9 96,0 114,1
154,0 128.8 104,0 129,2
292.0 302.1 313.0 302,9
4fl,0 61,9 64,0 62,1





































































AVERAGE DTFTEBFNCF: TN DRS, FREQ. = 27.1
average percentage difference = 18,6
root mean square e"ror « 59.73
t-v«lue for paired comparison * -.09
RAW CHI-SOUARE = 966.436 WITH 254 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE 21.448
181
cut-off value * 25.ooo (GLATDS vs Employee Survey, Zone-Tract)
THE&E ARE 54? PATRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
? BY K CONTINGENCY TABLE
HOMF-INTERVIEW TOTAL » 46105
OTHrR SURVEY TOTAL a 45794
"AIR NO . H-I OBS. H-•I EXP, 0-•S OBS. O-S EXP. OBS.OIFF RCr.oIFFi
1 27.0 25.6 24.0 25.* 3.0 l\\\
2 26.0 29.1 32.0 <ea,9 -6.0 "23.1
3 25.0 20.6 16.0 20,4 9.0 36.0
4 69.0 74.3 79.0 73.7 -10.0 -14.
S-
5 31.0 2?«1 23.0 *6,9 8.0 25."»
ft 19.0 22.1 25.0 21.9 -6.0 -31.6
7 37,0 3A.
6
40.0 38.4 -3.0 -8.1
B 25.0 21. ft 18.0 21.4 7.0 23.0
9 30.0 28.6 27.0 ?B. 4 3.0 10.
d




91.0 90.2 -1.0 -1.1
i'2 6fl.O ftl.7 63.0 61.3 -3»0 -5.0
f3 2ft. 23,6 19.0 *3.4 9.0 32.
1
14 6B.0 57.7 47,0 57.3 21*0 30.?
15 5a. 4ft.
7
39.0 48,3 19.0 32.8
16 92.0 79.3 66.0 78.7 26.0 28.3
17 4B.0 51.2 54,0 50.8 -6.0 -12.5
IB 2B.0 31.6 35,0 31.4 -7.0 -25.0
19 25.0 24. ft 24,0 24.4 1.0 4.0
20 *0.0 40.6 41.0 40.4 -1.0 -2.5
21 29.0 25.1 21.0 24.9 8.0 27.6
?2 36.0 35.1 34.0 34.9 2.0 5.6
23 34.0 32.1 30.0 31.9 4.0 11.8
24 32.0 2 ft.
1
20.0 25.9 12« 37.5
5»5 98.0 111.4 124,0 110.6 -26.0 -26.5
26 104.0 115.9 127,0 115.
1
-23. "22.1
27 35,0 37.6 40.0 37.4 -5.0 -14.3
?fl 97.0 105*4 il3«0 104.6 -16?0 -16.3'
?9 49.0 48.7 49,0 48.3 -1.0 -2.1
30 4A.0 46,2 44.0 45.8 4.0 8.J
31 42.0 32.6 23.0 32.4 19.0 45ii
32 117.0 132.9 148.0 132,1 -31.0 -26.5
?3 31.0 ?6.1 21.0 25,9 10.0 32.3
34 61.0 62.2 63.0 61.8 -2.0 -3.-*
?5 27.0 27.1 27.0 26.9 0.0 0.0
3ft •jft.0 26.6 27,0 26.4 -1.0 -3.8
17 41,0 42.1 43.0 41.9 -2.0 -4.9
?« 109,0 102.
A
96,0 102.2 13.0 ll»"!
»9 103.0 9B.3 93.0 97,7 10.0 9.'
40 32,0 30.1 28,0 29,9 4.0 12.5
41 65,0 65. 2 65.0 6«.8 0.0 0.0
^2 49,0 47.2 45.0 46,8 4.0 a.?
182
43 2ft. 22,1 18,0 21,9 8.0
44 77.0 81.3 85,0 80,7 -8.0






47 68.0 59.? 50.0 58,8 18,0
48 32.0 35.1 38.0 34.9 -6.0
49 31.0 28.1 25.0 27.9 6.0
50 49.0 55.2 61.0 54.8 -12.0M 2«,0 33.1 \ 38,0 32.9 •10,0
">?. 25.0 26.6 28.0 26.4 -3^0
*3 92.0 109.9 127.0 109,1 -35,0
*4 60.0 55.7 51.0 55,3 9,0
55 24.0 29.1 34,0 28,9" -10,0
56 84.0 93.3 102.0 92.7 -18.0
57 39.0 35.1 31,0 34,9 8,0
5fl 3?.0 36,6 41.0 36,4 -9.0
59 lOn.o 107.9 107,0 107.1 1.0
*0 224.0 230,3 235.0 228.7 -1 1*0M 45.0 36.6 28,0 36,4 17.0
*? 48.
o
52.2 56,0 51.8 -8,0
*3 9ft, 94.8 93,0 94.2 3,0
*4 5ft, 49,7 43,0 49.3 13,0
*5 61.0 59,?. 57.0 58.8 4,0
ftft 24.0 27.1 30.0 26.9 -6,0
ft7 35.0 35.1 35.0 34.9 0.0
A8 32.0 37,1 42,0 36.9 -10.0
69 5?,0 53,7 55.0 53.3 -3,0
*o 114.0 117.9 121.0 ' 117.1 -7,0
*] 4«.0 5*.? 62.0 54.8 -14.0
72 7?.0 81.3 90,0 80.7 -18.0
*3 84.0 73.2 62.0 '2.8 22.0
74 7o,0 79, A 89.0 79.2 -19.0
T5 72.0 61.7 51.0 61.3 21.0
7ft 160.0 146,0 131.0 145,0 29,0
77 29,0 32,1 35.0 31.9 -6i0
78 29,0 32.1 35.0 31,9 -6i0
79 75.0 84,8 94.0 84.2 -19,0
"0 30.0 33,6 37.0 33.4 -7,0
«1 3?,0 27,6 23.0 27.4 9.0
«? 29,0 2?.l 25.0 26,9 4,0
"3 3?.0 38,1 44.0 37.9 -12.0
84 120.0 114,9 109.0 114,1 11«0
"5 32.0 30. ft 29.0 30.4 3.0
«6 63.0 64.? 65.0 63.8 -2.0
A7 37.0 41.6 46.0 41.4 -9.0
na 24,0 ?7.6 31.0 27,4 -7.0
09 66.0 ft4.7 63.0 64.3 3.0
90 23.0 ?7,6 32,0 27.4 -9«0
"1 95,0 100.8 106.0 100.2 -1 1 «0
°2 26.0 23.1 20,0 22.9 6,0
03 26.0 23.1 20.0 22.9 6,0
04 26.0 31.1 36.0 30.9 -10.0
05 26.0 26. ft 27,0 26.4 -1.0
Oft 55.0 51.2 47.0 50.8 8.0
07 41,0 45.7 48.0 45,3 -5,0
on 83.0 01.3 97.0 89.7 -14.0
09 2lfl.0 202,7 186,0 201.3 32.0
mo 43.0 39,6 36.0 39.4 7,0
lni 96,0 79.3 62.0 7B.7 34.0
in? M.o 34,6 28,0 34,4 13.0



































































1*4 82.0 79 .8 77.0 79,2 5 • 6.1
1"S 40.0 37 .1 34.0 36.9 6 15.0
10ft 40,0 3* ,6 33.0 36.4 7 17.5
1">7 30.0 ?Q 6 29.0 29.4 1 3.3
inn 23.0 2* ,1 27,0 24.9 -4 .0 -17.*
inq 33.0 37 * 37,0 37.4 1 2.6
lio 2«,0 ?~> 1 26.0 26.9 2. 7.1
HI 24.0 25 .1 26,0 24,9 -2 -8,3
It? 41.0 45 2 49,0 44,8 -B -19.5
If3 46.0 37 * 29.0 37,4 17 37.0
114 29,0 ?8 6 29.0 2B.4 1. 3.*
1 f 5 97.0 84 8 72.0 84.2 25 25.
a
n«s 30.0 37. 1 44.0 36.9 -14. -46.7
117 28.0 26. 1 24.0 25.9 4. 14.3
118 28.0 ?* 1 24.0 25.9 4. 14,3
119 54.0 5* 2 58.0 55,8 -4. -7.4-
1?0 24.0 26 .6 29.0 26.4 -5. -20.8
1?1 *0.0 56 2 52.0 55.8 B 13.J
1*2 32.0 10 ,1 2S.0 29.9 4 12.5
1?3 96.0 94 3 92.0 93.7 4. 4,2
1»4 2*. 2« 1 30.0 27,9 -4 "15.*
15>5 114.0 103 9 93,0 103,1 21. 1B.«
)9f> 36.0 42 1 • 48.0 41.9 -12' -33«
J
1?7 24.0 27. 6 31.0 27,4 -7. -29.2
1?8 32.0 33 * 35,0 33.4 -3. -9.4
129 32.0 33 6 35,0 33.4 -3- -9.4
130 32.0 31 1 30.0 30.9 2 6.
1M 32.0 31 1 30.0 30.9 2 6.3
n? 4?.0 45 7 49.0 45.3 -7 -16.7
133 137.0 131 4 125,0 130.6 12 8.8
IH 63.0 *0 7 58,0 60.3 5 7.9
135 69,0 84 8 100. 84.2 -31 "44« »
136 26.0 2" 6 3l«0 28.4 -5 "19.2
137 71.0 77 3 83.0 76,7 -12 -16.*
138 91.0 110 .9 130.0 110,1 -39. "42.9
139 108.0 1?5 .9 143,0 12 S «1 -35 -32.*
140 27.0 25 6 24,0 25.4 3 11.
i
141 35.0 27 * 20.0 27.4 15. 4?.'*
142 27.0 26 .1 25,0 25.9 2 7,4
1'3 34.0 31 ,A 29.0 31.4 5 14.7
144 ?7.0 31 .1 35.0 30.9 -8 "29.6
1*5 86.0 80 3 74,0 79.7 12< 14.0
146 1*2.0 150 157,0 149.0 -15. -10.?
147 I83.O 178 * 173.0 177.4 10- 5«3
148 6a. 70 7 77.0 70.3 -13< -20.3
149 29.0 29 * 30,0 29.4 -1< -3.4
1*0 117.0 11" 9 122.0 119.1 -5< -4.3
1*1 45.0 53 7 62,0 53.3 -17. -37.8
1*2 28.0 ?1 6 15.0 21.4 13. 46.4
1*3 32.0 24 ,6 17,0 24.4 15 46.9
1*4 56,0 M ,7 67,0 61.3 -il- -19,6
1*5 48,0 40 ,6 33.0 40.4 ls. 31.3
1*6 28.0 25 .1 22.0 24.9 6 21.*
1*7 32.0 31 1 30.0 30.9 2< 6-3
1*8 81 .0 74 8 68.0 74.2 13- 16.0
1*9 25.0 ?7 6 30.0 27.4 -5. -20.0
1*0 2*,0 ?7 1 29.0 26.9 -2< -7.7
1M 108,0 115 ,4 122.0 114.6 -14. -13.0
1*2 67.0 72 ,7 79.0 72.3 -11. -16.*
1*3 106.0 102 .8 99.0 102.2 7. 6.6
1*4 27.0 29 .1 31.0 2«.9 »4. -14.3
184
165 35.0 36 • i 37,0 35.9 -2 .0 -5.
1*6 71.0 66 .2 61.0 65.8 10 .0 14.
1*7 184.0 201 7 218.0 200.3 -34 .0 -18.
1AB 96.0 92 .« 89.0 92.2 7 • 7.
169 53.0 55 .2 57.0 S4.8 -4 -7.
170 40.0 31 .6 27.0 33.4 13 .0 32.
171 86.0 flg ,8 79.0 82,2 7 .0 8.
172 21.0 ?1 .1 25,0 22,9 -4 .0 '19.
173 48.0 50 • 2 52.0 49,8 -4 <0 -8.
17* 44,0 43 .6 43.0 43.4 1 .0 2.
175 60.0 61 7 63.0 61.3 "3 • -5.
17* 28.0 27 1 26.0 26,9 2 7.
177 90.0 73 .7 57.0 73.3 33 .0 36.
17B 57.0 68, 7 80.0 68,3 -23 .0 •4 0.
1?9 117.0 104 9 92,0 10*, 1 25 .0 21.
ieo 47.0 54 2 61.0 53.8 -14 .0 -29.
1*1 43.0 40 1 37.0 39.9 6 »0 14.
1*2 29.0 26 6 24,0 26.4 5 .0 17.
1«3 36.0 31 6 27.0 31.4 9 .0 25.
1«4 35.0 31 ,6 28.0 31.4 7 .0 20.
1«5 261.0 249 « 237.0 248.2 24 '0 9.
1«6 45.0 45 2 45.0 44.8 •0 0»
107 49.0 40 ,2 49,0 48,8 • 0.
IPS 36.0 3? 1 28,0 31.9 8 • 22.
\oq 54.0 47 .7 41,0 47,3 13 •0 24.
1O0 31.0 34 ,6 38,0 34.4 -7 = -22.
101 36.0 4? .1 50,0 42.9 -14 - -33.
10? 27.0 26 6 26.0 26.4 1 .0 3.
1"3 314.0 302. 288,0 300.0 26 -0 8.
1«4 3*.0 40. \ 42,0 39.9 -<<, -10.
i"5 36,0 11 1 26.0 30.9 10 .0 27,
19& 27.0 27 6 28.0 27.4 -1 >0 -3»
1"7 27.0 ?4 1 21.0 23.9 6 . 2?i
10fl 54.0 =16 2 58,0 55.8 -4 -7.
log U.O 21. 6 25,0 21,4 -7 -38.
2*0 522.0 462. 1 399.0 458.9 123 -0 23.
?<U 4A.0 52 2 56.0 51.8 •8 -16.
?02 48.0 53, 2 58.0 S2,8 -10 .0 -20.
203 52.0 44 2 46.0 48,8 6 .0 11.
204 40.0 40 1 40.0 39.9 -0 0.
205 32,0 3* 1 40.0 35,9 -3 • -25.
206 72.0 . 80 y 88.0 79.7 -16 -0 "22.
207 333.0 355, 7 376,0 353.3 -43 "12.
20P. 48.0 39, 6 31,0 39,4 17. 35.
200 39.0 37, 1 35.0 36.9 4. 10.
210 52.0 59. 7 67.0 59.3 -15- -28.
211 20.0 22. 6 25.0 *2.4 -5 -25.
2*2 20.0 ??. 6 25.0 22.4 -5 -25.
213 24,0 ?«, 1 32,0 27.9 -P. -33.
214 32.0 3*. 6 37,0 34.4 -5 "15.
215 56,0 51. 2 46.0 so.s 10.'0 17.
216 164.0 171, 1 177.0 169.9 -13 -7.
217 19.0 23, 1 27.0 22.9 -8. -42,
21 8 55.0 55, 2 55,0 54.8 0. 0.
2i~9 112.0 111. q 111.0 111.1 1
2'0 36.0 33. 6 31.0 33.4 5. 13*
??1 27,0 26, 6 26,0 26.4 1< 3.
??2 44,0 43, 1 42.0 42,9 2. 4,
223 26.0 25, 1 24.0 24.9 2 7.
2?4 71.0 82, 8 94,0 82.2 -23. -3?.
22S 116.0 143. 5 170.0 142,5 -54. -46.
185
226 53.0 *1.2 49,0 50.8 4.0
227 26.0 22.6 19,0 22,4 7*0
??n 63.0 *7,2 51,0 56,
B
12,0
2'9 30.0 3U6 33.0 31.4 -3.0
2^0 38.0 78,1 38,0 3?,
9
0.0
271 26.0 23.6 21.0 23,4 5.0
?*? 40,0 43.1 46,0 42,9 «6,0
213 62.0 61.7 61,0 61,3 1.0
274 30,0 25.1 20.0 24,9 10,0
275 55.0 *4.7 54.0 5*.
3
1.0
276 30.0 31.6 33,0 31,4 *3
277 30.0 30.1 . 30.0 29.9 0.0
27fl 32,0 32.1 32,0 31,9 0.0
279 36.0 30.6 25.0 30,4 11.0
240 88.0 73.3 68.0 77,7 20.0
241 32.0 27.1 22,0 26,9 10o0
2*2 26,0 22.1 19,0 21.9 e.o
243 71 .0 36,6 42,0 36,4 -U'eO
244 49,0 44.7 40,0 44,3 9.0
?4«S 49,0 54.2 59,0 e;3,8 -10,0
246 l7fl.O 168.6 158.0 167,4 20.0
?4? 27,0 . 28,6 30.0 28.4 -3.0
24fl 24.0 27.1 30.0 26,9 -6.0
249 40.0 39.1 38,0 38.9 2*0
2*0 44,0 44«j 44,0 43,9 0»0
2*1 144.0 161.
S
173,0 160 ,5 -34 «0
2*2 44.0 46.7 49.0 46 ,3 ~5<>o
253 56,0 53.7 51,0 53.3 5.0
2*4 32.0 30»6 29,0 30.4 3°0
2*5 26.0 28.6 31.0 28,4 -5.Q
2*6 27.0 23.6 20,0 23.4 7.0
2*7 36,0 29.6 23.0 29 4 13.
2*A 3n.o 36.1 42.0 35.9 -J2.0
2*9 72.0 67.2 62,0 66,8 10°0
2*0 40,0 32.6 25.0 32.4 15.0
?M 3o,0 36,1 42,0 35.9 -12.
2*2 32.0 28.6 25,0 28,4 7,0
2«-3 4fl.O 4 » 1 32.0 39,9 16«0
2*4 32.0 32.1 32,0 31,9 0»0
2** 64,0 72.7 81.0 72.3 -17.0
2*6 34.0 31.6 29.0 31.4 5°0
2*7 28,0 27.1 26.0 26.9 2*0
2*8 52.0 63.7 75.0 63.3 -23.0
2*9 52«0 63»7 75.0 63.3 "23»0
2 7 96.0 9*o 3 9ft. 94.7 2 e
2?1 112.0 107.4 102,0 106.6 10*0
?7? 40.0 45.7 51,0 45.3 -11«0
273 . 64,0 53.7 43.0 5o«3 2i»0
2 7 4 44.0 38.1 32,0 37,9 12»0
2 7 * 26.0 24.1 22,0 23,9 4.0
276 61.0 63.7 66,0 63,3 -5.0
277 26.0 2«,6 31.0 28,4 -5.0
27fl 29,0 27,6 26,0 27.4 3.0
279 169,0 155.0 140.0 154.0 29.0
2«0 210.0 200,7 190.0 199,3 20.0
2«1 64,0 67.2 70.0 66,8 -6.0
2«>2 52.0 51.2 50.0 50,8 2.0
2P3 2H.0 29.1 30.0 28.9 -2.0
2«4 32.0 34.1 36.0 33.9 -4.0
2P5 72.0 62.7 53.0 62.3 19.0




























































































































































































85.3 85.0 84,7 0.0 0.0
67.2 50.0 66,8 34.0 40.^
192.1 191,0 190.9 1.0 .3
29.1 26.0 2B.9 6.0 13.'
27.1 30.0 26,9 -6.0 -25.0
45.7 47.0 45.3 -3.0 -6.
a
33,1 34.0 32.9 -2.0 -6.
J
26.1 20.0 25,9 12.0 37.6
67.? 6?,0 66,8 10.0 13."*
23.6 26.0 23,4 -5.0 "23.8
48.7 40,0 48,3 17.0 29.8
49.2 52.0 43.8 -6.0 -13."0
22,1 26,0 21.9 »9.0 -44.4
32.1 34,0 31.9 -4.0 -13.-*
35.1 30.0 34,9 10.0 25.0
85.3 80.0 84.7 10.0 11.1
46.2 42.0 45.8 8.0 16.0
52.2 49.0 51 »8- 6*0 10.'?
85.3 80.0 84.7 10*0 11.1
48.7 55.0 48.3 -13.0 -31.0
28.6 24,0 28.4 9«0 27.3
73.2 74,0 72,8 -2.0 »2,a
26.1 21.0 25,9 10.0 32.
106.4 107,0 105,6 -2.0 -1 .9
2! .6 17.0 21.4 9*0 34.6
200.2 <?19,0 198,8 -39.0 -21.7
224,
R
244,0 223,2 -40«0 -19,6
83.3 77.0 82.7 12.0 13.3
35.6 39.0 35,4 -7.0 -21.9
69.7 71.0 69.3 -3.0 -4,4
30.6 29„0 30.4 3.0 9.4
48.? 40.0 4^.8 16,0 28.6
32.1 31,0 31,9 2.0 6.1
90,3 84,0 89.7 12.0 12.5
4f,6 44,0 41 9 4 -5.0 -12.8
27.1 30.0 26.9 -60 -25.0
59,2 54.0 58,8 10.0 15.6
94,8 83,0 94,2 23.0 21./
27.1 28,0 26,9 -2.0 -7,7
196.2 187,0 194.8 17.0 8iJ
213.2 204,0 211.3 17«0 7.7
71.2 70.0 70.8 2*0 2.8
42.6 48,0 42.4 -11.0 -29.7
77, fl 75,0 • 77.2 5.0 6.3
54.7 57.0 54.3 -5.0 • -9.6
79.3 78.0 78.7 2.0 2.5
30.6 28,0 30.4 5.0 15.2
25.1 27,0 24,9 -4.0 -17.4
132.9 137,0 132.2 -9.0 -7.6
36.6 37.0 36,4 -1.0 -2.8
72.2 60.0 71.8 24.0 28.6
35.1 30.0 34.9 10.0 25.0
36.1 36.0 35,9 -4.0 -11.8




24.1 22.0 23.9 4.0 15.4
42.6 40.0 42.4 5.0 11. 1
201 .7 174,0 200.3 54.0 23."7
249. ,T 225.0 247.7 47.0 17.J
164.6 104.0 163,4 -40.0 -27.8




























































































































7 4 .3 72.0 73.7 4.0 5
51 ? 42.0 bO.8 18.0 30.
39 .1 34,0 38.9 10.0 22.
74 A 69,0 74.2 11.0 13.
54 7 53.0 54.3 3.0 5.
12? 9 113,0 1*2.1 19.0 14.
48, ? 41.0 47.8 14.0 25.
65, 7 56.0 65.3 19.0 25.
27, 6 ?s.o £7.4 -1.0 -3.
?9, 6 32.0 29.4 -5.0 -18.
4?, 1 48.0 41.9 -12.0 -33.
30, 6 25.0 30.4 11. 30.
54, P 63.0 53.8 -18.0 -40.
76, 8 86.0 76.2 -19.0 -28.
30, 6 33,0 30,4 -5.0 -17.
81. 3 91,0 80,7 -20.0 -28.
29 6 29,0 29,4 1.0 . 3.
?5< 1 26,0 24,9 -2.0 -3«
30, 1 28.0 29,9 4.0 12.
?7. 1 26.0 26,9 2«0 7.
?9. 1 32,0 28,9 -6.0 -23.
31
.
1 34,0 30.9 -6.0 -21.
61. ? 66,0 60.8 -10.0 -17.
39. 1 30.0 34,9 10.0 25.
37. 1 34.0 36,9 6.0 15.
27. 6 23.0 27,4 9.0 28.
140. 5 160.0 139.5 -40«0 -33.
3 q « \ 4?,0 38,9 -6.0 "16«
39. \ 46.0 38.9 -14.0 -43.
47, ? 46.0 46.8 2»0 4«
35 6 35.0 3b, 4 1.0 ?»
51 ,7 51.0 5l»3 1«0 {•
75 i 38,0 34,9 -6.0 "18.
37 1 4?.0 36.9 -10«0 "31.
40 .2 50.0 4B.8 -2.0 -4.
54 2 60.0 53.8 -12*0 -25.
17 6 27.0 37.4 21.0 43.
37 .6 33.0 37.4 9«0 21.
27 .6 24.0 27.4 7.0 22.
3ft 1] 40.0 35.9 -8.0 -25.
50 • ? 44.0 49.8 12.0 21.
65 .2 50.0 64,8 30.0 37.
3 A .6 37.0 38.4 3.0 7.
24 >1 20.0 23.9 8.0 23«
35 .1 28.0 34.9 14.0 33.
30 .1 33.0 29,9 -6.0 "22.
47 .2 54.0 46.8 -14.0 -35«
46 .7 52,0 46.3 -11«0 -26.
355 >? 313.0 352.8 82«0 20'
11? ,9 117,0 112.1 -9.0 -3»
29 • 1 22.0 ?8,9 14.0 33.
40 .6 45.0 40.4 -9.0 -25.
1080 .6 1220.0 1073.4 -286.0 -30.
241 , .1 203,0 239.7 75.0 27.
61 .? 56.0 60.8 10.0 15.
100 .3 96.0 99,7 8.0 7.
30 ,1 20.0 29,9 20.0 50.
?6 .1 27.0 25.9 -2.0 -3.
35 .6 38.0 35.4 -5.0 -15.
71? .9 825,0 70O.1 -229.0 -3«.
107 .9 83,0 107.1 49.0 37.
188
409 28,0 27.6 27.0 27.4 1 .0 3»*
410 3?,0 25.6 19.0 25,4 13 .0 40,6
«i! 21.0 21.1 25.0 22.9 -4 -0 -19.0
41? 81.0 81 .8 82.0 81,2 -1 .0 -1.2
411 6ft.O 60.2 60.0 b9.8 • 0,0
414 258.0 297.0 334.0 295.0 -76 »0 -29.5
415 79.0 81.8 88.0 83,2 -9 • -11.4
•416 28.0 26.6 - 25.0 26.4 3 .0 10.7
417 38.0 34.6 31.0- 34,4 7 18.4
4ifl 27,0 21.6 20.0 23.4 7 25.9
419 la.o ??. 6 27.0 22.4 -9. -50.
«
4?0 160.0 175.1 189.0 173.9 -29 -18.1
4?1 61.0 64.2 67.0 63.8 -6 -9.
»
4?? 16?. 152.0 141.0 151.0 21. 13.0
4?3 40.0 36.6 33.0 36.4 7 17. S:
4?4 36,0 38.1 40.0 37.9 -4 -11.1
4?5 36.0 14,6 33.0 34.4 .1. 8.3.
4?6 25.0 19.6 14.0 19.4 11< 44.0
4?7 99?, 8?9.3 661.0 823.7 331< c 33.*
4?8 231.0 262,4 292.0 260.6 -61. -26.4
499 124.0 13*. 147.0 135.0 -23. -18."5
41ft 25.0 ?4.6 24,0 24,4 1 4.0
4-11 311.0 374.3 433,0 371.7 -120 <0 -38.3
412 9?,0 73.7 55.0 73.3 37- 40.2
4"»3 30.0 28,1 26.0 27,9 4 13.3
4"»4 35.0 29.6 24.0 29.4 1! .0 31.4
415 61.0 59.2 57.0 58.8 4 6.6
416 *3,0 41.1 39,0 40,9 4. 9.3
417 22". 181.6 134.0 180.4 94. 41,"2
418 41.0 50.7 58,0 50.3 -15 -34.9
4T9 27.0 28,1 29.0 27.9 -2 -7.4
44ft 2ft. ?3.1 26.0 ?2.9 -* -30.0
441 24,0 ?5.1 26,0 24.9 -2 -8," 3
44?. 27.0 ?5.6 24,0 25.4 3 11.
i
443 141.0 115.9 90,0 115.1 51 36.2.
444 79.0 64.2 49,0 63,8 30 38,0
445 93,0 107,9 122,0 107.1 -29, -31.2.
446 19.0 ?1.6 28.0 23.4 -9, -47.4.
447 169.0 15n,0 130.0 149,0 39 23.
1
440 41.0 41.6 42.0 41,4 -1. -2.4
449 6A.0 61.2 54.0 60.8 14. 20.6
4*o 79.0 90. fl 102,0 90.2 -23. -29.1
4m 48,0 51.? 54.0 50.8 -6. -12.
b
45 2 43.0 46,7 50.0 46.3 -7. -J6.3
4*3 24.0 2*.l 2S.0 25.9 -4. -16./
4*4 40.0 4?.l 44.0 41.9 -4« / -10.0
4*5 11.0 ?8.1 25.0 27.9 61 19.*
4*6 56.0 51.7 51.0 53.3 5. 8.9
4*7 31.0 15.6 38.0 35,4 -5. -15.2
4*8 88.0 8?.8» 77.0 82.2 ll< 12.5
4*9 *?.o 35. 1 28.0 34,9 1*< 33.3
4*0 34.0 29.1 24.0 ?8,9 10. 29.4
*M 140,0 In?,* 263.0 10U.5 77. 2?.
6
4*? 13*. 151.0 169.0 152.0 -33< -24.3
4*3 11?. on.
8
69.0 90.2 , 43. 38.*
464 5*,0 58.7 61.0 58,3 -5< -8.9
4*5 28.0 26.1 24.0 25.9 4i 14.3
4*6 35.0 34.1 33.0 33,9 2. 5.7
4*7 1 024.0 109^.2 1165.0 1090.8 -141, -13.
a
4C.fi 15?, 161.0 173.0 162.0 -21. -11.
4*9 104.0 121.4 138.0 120,6 -34. -32.7
189
47 ?303.0 2500.0 2098. 2492,0 -395.0
47, 331.0 288.5 244.0 286,5 87.0
47? 5A.0 52.7 47,0 52.3 11.0
47 3 nsi 137.0 138.0 136.0 -3.0
474 1240,0 9«o,r ns.o 974.2 525.0
47^ 169,0 145.5 122,0 144.5 46.0
476 49.0 4?. 2. 46,0 46.8 2.0
477 84.0 68.7 53.0 68.3 31.0
47ft 25.0 25.1 25.0 24,9 0.0
479 24.0 2«>.l 29.0 25.9 -4.0
4O0 76.0 87,3 99.0 86.7 -22.0
4«1 25.0 26.6 28.0 26.4 -3.0
49? 103.0 10O.3 97.0 99.7 6.0
4«3 24.0 ?8.1 32.0 27.9 -8.0
494 2?.0 23.6 25.0 23.4 -3.0
4«S 78.0 70.7 63.0 70.3 15.0
49ft 2<>1.0 ?43.8 225.0 242.2 36.0
497 55.0 62.2 69.0 61.8 -14.0
»oR 7?.0 85.8 99.0 85.2 -27.0
4fi9 23.0 28.1 33.0 27.9 -10.0
4O 23.0 28.1 33.0 Z', 9 -10.0
40] 315.0 369.2 421.0 366.8 -106.0
40? 79.0 81. fl 84.0 81.2 -5.0
403 65.0 68.7 72.0 68.3 -7.0




40ft 49.0 40«1 31.0 39,9 18.
407 29.0 30.6 33.0 30.4 -5.0
4QR 49.0 60.7 72.0 60.3 -23«
409 31.0 25.6 20.0 25.4 11*0
5oo 40.0 35.1 30.0 34.9 10.0
501 726.0 7?0.9 711.0 716.1 15.0
5o? 31?. ?97.5 281.0 295.5 31*0
5*3 56.0 55.? 54,0 54,8 2.0
5ri4 154.0 177.1 199,0 175.9 -45.0
5ns 24.0 25.6 27,0 25.4 -3.0
506 27.0 26.6 26.0 26.4 1*0
507 ?97o,0 2953.5 2*17.0 2933.5 53.0
508 330.0 37«,3 424.0 375.7 -94«0




511 88.0 106.0 125.0 106.1 -37.0
5i"2 89.0 79.fi 70.0 79.2 19«0
513 31.0 20.6 28.0 29.4 3*0
514 5o.O 51.2 52.0 50.8 -2*0




517 29.0 ?7.1 26.0 26.9 2«.0
51 ft 32,0 ?7.6 23.0 27.4 9.0
519 32.0 ?7.1 22.0 26.9 10.
590 3?.0 29.6 25.0 28,4 7.0
5?1 32.0 31,1 30.0 30.9 2.0
5?? 60.0 68,7 77.0 6»,3 -17.0
5?3 168.0 139.0 107.0 1J7.0 61.0
5?4 68.0 68.2 68.0 67,8 0,0
5?5 30.0 37.6 45.0 37.4 -15.0
596 65.0 61.7 58.0 6U3 7.0
5?7 1U.0 10?. 94,0 102,2 17.0
5?fl 48,0 40,6 33.0 40,4 15,0
5?9 90.0 92.8 95,0 92.2 -5.0




































































511 36.0 33.1 30.0 32.9 6.0 16. 1
5"»? 31.0 31.1 31,0 30,9 0.0 0.6
5"»3 2«.0 ?4.1 70.0 23.9 8.0 28»?'
514 13?. 114,4 96,0 113.6 36.0 27.3
5-»«; 36,0 ?ft.l 20.0 2'.
9
16.0 44.*
5"»6 154.0 1?9.4 104.0 128.
6
50.0 32."S
5"»7 34.0 ?5.1 26.0 24.9 -2.0 -eiJ
57fl 24.0 ?5.6 27.0 25.4 -3.0 -12. *
539 29?, 303.5 313.0 301.5 -21.0 -7.2
540 60.0 6?.? 64,0 61.8 -4.0 -6.r
«U] 200.0 21ft.
2
235.0 216.8 -35.0 -17. Si
54? 36.0 36.6 37.0 36.4 -1.0 -2.
a
5i3 4ft. 49.2 50,0 48,8 -2.0 . -*•«£-
AVE»A(-,E DIFFERENCE IN OftS. FREO. a 16.0
AVF°AGF PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE = 19.
i
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR = 41.30
T-VALUE FOR PATREO COMPARISON a ,32
RAW CHI-SOIIARF. = 1229.224 WITH 542 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE = 16.674
cut-off value = 100.008 (GLATDS vs Directory, Zone-Tract)
THERE ARE 109 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
2 BY K CONTINGENCY TABLE
191
HOME-INTERVIEW TOTAL 27306
OTHER survey total n 27923
pair no t H-I OHS, H'•I EXP. 0.-S OBS. O-S EXP. OBS.OlFF PCT.OlFr
1 98.0 115.7 136.0 118.3 -38,0 -38,8
2 104.0 120.1 139.0 122,9 -35.0 -33.7
3 97.0 108.3 122.0 110.7 -25.0 -25.8
4 117.0 139.4 165.0 142.6 -48.0 -41.0
5 109.0 98,4 90.0 100«6 19.0 17.4
6 103.0 93.9 87.0 96.1 16.0 15.5
7 104.0 137.9 175.0 141.1 -71.0 -68.3
8 92.0 116.7 144.0 119,3 -52.0 -56,5
9 84,0 95.9 110. 98,1 -26.0 -31.0
10 108.0 106.8 108.0 109.2 0.0 0.0
11 224.0 229.9 241.0 235.1 -17.0 -7.6
12 114.0 117.2 123,0 119.8 -9,0 -7.9
13 160.0 136.5 116.0 139.5 44,0 27,5
14 75.0 89.0 105.0 91.0 -30.0 -40,0
15 120.0 110.3 103.0 112.7 17.0 14,2
16 95.0 101.8 111.0 104.2 -16.0 -16.8
17 83,0 92.0 103.0 94.0 -20.0 -24.1
18 218,0 192.8 172.0 197.2 46.0 ' 21,1
19 114.0 97.9 84,0 100,1 30.0 26,3
20 137.0 127.1 120.0 129.9 17.0 12.4
21 69.0 91.5 116.0 * 93,5 -47.0 -68.1
22 91.0 118.7 149.0 121.3 -58.0 -63.7
23 108.0 132.5 160.0 135.5 -52.0 -48,1
24 142.0 151.8 165.0 155.2 -23.0 -16,2
25 183.0 173.5 168,0 177.
S
15.Q 8.2
26 117.0 119.6 125.0 122.4 -3.0 -6,8
27 108.0 116.7 128.0 119.3 -20.0 -18.5
28 106.0 98.9 94,0 101.1 12.0 11.3
29 184.0 207.7 236.0 212.3 -52.0 -28,3
30 117.0 97.4 80.0 99.6 37.0 31.6
31 261.0 240.3 225.0 245.7 36,0 13.8
32 314.0 ?91.7 276.0 298.3 38.0 12.1
33 522.0 424,7 337.0 434.3 185.0 35.4
34 333.0 360.4 396.0 368.b -63.0 -18.9
35 164.0 170.6 181.0 174.4 -17.n -10.4
36 112.0 110.3 111,0 112.? 1.0 .9
37 71.0 87.0 105.0 89.0 -34.0 -47.9
38 116.0 154.8 197.0 158.2 -81.0 -69.8
39 178.0 161.2 148.0 164.0 30.0 16.9
40 144.0 167.6 195.0 171.4 -51.0 -35.4
41 112.0 103.8 98.0 106.2 14.0 12.5




























































































































192.3 179.0 \9fs.r 31.0
188.4 189.0 192.6 3.0
105.3 108.0 107.7 "3«o
206.7 238.0 211.3 -58.0
230.9 263.0 236.1 -59.0
87.0 70.0 89.0 36.0
189.4 179.0 193.6 25.
206.2 196.0 . 2l0«8 2b.
o
134.0 143.0' 137.0 -15.Q
212.1 241.0 216.9 -53.0
185.4 1*7.0 189.6 81.0
233.9 201.0 239.1 71.0
172.1 204.0 175.9 -60.Q
116.7 104.0 119.3 28.0
85.0 101.0 87.0 -30.0
148.3 180.0 1S1.7 -60.0
330.3 273.0 337.7 122.0
H4.2 123.0 116.8 -15.0
1135.7 1363.0 1161.3 -429.0
219.0 165.0 224.0 113.0
96.9 92.0 99.1 12.0
759.9 941,0 777.1 -345.0
94.9 60.0 97.1 72.0
312.0 373.0 319.0 -115.0
180.0 204,0 184.0 -44.0
144.4 130.0 147.6 32.0
735.2 495.0 751.8 497.Q
273.4 322.0 279.6 -91.Q
139.4 158.0 142.6 -34,o
398.5 493.0 407.5 -180.0
156.7 89.0 160*3 139.0
101.8 65.0 104.2 76.o
113.2 136.0 115.8 -43.
o
138.4 111.0 141.6 58.0
94.9 113.0 97.1 -34,o
278,4 223.0 284.6 117.0
159.2 186.0 162.8 -50,o
78.6 47.0 80.4 65.0
1117,4 1236.0 1142.6 -212.0
166.1 184.0 169.9 -32,0
128.5 156.0 131.5 -52.Q
2569.0 2893.0 2627.0 -59y,
263.0 201.0 269.0 130,0
136.0 140.0 13o. -5.0
837.5 454.0 856.5 786.0
132,5 100. 135.5 68.0
91.5 109.0 93.5 -33.0
97.4 94,0 99.6 9.0
231.4 207.0 236.6 54.0
91.5 113,0 93.5 -41.0
389.6 473.0 39A.4 -158.0
706.5 703.0 722.5 23,0
285,3 265.0 291.7 47.0
185.4 221.0 189.6 -67.0
2897.3 2890.0 2962.7 80,0
395.5 470.0 404.5 -140.0
409,9 511.0 419.1 -193.0
97,9 110. 100.1 -22.0
U4.2 143,0 116.8 -55.0
96,4 83.0 98.6 29.0

































































































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE T^ OBS. FREO,
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR










(GLATDS vs Directory, Zone-Tract)
THERE ARE 26A PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
2 BY K CONTINGENCY TABLE
HOME-I NtERVIEW TOTAL = 37341
OTHER survey total 37675
PAIR NO . H-I OBS. H"I EXP, O-S ORS. O-S E*P. ORS.DlFF PCT.DIFF
1 69.0 76.7 85.0 77.3 -16.0 -23.2
2 90.0 90.6 92.0 91 .4 -2.0 -2.2
3 60.0 61.7 64.0 62.3 -4.0 -6.7
4 68.0 52.3 37.0 52.7 31.0 45.6
5 58.0 43.8 30.0 44*2 28.0 48.3
6 92.0 71.7 52.0 72.3 40.0 43.5
7 48.0 52.3 57.0 52.7 -9.0 -18.7
8 98.0 116.5 136.0 117.5 -38.0 -38,8
9 104.0 121.0 139.0 122.0 -35.0 -33.7
10 97.0 109.0 122.0 110. -25.0 -25.8
11 117,0 140.4 165.0 141.6 -48.0 -41,0
12 61.0 62.2 64.0 62.8 -3.0 «4.9
13 109.0 99.1 90.0 99.9 19.0 17.4
14 103.0 94.6 87.0 95.4 16.0 15.5
15 65.0 64.7 65.0 65*3 0.0 0.0
16 77.0 83.1 90.0 83.9 -13.0 -16i9
17 104.0 138.9 175,0 140.1 -71.0 -68.3
18 68.0 54.8 42.0 55.2 26.0 38.2
19 49.0 57.7 67.0 58.3 -18.0 -36.7
20 92.0 117.5 144.0 118. * -52.0 -56.5
21 60.0 52.8 46.0 53.2 14.0 23.3
22 84.0 96.6 110. 97.4 -26.0 -31.0
23 108.0 107,5 108.0 108.5 0.0 0.0
24 224.0 231,5 241.0 233.5 -17.0 -7,6
25 48.0 53.8 60.0 54.2 -12.0 -25,0
26 96.0 93.6 92.0 94.4 4.0 4.2
27 56.0 46.3 37,0 46.7 ' 19.0 33.9
28 61.0 56.7 57.0 59.3 4.0 6.6
29 52.0 53.8 56.0 54.2 -4.0 -7.7
30 114.0 118.0 123.0 119.0 -9.0 -7.9
31 48.0 58.2 69.0 58.8 -21.0 -43.8
32 72.0 85.1 99,0 85.9 -27.0 -37.5
33 84.0 66.7 so.o 67.3 34.o 40.5
34 70.0 83.6 98.0 84.4 -28.0 -40.0
35 72.0 55.3 39,0 55.7 33.0 45.8
36 160.0 137.4 116.0 138.6 44.o 27.5
37 75.0 89.6 105.0 90.4 -30»0 -40.0
38 120.0 Ul.o 103.0 112.0 17.0 14.2
39 63.0 63.2 64.0 63«8 -1.0 -1.6
40 37.0 43.8 51.0 44.2 -14.
p
-37.8
41 66.0 64.2 63.0 64.8 3.0 4.5


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































165 60.0 *7,3 35.0
166 80.0 71.2 63.0
167 56.0 53.3 51.0
168 132.0 117.5 10*.
169 55.0 **.3 34.0
170 f5.0 60.7 *7.0
171 36.0 **.8 5*,0
172 *5.0 58.2 72,0
173 67.0 80.6 95.0
17* 71.0 85.6 101.0
175 56,0 63.2 71,0
176 120,0 1*9.3 180,0
177 32.0 *2.3 53,0
178 52.0 50.3 *9,0
179 *8.0 *8.8 50,0
180 *8.0 56.2 65.0
181 56,0 *7.3 39.0
182 80.0 57.7 36,0
183 *0.0 *9.8 60.0
18* *1.0 *8.8 57.0
185 395,0 332.5 273.0
186 108,0 115.0 123.0
187 36.0 42.8 50.0
188 93*. 11*3,* 1363.0
189 278.0 220.5 165.0
190 66,0 58.2 51.0
191 10*. 97.6 92,0
192 596.0 765,1 9*1.0
193 132.0 95.6 60,0
194 81.0 81.6 83,0




197 79.0 85.6 93,0




200 162,0 1*5.3 130.0
201 992.0 7*0.2 495.0
202 231.0 275.3 322.0
203 12*. 1*0.* 158.0
204 313,0 *01,2 493,0
205 92.0 6*. 38.0
206 61.0 57.7 55.0




209 1*1,0 102.5 65.0
210 79,0 56.7 35,0
211 93.0 11*. 136.0
212 169.0 139.* 111.0
213 68.0 57.2 *7.0
21* 79.0 95.6 113.0
215 *8.0 52.3 57.0
216 *3,0 *8.3 5*,0
217 56.0 52.3 *9.0
218 88.0 79.6 72.0
219 3*0.0 280.2 223.0
220 136.0 160.3 186,0
221 112.0 79.1 *7.0
222 56.0 59.7 64.0
223 102*. 1125.0 1236.0
22* 152.0 167.3 18*.



























































































































































































226 2303.0 2586.4 2893,0
227 331.0 264.8 201,0
228 58.0 50.8 44.0
229 135.0 136.9 140,0
230 1240.0 843.2 454,0
231 168.0 133.4 100.
n
232 84.0 60,7 38.0
233 76.0 92.1 109.0
234 103.0 98.1 94,0
235 78,0 67,7 58,0
236 261.0 233,0 207.0
237 55.0 65.2 76.0
238 72.0 92.1 113,0
239 315.0 392.2 473,0
240 79.0 83.1 88,0
241 65.0 70.2 76,0
242 70.0 54.8 *0.0
243 49.0 66.2 84,0
244 726.0 711.3 703,0
245 312.0 287.2 265,0
246 56.0 54.3 53,0
247 154.0 186.7 221.0
248 2970.0 2917,0 2890,0
249 330.0 398.2 470,0
250 318.0 412,7 511.0
251 88.0 98.6 110,0
252 88.0 115.0 143.0
253 89.0 74,7 61,0
254 50.0 51,3 • 53.0
255 112.0 97.1 83,0
256 60.0 72.7 86,0
257 168.0 122.0 77,0
258 68.0 67.2 67.0
259 30,0 40,8 52,0
260 65.0 59.2 54.0
261 111.0 97,6 85.0
262 90.0 93,6 98.0
263 132.0 105.5 80,0
264 154.0 114,5 76,0
265 292.0 3 06,1 323.0
266 60.0 62,7 66,0
267 200.0 224.5 251.0












































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE I* OBS. FREO, = 39,3
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE = 2 8 .*
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR = 87,32
T-VALUE FOR RAIREO COMPARISON «" -.23
RAW CHI-SQUARE = 2278.489 WITH 267 OEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE = 44.419
199
cut-oi-f value a 25,000 (GLATDS vs Directory, Zone-Tract)
THERE ARE 563 PAIRS (COLUMNS) IN THE
2 Br K CONTINGENCY TABLE
HOME-INTERVIEW TOTAL = 46458
other survey total = 46ie3
pair no., H-I OPS. H-I EXP. O-S 08S.
i 27.0 25.1 23.0
2 26.0 30.6 35.0
3 25.0 17.6 10.0
4 69.0 77.2 85,0
5 31.0 24.6 18.0
6 19.0 24.1 29.0
7 37.0 39.6 42.0
8 25.0 19.6 14.0
9 30.0 27.6 25.0
10 32.0 27.6 23,0
11 90.0 91.3 92,0
12 60.0 62.2 64.0
13 28.0 21.1 14.0
14 68.0 52.7 37.0
15 58.0 44.1 30,0
16 92.0 72.2 52,0
17 48.0 52.7 57,0
18 28.0 33.6 39.0
19 25.0 24.1 23,0
20 40.0 40.1 40.0
21 29,0 23.1 17.0
22 36.0 34,6 33.0
23 34.0 31.1 28,0
24 32.0 24.1 16.0
25 98.0 117.3 136.0
26 104.0 121.9 139.0
27 35,0 38.6 42.0
28 97.0 109,8 122.0
29 48.0 48.1 48.0
30 *8.0 45.1 42.0
31 42.0 28.1 14.0
32 117.0 141.4 165.0
33 31,0 23,1 15,0
34 61.0 62,7 64.0
35 27.0 27.6 28,0
36 26.0 27.1 28.0
37 41.0 43.1 45.0
38 109.0 99.8 90.0
39 103.0 95.3 87.0
40 32.0 29.1 26.0
41 65.0 65.2 65.0
42 ' 49.0 46.1 43.0












































43 26.0 20.1 14.0 19.9 12.0 46.2
44 77.0 83.7 90.0 83.3 -13.0 -16.9
45 32.0 35.6 39.0 35.4 -7.0 -21.9
46 104.0 139.9 175.0 139«1 -71.0 -68.3
47 69.0 55.2 42.0 54.
8
26.0 3«,2
48 32.0 37.1 42.0 36.9 -10.0 -31.3
49 31.0 27.1 23.0 26.9 8.0 25.8
50 49.0 58.2 67.0 57.8 -18.0 -36.7
51 28.0 35.6 43,0 35.4 -15.0 -53.6
52 16.0 20.6 25.0 20.4 "9.0 -56.3
53 25.0 27.6 30.0 27.4 -5.0 -20.0
54 92.0 118.4 144.0 117.6 -52.0 -56.5
55 60.0 53.2 46,0 52.8 14,0 23.3
56 24.0 30.6 37.0 30.4 -13.Q -54.2
57 64.0 97.3 110. 96.7 -26.0 -31,0
58 39.0 32.6 26.0 32.4 13«0 33.3
59 32.0 39.1 46.0 38.9 -14.0 -43.8
60 108.0 108.3 108.0 107.7 0.0 0.0
61 224.0 233.2 241.0 231.8 -17.0 -7,6
62 45.0 32.1 19.0 31.9 26.0 57,8
63 48.0 54.2 60.0 53.8 -12.0 -25.0
64 96.0 94.3 92.0 93*7 4«o 4.2
65 56.0 46.6 37.0 46.4 19.0 33.9
66 61.0 59.2 57,0 58.8 4.0 6.6
67 24.0 28.1 32.0 27.9 -8»o -33.3
63 18.0 21.6 25.0 21.4 -7.0 -38.9
69 35.0 35.6 36.0 3<5«4 -l.o -2.9
70 "32.0 39.6 47.0 39»4 -15.0 -46.9
71 52.0 54.2 56.0 53.8 -4.0 -7.7
72 114.0 118.9 123.0 118«1 -9.fl -7.9
73 20.0 22.6 25.0 22«4 "5.0 -25.0
74 48.0 58.7 69.0 58.3 -2Lo -43.3
75 72.0 85.8 99.0 85*2 -27.0 -37.5
76 84.0 67.2 50.0 66.8 34.0 40.5
77 70.0 84.2 98.0 83.8 -28.0 -40.0
78 72.0 55.7 39.0 55.3 33.0 45.8
79 160,0 138.4 116,0 137.6 44.
o'
27.5
80 29.0 33.6 38,0 33.4 -9.0 -31,0
81 29.0 33.6 38,0 33.4 -9.0 -31.0
82 75.0 90.3 105,0 89.7 -30.0 -40.0
83 30.0 35.6 41,0 35.4 -11.0 -36.7
84 32.0 25.1 18,0 24.9 14.0 43.8
85 29.0 26.1 23.0 25.9 6.0 20.7
86 32.0 40,6 49.0 40.4 -17.0 -53.1
87 120.0 111.8 103,0 111.2 17.0 14,2
88 32.0 30.1 28.0 29.9 4.0 12.5
89 63,0 63.7 64.0 63.3 -1.0 -1.6
90 37.0 44,1 51.0 43.9 -14,0 -37.8
91 24.0 30.1 36.0 29.9 -12.0 -50.0
92 66.0 64.7 63.0 64.3 3.0 4,5
93 23.0 30.1 37.0 29.9 -14.0 -60.9
94 95.0 103,3 1U.0 102.7 -16.0 -16,8
95 26.0 21.6 17.0 21.4 9,0 34,6
96 26,0 21.6 17.0 21.4 9.0 34,6
97 26.0 33,6 41.0 33.4 -15.0 -57.7
98 26,0 27.1 28.0 26.9 -2.0 -7.7
99 55.0 49.6 44.0 49.4 11.0 20.0
100 43.0 47.6 52.0 47.4 -9.0 -20.9
101 83.0 93.3 103,0 92.7 -20.0 -24,1
102 218.0 195.6 172,0 194.4 46.0 21.1
103 43.0 37.6 32.0 37.4 11.0 25.6
201
10* 96.0 71.2 46.0 70.8 50. 52,1
105 41.0 30.6 20.0 30.4 21.0 51,2
106 44.0 31.6 19.0 31.4 25.0 56.8
107 82,0 78.7 75.0 78.3 7.0 8.5
ioa 40.0 36.1 32.0 35.9 8.0 20.0
109 40.0 35.1 30.0 34.9 10.0 25.0
110 30.0 29.6 29.0 2<5.4 1.0 3.3
111 23.0 26.1 29.0 25.9 -6.0 -26.1
112 38.0 37.6 37.0 37.4 1.0 2.6
113 28.0 26.6 25.0 26.4 3.0 10,7
114 24.0 25.6 27.0 25.4 >-3.o -12.5
115 41,0 47.1 53,0 46.9 -12.0 -29.3
116 46.0 33.1 20.0 32.9 26.0 56.5
117 29.0 27.6 26,0 27.4 3.0 10,3
118 97.0 78.2 59.0 77.8 38.0 39,2
119 30.0 41.1 52,0 4Q.9 -22.0 -73,3
120 28.0 25.1 22.0 24.9 6.0 21.4
121 28.0 25.1 22.0 24.9 6.0 21,4
122 54,0 57.7 61.0 * 57.3 "7.0 -13,0
123 24.0 27.6 31.0 27.4 "7.0 -29.2
124 60,0 54.7 49.0 54.3 11.0 18,3
125 32.0 28.1 24.0 27.9 8.0 25.0
126 96.0 92,8 89,0 9?.
2
7.0 7,3
127 26.0 29.1 32.0 28.9 -6.0 -23.1
128 114.0 99.3 84,0 98.7 30.0 26,3
129 36.0 45.6 55,0 45.4 -19.0 -52,8
130 24.0 29.1 34,0 28.9 -10.0 -41,7
131 32.0 34.1 36,0 33.9 -4.0 -12,5
132 32.0 35.1 38.0 34.9 -6.o -18,7
133 32.0 30.1 28.0 29.9 4.0 12.5
134 16.0 21.1 26,0 20.9 -10.0 -62,5
135 32,0 30.1 28.0 29.9 4.0 12.5
136 42.0 47.1 52.0 46.9 -10.
p
-23,8
137 137.0 128.9 120.0 128.1 17.0 12.4
138 63.0 59.2 55.0 58,8 8.0 12,7
139 69.0 92.8 116.0 92.2 -47.0 -68,1
140 26.0 29.6 33,0 29.4 -7.0 -26,9
141 71,0 79.7 88.0 79.3 -17.0 -23.9
142 91,0 120.4 149.0 119.6 -58.0 -63,7
143 108.0 134.4 160.0 133.6 -52.0 -4a,
i
144 27.0 25.1 23.0 24.9 4.0 14.8
145 35.0 24.1 13.0 23.9 22.0 62.9
146 27,0 26.1 25.0 25.9 2.0 7,4
147 34.0 30.1 26.0 29.9 8.0 23.5
148 27.0 32.6 38,0 32.4 -11.0 -40.7
149 86.0 78.2 70.0 77.8 16.0 18,6
150 142.0 154.0 165.0 153.0 -23*0 -16.2
151 183.0 176.0 168.0 17R.0 15.0 8,2
152 64.0 73.7 83.0 73.3 -19.0 -29.7
153 29.0 29.6 30.0 29.4 -l.o -3.4
154 117.0 121.4 125.0 120.6 -8.0 -6.8
155 45.0 58.2 71.0 57.8 -26.0 -57,8
156 28,0 18.1 8.0 17.9 20.0 71.4
157 32.0 21.1 10.0 20.9 22,0 68.8
158 56.0 64.2 72.0 63.8 -16.0 -28,6
159 48.0 37.1 26.0 36.9 22.0 45,8
160 28.0 24.1 20.0 23.9 8.0 28,6
161 32.0 30.1 28,0 29.9 4 ,0 12.5
162 16,0 21.1 26.0 20.9 -10,0 -62,5
163 81.0 70.7 60.0 70.3 21.0 25,9
164 25,0 29.1 33.0 28.9 -0,0 -32.0
202
16b 26.0 28.1 30.0
166 108.0 118.4 128.0
167 67.0 75.2 83.0
168 106.0 100.3 94.0
169 27.0 30.6 34.0
170 35.0 36.1 37.0
171 71.0 63.7 56.0
172 184,0 210.6 236.0
173 96.0 90.8 85,0
174 53.0 55.7 58.0
175 40.0 30.6 21.0
176 86,0 80.7 75.0
177 21.0 24.1 27.0
178 48.0 50.6 53.0
179 16.0 21.1 26.0
180 44,0 43.6 43.0
181 60.0 62.2 64.0
182 28.0 26.6 25.0
183 90.0 65.2 40.0
184 18.0 22.6 27.0
185 18.0 22.6 27.0
186 57.0 74.2 91,0
187 117.0 98.8 80,0
188 47,0 58.2 69.0
189 43.0 38.1 33.0
190 29,0 25.1 21.0
191 36.0 29.6 23.0
192 35,0 29.6 24.0
193 261.0 243.7 225.0
194 45.0 45.1 45,0
195 49.0 49.1 49.0
196 36.0 30.1 24.0
197 54.0 44,6 35,0
198 21,0 23.1 25.0
199 31.0 36.6 42.0
200 36.0 47.1 58.0
201 27.0 26.6 26.0
202 314,0 295.9 276.0
203 38.0 41.6 45,0
204 36.0 28.1 20,0
205 27.0 28.1 29,0
206 27.0 22.1 17.0
207 54.0 56.7 59.0
208 18.0 23.1 28.0
209 522,0 430.8 337.0
210 48.0 54.2 60.0
211 48.0 55.7 63.0
212 52.0 48.1 44,0
213 40,0 40.1 40.0
214 32.0 37.6 43.0
215 72.0 84,8 97.0
216 333.0 365.6 396.0
217 *8.o 35.6 23,0
218 39.0 36.1 33.0
219 52.0 63.7 75.0
220 20,0 24.1 28.0
221 20.0 24.1 28.0
222 24,0 30.6 37.0
223 32,0 36.1 40.0
224 56.0 48.6 41.0

























































































































































































































































19.0 24.6 30.0 24.4 -11.0 -57.9
55.0 55.2 55.0 54.8 0.0 0,0
112.0 111.8 111.0 111.2 1.0 ,9
36.0 32.1 28.0 31.9 8.0 22.2
27.0 26.6 26.0 26.4 1.0 3.7
44.0 42.6 41.0 42.4 3.0 6.8
26.0 24.6 23.0 24.4 3.0 11.5
71.0 88.3 105.0 87.7 -34.0 -47.9
116.0 157.0 197.0 156.0 -81.0 •69,8
53.0 50.1 47.0 49.9 6.0 11.3
26.0 21.1 16.0 20.9 10.0 38,5
63.0 54.2 45.0 53.8 18.0 28.6
30.0 33.1 36.0 32.9 -6.Q ' -20.0
38.0 38.1 38.0 37.9 O.o 0.0
26,0 22.6 19,0 22.4 7.0 26,9
40.0 44.6 49.0 44.4 -9.0 -22.5
62.0 61.2 60. Q 60.8 2.Q 3.2
30.0 22.6 15.0 22.4 15.0 50,0
55.0 54.2 53.0 53.8 2.0 3.6
30.0 33.1 36,0 32.9 -6.0 -20.0
30.0 30.1 30.0 29.9 0.0 0.0
32.0 32.1 32.0 31.9 0.0 0,0
36.0 28.6 21.0 28.4 15.0 41.7
20.0 23.6 27.0 23.4 "7.0 -35.0
68.0 73.2 58.0 72.8 30,0 34.1
32.0 24.1 16.0 23.9 16.0 50,0
26,0 19.6 13.0 19.4 13.0 50.0
31.0 39.6 48.0 39.4 -17.0 -54.8
49.0 43.6 38.0 43.4 11.0 22.4
49.0 56.7 64.0 56.3 -15.0 -30,6
178.0 163.5 148,0 162.5 30.0 16.9
27.0 29.1 31.0 28.9 -4.0 -14.8
24,o 29.1 34.0 28.9 -10.0 -41,7
40.0 38.6 37.0 38.4 3«o 7.5
44.0 44.6 45.0 4«.4 •l.o -2,3
144.0 170.0 195.0 169.0 -51.o -35,4
44.0 48.1 52.0 47.9 -8.0 -t8.2
56.0 52.2 48,0 51.8 8.0 14.3
32.0 29.6 27.0 29.4 5.0- 15.6
26.0 29.6 33.0 29.4 -7.0 -26,9
27.0 21.6 16.0 21.4 11.0 40,7
36.0 26.1 16.0 25.9 20.0 55,6
30.0 38.1 46.0 37.9 -16.0 -53,3
72.0 64.2 56.0 63.8 16.0 22.2
40.0 29.1 18.0 28.9 22.0 55,0
17.0 21.1 25.0 20.9 -8.0 -47,1
30,0 39.1 48.0 38.9 -18.0 -60.0
32.0 26.6 21.0 26.4 11.0 34.4
48.0 36.1 24.0 35.9 24.0 50.0
16.0 21.1 26.0 20.9 -10.0 -62.5
32.0 32.1 32.0 31.9 0.0 0.0
64,0 76.7 89,0 76.3 -25.0 -39,1
34.0 30.6 27.0 30.4 7.0 20,6
28.0 26.6 25.0 26.4 3.0 10,7
52,0 69.7 87.0 69.3 -35.0 -67,3
52.0 69.7 87.0 69.3 -35.0 -67.3
96.0 95,3 94.0 94.7 2.0 2.1
112.0 105.3 98.0 104.7 14.0 12.5
40.0 48.1 56,0 47.9 -16.0 -40.0
64.0 48.6 33.0 48.4 31.0 48,4
44,0 35,6 27,0 35.4 17.0 38,6
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287 26.0 22.6 19.0
288 61.0 64.2 67.0
289 26,0 29.6 33.0
290 29.0 27.1 25.0
291 169.0 147.9 126.0
292 210.0 195.1 179,0
293 64.0 68.2 72,0
294 52.0 51.2 50.0
295 28,0 30.1 32.0
296 20.0 23,6 27.0
297 32.0 35.1 38.0
298 72.0 57.7 43,0
299 32,0 20.6 9.0
300 85.0 86.3 87.0
301 84,0 58.7 33,0
302 192,0 191.1 189.0
303 32.0 27.6 23.0
304 24,0 28.1 32.0
305 44.0 47.1 50.0
306 32,0 33.6 35.0
307 32.0 23,1 14.0
308 72.0 65.2 58,0
309 17.0 21.6 26,0
310 21,0 25.1 29,0
311 16.0 21.6 27,0
312 57.0 44,1 31.0
313 46,0 50,6 55,0
314 18.0 24,1 30,0
315 30.0 33,1 36,0
316 40.0 33.1 26.0
317 90.0 82.7 75.0
318 50.0 44.1 38,0
319 55,0 50.6 46,0
320 90.0 82.7 75.0
321 *2.0 52.2 62.0
322 33.0 26.6 20.0
323 72.0 73.7 75.0
324 31.0 24.1 17,0
325 105.0 106.8 108.0
326 26.0 19.6 13.0
327 180.0 209.6 238,0
328 204,0 234.2 263.0
329 89.0 80.2 71,0
330 32,0 37.6 43.0
3?1 68,0 70.2 72.0
332 32,0 30.1 28.0
333 56.0 44.1 32.0
334 33.0 31,6 30.0
335 96.0 88.3 80.0
336 39.0 42.1 45.0
337 24.0 28.6 33.0
338 64.0 56.7 49.0
339 106.0 88.3 70.0
340 26,0 27.1 28.0
341 204,0 192.1 179.0
342 221.0 209.1 196.0
343 72.0 70.7 69.0
344 37.0 46.1 55.0
345 00.0 76.2 72,0
346 52.0 55.7 59,0





























































































































































































3*8 33.0 29.1 25.0
349 23.0 25.6 28,0
350 128,0 135.9 143,0
351 36,0 36.6 37.0
352 84.0 66.2 48.0
353 40.0 33.6 27,0
354 34,0 37.1 40,0
355 47.0 53.7 60,0
356 188.0 215.1 241,0
357 26.0 23.6 21,0
358 45.0 41.1 37.0
359 228,0 188.1 147.0
360 272.0 237.2 201,0
361 144.0 174.5 204.0
362 48.0 48.1 48,0
363 76.0 73.2 70,0
364 60.0 47.6 35,0
365 44.0 37.6 31,0
366 80.0 71.7 63,0
367 56.0 53.7 51.0
368 132.0 118.4 104.0
369 55.0 44,6 34,0
370 75.0 61.2 47.0
371 27,0 27.6 28.0
372 27.0 30.1 33,0
373 36,0 45.1 54.0
37* 36.0 27.6 19,0
375 45.0 58.7 72,0
376 67,0 81.2 95.0
377 28.0 32.1 36,0
378 71.0 86,3 101.0
379 30.0 29.1 28.0
380 24,o 25,6 27,0
381 32,0 29.1 26.0
382 28,0 26.1 24.0
383 26.0 30.6 35,0
384 28.0 32,6 37,0
385 56,0 63.7 71,0
336 40,0 32,6 25,0
387 40.0 34,6 29,0
388 32,0 25.1 18,0
389 120,0 150,4 180,0
390 36,0 40.1 44,0
391 32.0 42.6 53.0
392 48.0 47.1 46,0
393 36.0 35.6 35.0
394 52.0 50.6 49,0
395 32.0 36.6 41,0
396 32,0 39.1 46.0
397 48.0 49.1 50,0
398 48.0 56.7 65.0
399 48.0 33.1 18,0
400 42.0 35.6 29.0
401 31.0 25.6 20.0
402 16.0 21.1 26.0
403 32.0 37.1 42,0
404 56.0 47.6 39,0
405 80.0 58.2 36.0
406 40.0 38.1 36,0
407 28.0 22.1 16.0



























































































































































































409 la.o 21.6 25.0
410 27.0 31.6 36.0
411 40.0 50.1 60.0
412 41.0 49,1 57,0
413 395.0 335.0 273.0
414 108.0 115.8 123.0
415 36,0 25.6 15.0
416 36.0 43.1 50.0
417 934.0 1151.9 1363.0
418 278.0 222.2 165.0
419 66.0 58.7 51.0
420 104.0 98,3 92,0
421 40,0 25.1 10.0
422 25.0 26.6 28,0
423 33.0 37.1 41,0
424 596.0 770.8 94] ,0
425 132,0 96,3 60.0
426 28i0 27.1 26.0
427 32.0 22,1 12.0
428 21.0 23.6 26,0
429 81.0 82.2 63.0
430 60.0 60.2 60,0
431 258.0 316.4 373.0
432 79.0 86.3 93.0
433 28,0 25.6 23.0
434 38,0 32.1 26.0
435 27.0 21.6 16.0
436 28,0 24.6 31,0
437 160.0 182.5 204.0
438 61.0 65.2 69,0
439 162.0 146.4 130.0
440 40.0 35.1 30.0
441 36,0 40.6 45,0
442 36.0 34.1 32.0
443 25.0 16.5 8,0
444 992.0 745.7 495.0




447 25.0 24.6 24.0
448 313,0 404.2 493,0
449 92.0 65.2 38,0
450 30.0 27.1 24,0
451 35.0 27,1 19.0
452 18.0 22.6 27.0
453 61.0 58.2 55.0
454 43.0 40.6 38,0
455 228.0 , 159.0 89.0
456 43.0 54.7 66,0
457 27.0 28,6 30.0
458 20.0 24.6 29.0
459 24.0 25.1 26,0
460 27.0 24.6 22.0
461 141,0 103.3 65.0
462 79,0 57.2 35,0
463 93,0 114.8 136.0
464 19,0 26.1 33.0
465 169,0 140.4 111.0
466 41.0 42.1 43.0
467 68.0 57.7 47,0
468 79.0 96.3 113.0


























































































































































































470 43.0 48.6 54.0
471 24,0 27.6 31.0
472 40,0 43.1 46.0
473 31.0 26.1 21.0
474 56.0 52.7 49.0




477 42.0 31.6 21.0
478 34.0 26.6 19.0
479 340.0 282.3 223,0
480 136.0 161.5 186,0
481 112.0 79.7 47.0
482 56.0 60.2 64,0
483 28.0 25.1 22.0
484 35.0 33.1 31,0
485 1024.0 1133.4 1236.0
486 152.0 168.5 184.0
487 104,0 130.4 156.0
488 2303.0 2605.7 2893.0
489 331.0 266.8 201,0
490 58.0 51.2 44,0
491 135.0 137.9 140.0
492 1240.0 849.5 454.0
493 168.0 134.4 100.
494 48.0 46.1 44.0
495 84.0 61.2 38.0
496 25.0 25.6 26.0
497 24.0 27.1 30.0
498 76.0 92.8 109.0
499 25.0 27.6 30.0
500 103.0- 98.8 94.0
501 24,0 30.1 36,0
502 22.0 24,6 27.0
503 78.0 68.2 58.0
504 261.0 234.7 207.0
505 55.0 65.7 76.0
506 72.0 92.8 113.0
507 23.0 30.6 38.0
508 23.0 30.6 38,0
509 315.0 395.2 473.0
510 79.0 83.7 88,0
511 65.0 70.7 76.0
512 70.0 55.2 40.0




515 28.0 32.1 36,0
516 49.0 66.7 84,0
517 31.0 22.6 14,0
518 40.0 33.1 26,0
519 726.0 716.6 703.0
520 312.0 289.4 265.0
521 56.0 54.7 53.0
522 154.0 188.1 221.0
523 24.0 26.1 28.0
524 27.0 27.1 27.0




527 318.0 415.7 511.0
523 88.0 99.3 110.
529 88.0 115.8 143.0


































































































































































































































































































































































































































AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN ORS. FREo. « 23.*
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE = 29.3
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR s 60.76
T-VALUE FOR PAIRED C OMPARISON s .19
RAW CHI-SQUARE * 2904.662 WITH 562 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
T-VALUE a 42.708
APPENDIX J
GLATDS Traffic Zone Maps
209
APPENDIX J
GREATER LAFAYETTE AREA TRANSPORTATION 8 DEVELOPMENT STUDY
RURAL TRAFFIC ZONES 8 CORDON LINE
. . . CORDON LINE
TRAFFIC ZONE BOUNDARIES
___ MAJOR STREETS 8 HIGHWAYS
2 6 TRAFFIC ZONE NUMBER
210
APPENDIX J
LAFAYETTE - WEST LAFAYETTE





GLATDS First Work Trip Tables
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Appendix K. GLATDS First Work Trip Table
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Full Zones Partial Zones
18, 22, 23 0.75(24), 0.25(21)
6, 19, 20 0.33(5), 0.25(21, 24)







9, 11, 66 0.67(10, 51), 0.50(12, 57)
46, 53, 59 0.50(54), 0.33(47)
60 0.67(47), 0.50(48, 54),
0.33(55)
49 0.67(55, 56), 0.50(48, 62)




117, 122, 123, 124, 0.50(116, 130), 0.33(121)
131
113 0.50(115, 116), 0.33(121)
119, 120, 127 0.50(112, 114, 115, 128)
118 0.50(112, 114, 126)
138, 139, 140, 141, 0.50(135)
142, 148, 149, 143,




79, 80, 136, 137, 146, 147
72, 73, 74, 81 , 82, 83
25, 26, 27, 28 , 29, 31 , 32, 17, 52, 53, 63, 70, 76


